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Preface

The name of the project PR0FEM0 stands for 'Design and Implementation of a fault
tolerant multicomputer system' . The main goal of the PR0FEM0 design provides
nested transactions in a distributed object oriented environment. Particularly, it
includes the design of dedicated hardware to support both the object management
as well as the recovery and concurrency control mechanisms provided by the
nested transaction concept. So far, functional simulations of some parts of the
designed architecture also have proven the correctness of this approach. The
implementation of a three node prototype will begin in the second half of this year.
The project was started in 1983 in the institute of information systems technology
at GMD involving only two academic people. In the course of the project its manpower has been increased steadily. Today, there are five academic members and
couple of students contributing to the goals of the project.
This project report presents the results of the first phase, the design of the architecture . Because of its size it is divided into two parts. The second one deals with
the formal specification and it is published in the following edition of this series.

a

St. Augustin , Juni 1985

Prof. Dr. K.H. Boehling
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1. Introduction
1.1. Scope

The nodes of a Distributed Computer System (DCS) typically are individual processors with their own local set of data and computational resources to control. These
nodes are interconnected by a communications network to enable applications to
share distributed data and computational resources. This is done with the support
of a unified network operating system. The widespread use of DCS is due to the
price-performance revolution in microelectronics, the development of costeffective and efficient communication subnets, the development of resource sharing software , and the increased user demands for communication, economical
sharing of resources, and productivity .

•

A DCS potentially provides significant advantages concerning issues like performance, reliability, resource sharing , and extensibility [DJH],[Ens],[Jen]. Potential
performance enhancement attributes to the increased processing power afforded
via an efficient subnet and the reduction of those bottlenecks and conflicts usually
encountered in uniprocessor as well as multiprocessor s ystems. Potential reliability
improvements are due to the introduction of additional r edundancy, the geographical distribution of the system establishing physical walls against fault propagation,
and the ability for mutual inspection of hosts and communication processors. With
the proper subnet and an appropriate distributed operating system it is possible to
share hardware and software resources in a cost-effective manner increasing productivity and lowering costs.
In fact, we share the view that the most striking benefit of DCS is the ability to
share information and data [ACJ] ,[Ser] ,[Sta]. Sharing is not a new idea. Timesharing developed out of the need to obtain raw computing power at reasonable
cost, and, initially, data sharing was viewed as a secondary benefit. The economics,
however, have changed considerably today to the extent that processing power is
available at low cost through micros and minis, thereby reducing the need to share
a processor for computational power alone . Now, there is a trend that these
smaller machines generally will be connected together in a DCS c onfiguration ,
mainly because of the need to share data.
Unfortunately, data sharing raises two fundamental and related problems in the
design of a reliable DCS:
1)

concurrency control. i.e. the synchronisation of access to shared data while
supporting a high degree of concurrency and
2) restoring of a consistent system state and recovery of impaired data in case of
system failures or user errors.
To solve these problems, basically, we adopt two major concepts of great promise in
order to construct a reliable distributed operating system kernel. These are an
object oriented computation model and a nested transaction concept. In our
design, they are combined, bound to low levels in the system hierarchy, and are
supported by dedicated hardware in order to gain efficiency.
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The Object llodel
An object is an instantiation of an abstract data type which itself comprises a collection of data together with a set of operations defined on that data. Access to an
object and modification of its data can only be performed by elements of this welldefined set of operations, i.e . the behaviour of an object is completely determined
by its set of permissible operations. Because of this clear interface, objects serve
as the primitive entity for data sharing. Models of object oriented computation,
therefore, have been widely investigated in the field of operating systems as a
powerful · mechanism
for
controlling
access
to
shared
data
fLin],[Fab],[Jon],[Int],[Kah], but also in the field of programming languages as a
mechanism for data abstraction and/or as a computational unit [Lis],[DoD],[GoR],
and in the field of artificial intelligence as a mechanism for the modular representation of knowledge (Bob],(GoB],[ToI].
The major problem with object oriented systems has been bad performance
characteristics. However, this is not inherent in the object model itself, but it is
originated in an inefficient implementation of naming and/or addressing and/or
accessing of objects. Mostly, the main reason for this bad effect is that such implementations are completely based on conventional architectures which definitely
are not designed for this kind of systems. Realizing this, we have also designed
dedicated hardware components to support our object model.
Regarding the reliability issue, which has been the primary concern in our design,
the object model contributes to that in a number of ways. For example, it helps to
confine damage resulting from an error, it alleviates to reestablish a consistent
system state, and it limits the propagation of rollback activities, thus avoiding the
so-called 'domino-effect'. For a more detailed discussion of this aspect see chapter
2.

The Transaction llechanism
To preserve consistency of shared objects in the presence of concurrency and
faults it is helpful to make the activities that use and manipulate these objects
atomic. Atomic activities are often referred to as transactions. In fact, transactions
now have gained wide spread acceptance as an appropriate mechanism when providing reliable concurrent processing involving access to shared data. They first
were identified in work on data bases meaning that a computation.although composed of primitive operations executed concurrently on database objects residing
at different sites, cannot be decomposed from the point of view of computations
outside of the transaction [Dav}.[Esw]. Transactions have the following special properties:
1)
2)

3)

Either all or none of a transactions operations are performed. This property
usually is called failure atomicity.
Incomplete transactions do not reveal partial results to each other so that , in
case a transaction aborts, i.e. must be undone, no other transaction will be
forced to abort as a consequence . This property usually is termed prevention
of cascading aborts.
·
Once a transaction completes successfully, its results will never be lost subsequently. This property usually is called permanence of effect.
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4)

If several transactions execute concurrently, they manipulate the affected
data as if they were executed serially in some order. This property usually is
called serializability and represents the standard approach for realizing concurrency control.

Transactions lessen the burden on application programmers by supporting them in
dealing with the effects of concurrency and faults . They simplify the construction
of reliable DCS and, thus, also help to reduce their inherent complexity. Failure
atomicity guarantees that whenever a transaction is affected by an error, its partial results are undone. It is allowed to violate the consistency of the system state
temporarily during the execution of a transaction because serializability ensures
that other transactions running concurrently cannot observe these inconsistencies. In case the serial execution of transactions would preserve consistency, this
applies to a serializable concurrent execution.too. Even though transactions are
performed concurrently, concurrency can be ignored when checking for consistency. Permanence of effect and prevention of cascading aborts limit the
amount of effort required to recover from an error.
The discussed approach for implementing concurrency control must be distinguished from the problem of coordinating access to system resources by concurrent processes independent of each other, as illustrated by the following example. Suppose processes P 1 and P2 require from the operating system access to
resources Rl and R2. Many solution techniques have been developed including
semaphores, monitors, and serializers [Bri],[Dij],[Hoa] . The following scheduling,
e.g., would be perfectly acceptable: Pl uses Rl. P2 uses Rl, P2 uses R2, Pl uses R2.
Now, let us assume Pl is a transaction transferring funds by debiting account Rl,
then crediting account R2. If transaction P2 checks both balances, according to
the above schedule it would see Rl after it has been debited, but see R2 before it
has been debited. Obviously, this would not maintain consistency because serializability is violated . For a more detailed discussion see [Koh],[BeG].
Two-phase locking is the most popular technique for realizing serializability. During the growing phase the transaction obtains locks on objects to be used without
releasing any locks. By releasing a lock the transaction enters the shrinking phase.
During this second phase it releases the locks it holds and is prohibited from
further obtaining additional locks. The moment at the end of the growing phase,
when a transaction owns all the locks it will ever own, denotes its locked point. The
concurrent execution of transactions obeying serializability then is equivalent to a
serial execution determined by the order the transactions reach their locked
points.
Up to now, transactions are used primarily in data base systems and , recently, also
in some file systems [MMP],[Pax],[SMI]. This is due to severe performance losses
mainly caused by existing strategies for concurrency control and recovery . In the
next section this will be discussed more thoroughly. There is a growing need, however, to provide transaction support at a relatively low level, i.e. within the distributed operating system kernel. This would mean having a uniform transaction
facility for different subsystems as data base systems, file systems, mail systems
and the operating system itself by permitting more efficient implementations.
Nested transactions are useful for decomposing activities into smaller units. They
also provide increased fault-tolerance: Subtransactions of a transaction fail
independently of their invoking transaction and of one another, so that an
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alternate subtransaction may be invoked in place of the failed one in order to
accomplish the successful completion of the whole transaction. 'In addition, nesting
can be used to run parts of the same transaction concurrently, while ensuring that
their concurrent execution is serializable.

1.2. PROFEMO - The Main Goals and the Implications on its Design
The major objective of our project is the design of a fa ult-tolerant distributed system architecture and its implementation as a prototype . In order to meet this
requirement the design provides operating system- level support for nested transactions operating on shared data in a distributed object oriented environment.
This constitutes a major departure from conventional transaction · implementations:
First, instead of being above an OS with the corresponding functionality to draw on,
our transaction facility. is beneath, inside the OS kernel. As a consequence, both
the services and structure of the OS are substantially affected by the availability of
nested transactions as kernel primitives. Rather than handling simple data base
objects such as records and files, it must accommodate the far more complex,
abstract and dynamic data types found in an OS . This is essentially virgin territory.
Secondly, we had to take into account that the overhead of the transaction
mechanism, though it is always a concern, becomes of eminent importance in a distributed OS environment. To make this clear, we first have to look at the most
significant features and advantages users should aspect from a DCS . The answer is
essentially twofold: Enhancement of performance by exploiting the inherent potential concurrency and higher reliability and availability due to the inherent redundancy . Unfortunately, however, predominantly with respect to concurrency control
and recovery being two major issues for designing a reliable DCS there exists a
trade-off meaning that you cannot combine optimal solutions for both: achieving a
high degree of concurrency and having an efficient recovery strategy at the same
time because implementing efficient. recovery methods inevitably implies restricting the potential concurrency. The only question is how much?
Presupposing that a successful completion of a transaction should be the rule
while aborts due to faults should be the exception and not vice versa we concluded
that a viable nested transaction concept has to meet the following postulates:
1) No sacrifice of potential concurrency in favour of an easier way of implement-.
ing recovery
2) Introduction of concurrency between such functions contributing to the progress of computational activities and those being in charge of transaction and
recovery management
3) Both, the object model and the transaction mechanism must be supported by
dedicated hardware
Recalling the typical features of conventional transactions , the two most farreaching concept changes we made are the following :
Separating successful completion of a transaction from its commitment
Conventionally, a transaction may end up in two different states: either it
is committed, i.e . it has completed successfully and the permanence of its
effect are guaranteed, or it is aborted due the occurrence of faults or
other undesired effects. We have introduced an additional state called
completed that only indicates the successful termination of the transaction without guaranteeing permanence of effect, i.e . its effect is revocable .
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Permission of the premature release of those objects that are no longer
used by the still ongoing transaction (see Fig. 1.1).
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Fig. 1.1:

Transaction State Diagram

This means that we do not implement the feature 'prevention of cascading aborts'
which implies that, to the contrary, we admit the possibility of cascading aborts . To
achieve this property, the system must be able to keep track of these still 'uncommitted' objects so that in case- of a subsequent abort of the releasing transaction
all further modifications can be revoked. These dependencies are maintained
locally at each site in the recovery graph. This is a distributed data structur:e
maintained by the recovery managers of each site. The nodes of this graph are the
so-call~d recovery units. They refer to the activity of a transaction at a single site.
Arising dependencies between recovery units due to information flow by sharing
global objects are detected at the hardware level and then are recorded in the
recovery graphs of the affected sites meaning that the local parts of the recovery
graph residing in the various sites mainly act independently of each other. Only in
case that the dependencies cross site boundaries they have to cooperate in executing two specific protocols, either
to establish a global recovery line accomplished by adopting the idea of the
'chase protocols' [MeR] in case of a transaction abort or
to perform the two-phase commit protocol.
Both, the design of the recovery graph and the chasing are thoroughly discussed in
chapter 3. In the following the main advantages are discussed.
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Basically, for providing backward error recovery there exist two major approaches
mirroring the trade-off between the exploitation of concurrency and consistency
issues [AnL]. The first one is that of designing a system so that an appropriate
recovery line is always available and known to the system in advance. Thus, it is
based on the use of planned recovery lines requiring constraints to be imposed on
the communication between processes as well as enforcing some form of synchronization on the·m . Transactions are an example for this approach where the recovery
lines are delineated by the boundaries of the transactions. Its advantages are:
it ensures the existence of appropriate recovery lines
relatively simple mechanisms can be used
the overhead 1ncurred is bounded and under the control of the system
designer.
Against these benefits must be set the degradation of system performance which
results from imposing severe constraints to concurrency, communication and
resource utilization.
These drawbacks are mostly avoided by the unplanned recovery line approach.· By
this, in case of an error the recovery mechanism must search for an appropriate
recovery line. Hence, the recovery mechanism is in charge of monitoring interprocess communication and of recording the information flow in the system so that
a consistent recovery line can be determined. The corresponding drawbacks to this
approach, however.are:
an appropriate recovery line may not even exist
a complex mechanism is needed to locate recovery lines, generally coupled
with a costly mechanism for monitoring communication between processes
The possible occurrence of the domino effect may result in an excessive loss of
system activity and is beyond the control of the system designer.
Our approach in a certain sense uses a combination of those mentioned above thus
considerably alleviating the disadvantages of both of them. This is because of the
mechanisms provided we are much more flexible in tuning the nasty trade-off. By
allowing transactions to access still uncommitted objects they are already waiting
for we enhance system performance and resource utilization. The point is that
first, this is done without giving up the existence of the appropriate recovery line
which is represented by the state of the accessed objects at the beginning of the
releasing transaction. Secondly, the abortion of additional transactions due to the
premature release of objects by the failing transactions does not mean any loss of
system activity compared to the conventional transaction implementations
because there , all these additional transactions could not have been performed
ahy way. Some analogy may be seen compared to pipelined architectures using
look ahead strategies where, in order to gain efficiency, several possible outcomes
of a conditional jump are considered.
The situation slightly changes in case of a site crash. Then, in our approach the
results also of the already completed transactions are lost which normally would
have been saved on stable storage by starting the commit procedure after the successful termination of every transaction. However, this loss is always under the
control of the system designer since the commitment can be initiated on request
either by the system itself or by each participant of a completed transaction.
From that discussion we can derive straightforwardly the following favourable
consequences:
1.
The elaborate commit procedure can be initiated optionally or if necessary
The most popular commit procedure is the 2-phase-commit protocol.
However, according to accomplished measurements and the resulting

- 12 experimental data [Mue ], this protocol causes the paramount costs in
running transactions. Now, in our approach, this performance degrading
factor becomes less significant since it is no longer necessary to commit
every single transaction. Thus, the· commit intervals generally will be
longer yielding a much more efficient ratio between computational
activity versus commitment.
2.
Reduction of performance losses due to waiting for the commit signal
We allow participants of a transaction already to proceed with subsequent
activities using the obtained results of that not yet committed transaction .
3.
The amount of data to be saved on stable storage is reduced
We are able to commit several transactions all at once which implies that
we only have to save the most recent versions of the affected objects.
4.
The latency problem is alleviated
The latency interval denotes the time between the occurrence of an error
and its detection leading to a transaction abort. The commit interval
refers to the time between the beginning and the commitment of a transaction. It follows immediately from the very definition of the state 'committed' (effects not revocable!) that, in order to recover from a transaction error, its latency interval must be located within the commitment
interval of the affected transaction . Obviously, the longer the commitment
interval, the more likely it is that this requirement is fulfilled .
5.
The potential degree of concurrency is considerably enhanced leading to a
broader range of application.
Fig. 1.2 delineates the layered structure of our system design. It also illustrates the
correlation between the transaction concept and the object design.
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System Design

The underlying paged virtual memory provides two completely disjoint address
spaces for the so-called representation objects and the recovery segments, respect ively . The representation objects may be seen as the 'guarded containers ' for t he
typed objects made available at the next level. They are based on capability protected segments and their format constitutes a header followed by a capability and
a data part. A recovery segment comprises the recovery information a·s sociated to
each global object. It consists of a sequence of recovery points each associated to a
transaction that manipulates the corresponding object.
Above this, the transaction mechanism is implemented in 3 layers. The
save/restore management maintains the recovery points for the representation
objects. It saves object states and restores objects to prior states. The next layer
offers recoverability of system and user defined objects (created by means of the
type extension mechanism in the corresponding level of the object architecture) ,
based on the recovery graph. Most important functions offered here are the establishing of a global recovery line and the global commitment. Thereby, it relies on
the object filer which manages the passive object versions on a background
medi um. Since the passive object space entirely holds committed object versions,
every update is controlled by the recovery management.
The top level offers the transaction management. Its main functions· are the concurrency control and the managing of the action trees of nested transactions. For
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this task, the global object manager provides two essential services, the transfer of
objects and the remote procedure invocation. In our first implementation, concurrency control is performed by applying a two phase locking strategy. If, however, this mechanism is not appropriate e.g. for a specific application, because of
our layered design it would be possible to replace it by a more suitable mechanism
or to shift this task to the application level and continue to further use the services of the recovery management.
Fig. 1.3 depicts the hardware architecture of one node of the first version of a prototype to be implemented next. Particularly, it illustrates our emphasis on dedicated hardware support.
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The processing subsystem and the recovery subsystem constitute the most
interesting part of the node design. The CPU of the processing subsystem is realized by a 32 bit off the shelf microprocessor with coprocessor interface. By that, we
are able to implement our design of a MMU called MUTABOR (Mapping Unit for The
Access By Object References) as a coprocessor. MUTABOR realizes a virtual object
space in which the sharing of global objects is protected by using a capability
mechanism. In particular it provides
capability protected representation objects
virtual memory management by paging
up to 4 Gbyte virtual address space
up to 4 K objects per process directly accessible whereby the size of an object
may range between 1 byte and 4 Mbyte
save /restore support by providing a completely disjoint recovery space and by
executing the restoration of a recovery point
detection of dependencies between recovery units.
The details and a thorough discussion of the design is given in the next chapter.
We also intend to realize the implementation of system types and extended types as
what we call an OS-coprocessor in a future version . The tasks of this coprocessor
would include
machine recognized system types
type extension mechanism
invoke mechanism for operations on extended types
protection by type specific rights check
tree structured inheritance
In our first prototype, however, this will be done in software.
The recovery subsystem totally is in charge of the recovery management. It is autonomous and acts concurrently to the processing subsystem. To fully exploit the
resulting concurrency potentialities we provide an additional internal bus between
processing and recovery subsystem. This recovery bus mainly has to transfer
information about dependencies arising due to the sharing of global objects. The
main tasks of the recovery subsystem are
logging of recovery information
maintenance of the recovery graph
systemwide control of the recovery line
commitment of transactions
For a more detailed description see chapte_r_ 3.
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•

2.1. Overview
In this overview we introduce our view of an object, outline the benefits of object
orientation regarding reliability and security with special emphasis to a distributed
environment, and present a model of our distributed object memory.
An object is basically the incarnation of an abstract data type [Par], consisting of a
set of data and a set of associated operations, which are the only means of accessing and manipulating the object. These allowed operations are defined by the
object's type and represent the visible interface of an object. They are therefore
called type specific operations.
Primarily, our objects are passive entities, i.e . data structures in our object
memory . On the lowest system level they are contained in memory segments, which
are interpreted by the hard/firmware of the underlying machine. On this level we
took much the same view as Intel's iAPX 432 architecture [Int], although our implementation differs significantly from that approach.
The access to objects is controlled by a capability based protection mechanism
[Fab]. This concept is particularly well suited to allow the fine grain control of
accesses to shared objects in a multiprocessing environment, precisely giving the
accessing entities only those rights they absolutely need, thus realizing the principle of least privilege.
We provide a set of machine recognized system objects that can be viewed as the
building blocks for the operating system kernel. Their main objective is to manage
the hardware resources in an object oriented, secure way. A hardware supported
type extension and inheritance mechanism built upon the system objects makes it
feasible to create user defined complex objects.
To answer the question about the benefits of object orientation regarding system
security and reliability we consider the following points [KaN]:
• Fault detection
• Damage confinement
• Recovery facilities
• Autonomous address space management of each site in the system
The first three points have also importance in single processor systems but in distributed systems they are essential. Because of the absence of any central control
we believe that it is necessary to provide units equipped with so much semantic
information about their correct usage, that to a certain extent they can 'care for
themselves'.
We observe, that well defined constraints regulate the access to objects. Any form
of constraint implies some form of checking; therefore these mechanisms are most
suitable for error detection. It is known that the well-defined interface of an
object serves as an appropriate assertion to validate each access to an object
according to the specified type specific operations. This allows detection of errors
resulting from type incompatibilities. Another constraint imposed to object
accesses is the capability based protection scheme. Erroneous accesses to an
object violating the specified access rights are detected by the capability mechanism.
An obvious dependency exists between fault detection and damage confinement.
Every detection of an error raises an exception and execution of the current program is stopped. This prevents an error to spread all over the system and.hence,
confines the damage. Since the accesses to objects are strictly controlled at the
object's interface, it is supposed that damage will not propagate beyond object
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boundaries. The powerful damage confinement property of objects is vital for fault
tolerant distributed systems, because here it is difficult to monitor the propagation
of errors or to reconstruct their source .
Regarding the recovery aspect, objects constitute well defined entities that can
individually be recovered. It should be noted that recovery is a problem only for
shared objects because of their long term memory. The information stored within
such an object survives a single computation and is the basis for further activities
on that object. In case of e .g. a node crash, these objects have to be set to a consistent state that is history dependent. All objects that are strictly local to a certain computation can be newly initialized . As already mentioned in the introduction , the recovery problem is increased by concurrency in a distributed system. We
therefore extend the properties of objects by consistency preserving and recoverability facilities. The inherent encapsulation aspect of objects is very helpful to provide this extension.
One fundamental feature of distributed system is the autonomy of the individual
nodes in respect to their address space management. Moreover, because of security reasons, it must be assured that the contents of the memory is not affected by
another node without authorisation. The object concept exactly meets this
requirement. Objects are addressed by unique names rather . than by physicaJ
addresses and the authorisation of accesses to objects are properly controlled by
capabilities, thus achieving the desired properties without an additional mechanism .
To take full advantage of the object properties in respect to system security, it is
inevitable to migrate the mechanisms into the hard / firmware of the system, so
that even the most 'compulsive programrner'(Wei] cannot corrupt system integrity.
Moreover, hardware support is recommended because of efficiency reasons. Within
our distributed system a unique, global, transparent object space is provided.
Objects are referenced in a uniform way, regardless from the place where they
actually reside in the system. Fig.2. 1 shows the layered design of our systemwide
object memory that implements the global object space. This figure is a refinement
of the overall system design presented in Fig. 1.2 in the introduction.
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A detailed description of the specification methods and tools is given in the second
volume (NGJ] .
Layer O of the model comprises the physical resources of the system, like storage,
processing and communication facilities.
The next layer provides representation objects in a virtual object space. Representation objects are the 'guarded containers' for the higher level typed objects.
Representation objects are based on capability protected segments. To assure that
capabilities are only modified by privileged operations, the segments are divided
into a section only holding capabilities and a data part. The access to the capability part is hardware controlled, so that no normal machine instruction may examine or modify a capability.
To realize virtual storage we apply demand paging, taking advantage of this relatively simple and fast address translation mechanism.
A novel feature of our memory management system compared to existing mechanisms is the complete independence of the segment s ize from the underlying page
size. While the page size is fixed to optimize memory management efficiency, ~egments can be of any size, ranging from 10 bytes to 4 Mbytes, only determined by
the actual size of the object. We are able to put up to 16 small segments into one
page, as well as we can combine a set of pages to one large 4 Mbyte segment
achieved by a single consistent addressing mechanism.
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In the next layer(3) the already mentioned predefined system types and the type
extension mechanism are specified. With the aid of system types the type extension mechanism allows the creation of user defined objects, which are protected in
a similar way as the machine objects. User defined objects are modified by user
defined type specific operations. Access to those objects is controlled by extended
capabilities, which specify type related rights. The type extension mechanism supports the synthesis of new types by already existing types, and tree structured
inheritance .
Until now, all objects were considered to be in the virtual address space. The
object filer of layer 3 provides storage for long lived objects, comparable to a file
storage in a conventional system. It manages the passive versions of objects, i.e.
objects that are not present in the'virtual object space , on a background medium.
Passive versions of objects are addressed by unique identifiers. Throughout the
whole lifetime of the system these unique identifiers are only used once •.
UIDs serve two goals:
1. Considering the aspect of distribution, they allow the systemwide unambiguous
identification of objects.
2.
Considering the aspect of system integrity, they prevent the problem of dangling references [Mye].
In our system a relation exists between the passive object space and the transaction mechanism. The passive object space entirely holds committed object versions. Hence, every update is controlled by the transaction mechanism (ref er to
chapter 3.).
The layers Oto 3 in Fig . 2.1 refer only to the local properties of the object memory
in each node .
The systemwide transparent access to objects is realized by the global object
manager (GOii) in layer 4 of the diagram. A GOM resides in each node of the system, and together the GOMs establish the systemwide object space. A GOM performs basically two tasks:
1.
the transfer of objects
and
2.
the remote procedure invocation.
If an object is not locally available, the GOM uses the systemwide unique identifier
associated to each global object to access the desired object. For this purpose the
GOM cooperates with the GOMs of the other nodes in the system. Operations on
objects are synchronously invoked sirnHar to a procedure call. If the. object is not
local, the GOM initiates a remote procedure call.
In the following chapters our primary attention is focused to the layers 1 and 2 of
our model. We first exhibit the general design of our machine recognized system
types which constitute the primitives to built an object oriented operating system
kernel. We then introduce the architecture of MUTABOR (Mapping Unit for The
Access By Object References), an intelligent memory management Coprocessor
heavily supporting the basic constructs· of the OS-kernel by hardware .
The object filing system in layer 3 is inspired by the object filing in the iMAX [PKW]
operating system. The crucial difference to iMAX is our transaction oriented
approach which treats the background store as stable storage only holding committed object versions . The detailed tiiscussion of how object versions _are

•

Of course it may also be possible to reestablish an initial state of the system, from where you
can newly start to generate UIDs that were already used previously, but this is a very
exhaustive and cumbersome task.

- 20 committed is given in chapter 3. The actual management of the background store
in our system is thoroughly treated in (Win].
The function of the global object manager is roughly sketched in the discussion of
the dynamic program environment.

2.2. The Architecture of the Object Oriented OS-Kernel
As already stated in the introduction, two basic concepts are combined to construct a reliable operating system kernel, objects and transactions. This chapter
treats the aspect of object orientation and generally outlines how a computation is
performed in this respect. This basically requires to specify
l.
how a program is statically represented, and
2.
how it is dynamically executed on a processor.
The data structures for both, the static as the dynamic environment for program
execution are encapsulated in dedicated system types which constitute the basic
building blocks for our operating system kernel. System types are recognized by
the hardware of the machine what means that the type specific operations performed on system types can be viewed as integral part of the processor's instruction set.
We do not intent to cover every aspect of an operating system kernel in this
chapter, but we introduce the basic building blocks, their interrelation and
interaction.
At level 1 of our object model (refer to Fig. 2 .1) any object in the system is uniformly represented by the so called representation object. These representation
objects are the universal 'containers' for all objects and the basic machine recognized data structure. Therefore they are introduced first.
2.2.1. The Basic Object Structure
Our representation objects consist of three distinct parts:
the object header, which contains the description of an object, i.e. some kind
of semantic information about the object, that is used to achieve the ~elldefined object interface,
the capability part, which exclusively holds capabilities, i.e. references to
other objects, and
the data part, in which the object's data is stored.
Fig. 2 .2 sketches the basic object format.
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Basic object fonmt

The object header is similar to an object descriptor, used in other approaches, e.g.
the iAPX 432 [Int] . The difference is that in our design, the object descriptor is part
of the object itself. It was our intention to keep the information necessary to
interpret an object close to the object, so that we can manage it together with the
object. This has the advantage . that the handling of object-descriptors is easier
and more efficient in contrast to systems, that have to maintain and manage a distinct large object table, in which the object-descriptors are stored .
To manage a distinct object table is a non-trivial task , because if the number of
objects increase this table is likely to exceed some megabytes. In this case, the
object table cannot be entirely held in main memory any more, so that it inevitably
has to be divided into a hierarchy of object tables. This means additional levels of
indirection that hampers the speed of accesses. If an object is present in the main
memory of our system it is assured, that all the necessary information to handle
the object is also available close to the object.
Fig .2 .3 presents the detailed structure of an object header.
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I
•We distinguish between strictly local and shared

objects. Shared objects in our
system have to supply additional information to achieve concurrency control and
recoverability. Thus we provide full object headers for shared objects and short
headers for local objects.
The status field of the object header comprises 4 bits.
The first bit indicates if the object is a long object. The size of long objects is
between 4 Kbyte and 4 Mbyte and they need special treatment by the addressing mechanism (refer to chapter 2 .3 .2 .2.).
The R-bit identifies recoverable shared objects. If this bit is set , the system
knows , that a full object descriptor is associated to this object. Moreover, all
activities preserving consistency and recoverability are triggered by this bit.
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The 'modified bit' is used by the object filing system to determine whether the
versions of the object in main memory and on the background file store are
identical. If this is the case, an object need not to be copied when it is passivated (saved) .
An extended object is the incarnation of a user defined data type . If this bit is
set, the corresponding object is treated as an extended object (refer to section 2 .2.2. l. for a description of the type extension mechanism).
The type field specifies the basic system type of the object. So it is possible to
check a machine instruction if it is allowed to perform on this object.
The object base address as indicated in Fig.2.2 is the base from where references
into the capability or data part of the object are calculated. The data part is always
addressed with positive offset. The capability part of the object can only be
accessed via dedicated capability operations. If a capability operation is detected
by the machine, the displacement in the address field is automatically converted
into a negative offset pointing •into the capability part of the object.
The reference count keeps track of the references to an object. If a reference to
an object is established or destroyed, the reference count is incremented or
decremented, respectively. A zero reference count indicates, that the corresponding object can be destroyed. Although the ref_e rence count mechanism has some
drawbacks, e .g. it does not detect cycles(KaK], it can be used as simple indicator
when an active object can be destroyed. Additional, more complex 'mark/sweep'
algorithms may be implemented in software.
The next 32 bit word in the header is reserved for specifying the length of the
capability and data part in an object. The capability part of an object holds the
references of an object to other objects. Because in our system, references to
objects are always associated with the corresponding rights to these objects, the
only way of accessing an object is via a capability, which comprises both, a pointer
to an object and the associated rights. The capability part of an object consists of
a number of slots in which the capabilities are stored.
To assure, that only privileged instructions can access and modify the capabilities
of an object, the length of the different parts of the object are stored in the header
of the object. Every access can now be controlled if it points into that part of the
object for which it is authorized.
The length description of the data part is divided into two fields, OSL (Object Size
Low) and OSH (Object Size High). For short objects which are up to 4 Kbyte long,
the 12 bit OSL field is used only. The OSH field has meaning only for long objects,
which can be up to 4 Mbyte long. The two fields then are concatenated to form one
22 bit length specification.
Sq far the information provided by the header describes local, non-shared objects.
To achieve the attributes of recoverability and consistency and to allow systemwide
sharing of objects, four additional words are provided .
The unique identifier serve the goals already mentioned in the overview, mainly,
they allow the unambiguous identification of shared objects throughout the whole
system and are used to address passive objects, i.e . objects in the background file
store. The actual format of a unique identifier is shown in Fig.2.4.
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The urn is a 48 bit number, designed to prevent the existence of multiple identical
Urns, even in the presence of node crashes. Within the distributed system there
are multiple generators of Urns. They produce local numbers which are concatenated with the generator name to become unique in the system. The local part
of the urn consists of a permanent counter which is stored on disk and a vola t ile
counter which is held in main memory. Normally, with every generation of a urn
the volatile counter is incremented. If an overflow occurs, the carry is transferred
to the permanent counter which is then updated. In case of a node crash , when the
volatile counter is lost, the permanent counter is automatically incremented on
the disk with the node coming up again. This assures, that a urn is not supplied
twice, although some (not yet supplied!) Urns inevitably are lost.
The remaining fields are devoted to recovery information and concurrency control
and the ir application is discussed in detail below in this report(chapter 3) .
The access to objects is exclusively performed by capabilities.
F ig .2.5 gives a detailed description of the capability format.
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FomBt or a capability

We distinguish four types of capabilities:
the null-capability simply is the indication of a free slot in the capability part
of an object
the basic capability is a single 32 bit word constituting a capability for a basic
machine recognized system object
the extended capability may be multiple words long and is used as an abstract
capability for user defined objects specifying type specific rights for these
objects. The first word of an extended capability is marked as extended capability head. All subsequent words belonging to this extended capability are
marked as extended capability tail (the detailed format of an abstract capability is given in Fig.2.8).
the token capability is a dedicated capability which is used by the type object
for the 'unsealing ' of user defined objects, i. e . to transform an abstract capability into a basic capability (ref er to the description of the type extension
mechanism below in this chapter and Fig .2 .7) .
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token. A zero in the most significant bit indicates that only two bits are interpreted
as type and the six subsequent bits contain rights information .
. The rights are separately specified for the capability itself, and the capability and
data part of the object it points to. For a basic data object the rights are summarized in Fig .2.5 above . The rights for the capability itself and for the capability part
of the object are uniform to all types of capabilities except to the token capability
for which no rights are specified. The rights for the data part are different for the
individual system types and for extended types there exists a rights bitstring to
specify type specific rights.
The object short name is a (node-)global name for the object. Its structure and
usage is discussed in the section 2 .3.2.2 in relation with the storage management
inside our MMU.
So far we have discussed the fundamental object structure and the format of the
capability which allows the controlled access to objects. Let us now examine how
these basic structures are used to build the static environment for program execution.
2.2.2. The Static Program Environment
The static program environment in an object oriented system is mainly defined by
the structure of complex, user defined objects. A program (which also constitutes
an object itself) is composed from a set of interrelated objects. Therefore we start
to describe the structure of simple user-defined objects and then present our
mechanism to support the construction of complex objects from simpler ones.
2.2.2.1. User Defined Types
To tailor application oriented data types, a type extension mechanism is provided.
The type extension mechanism ·makes use of basic system types to build and
encapsulate user defined data types. Constructing new types from already existing
ones and a tree structured inheritance facility are integrated properties of our
type extension mechanism. We designed a hierarchical type extension mechanism,
which preserves the internal structure of a composite type, i.e. the individual components are still visible in the composition• with the following properties:
Type- specific protection is guaranteed between the individual components
it alleviates software-maintenance, because all changes made in a type object
automatically 'propagate' to all of its incarnations,
it supports debugging, because the debugger can identify the individual components and can display the object-relevant information contained in the
component-object's header and body (e .g. state of the object, capabilities to
other objects, etc.)
reduction of code bulk • .

•

There exist also 'flat' mechanisms where a new composite type is combined from already
existing ones {which are contained in a library} at compile time. This new type has then lost
its inner structure, all consistency checks have to be performed statically at compile time
[Gue].

•

Tokoro [lsTJ and Cox [Cox]{pp.54 tJ.), give striking examples, which outline the benefits of
these mechanisms in respect to code size and software maintainability. Both authors
compare an object oriented environment {ZOOM [IsT],Smalltalk [Cox]} to the C-language and
UNIX. They conclude, that the executable {and hence, occupying space in expensive highspeed primary memory} code in the conventional UNIX environment is up to eight times larger
than it is in an object oriented environment.
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The specific implementation of our type extension mechanism and the integrated
inheritance feature distinguish our approach from related architectures as iAPX
432 [Int], StarOS [JCD], or Hydra [WLH].
Let us first consider a user defined object, only consisting of a single component.
Fig.2.6 shows the schematic diagram of an extented type's incarnation and parts of
the access information.
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Consider, you want to execute a type specific operation on your user defined
object. The general mechanism roughly works in the following way:
To access the object you must specify a capability on that object together with
the desired function. With the capability you find the user defined object,
referred to as root object in Fig.2.6 which contains a capability in a dedicated
slot of the capability part pointing to the associated type object. The type
object makes available a set of user defined procedures, which constitute the
allowed operations for this type. To select the desired operation, a procedure
index into the type object is specified. Local data may be supplied to create
incarnations of this type.
Let us now examine the details of our type extension mechanism.
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It is inevitable in an object oriented system to obtain the equivalent high protection for user defined objects, as it is provided for system objects. The mechanism,
which insures this property is the sealing/unsealing mechanism. Sealing creates
the 'cell membrane' around all the extended object's components and assures, that
from the outside , the object can only be accessed by the defined type spec ific
operations. This is done by generating an abstract capability for the object. An
abstract capability specifies individual rights to the procedures associated to an
object 's type . If such a procedure is invoked it works on the object 's data. To perform this task, normal read and write operations must be executed on this d a ta.
But read and write operations are specified for simple data objects rather than for
extended types . Hence , the procedure must have the possibility to view t he
extended object as a simple data object. This is realized by decoding the abstra ct
capability into a representation capability, which allow read/write operations on
data objects ·and is called unsealing. Unsealing is performed with every procedure
invocation. The generated representation capability is copied into the context of
the procedure and with the dynamic destruction of the context, the representation
capability is also automatically destroied. To assure, that this representation
capability can only be used by the invoked procedure, the copy right is denied.
Sealing and unsealing use parameters supplied by the type object to create an
abstract capability or to decode an abstract capability, respectively. Obviously,
sealing /unsealing are critical system tasks and require enforced protection . To
achieve the desired security, sealing/unsealing needs a special capability, a token
capability to obtain the permission to create an abstract capability or to convert it
into a representation capability. A token capability, henceforth called a token,
occupies a fixed slot within a type object (refer to Fig.2.9 format of a type object).
Its format is indicated in Fig .2 .7 .
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Forrmt of a token capab i lity

The pattern ' 101' in the type field of the capability indicates that it is a token. The
rights are always implicitly sealing and unsealing , so that no explicit r ights have to
be specified. The type object's short name within the token has to assert, that only
the type containing this token may use it for sealing/unsealing operations. As a
consequence, a token is inseparable associated to its type object and the application of a token is strictly confined to the creation of an extended type and the procedure invocation . A token cannot be changed or copied .
2.2.2 .3. Abstract Capabilities
The access to an extended type is only possible via an abstract capability, which
controls the type specific access authorisation on that object. Fig .2.8 depicts the
abstract capability format. It corresponds to the extended capability sketched in
the previous section, and consists of multiple words. Head and tail of an abstract

- 29 capability are coded in the associated type fields. The rights bitstring provides for
each type specific operation one bit, which indicates, whether the desired operation is allowed to be executed or not. Because a type specific operation is invoked
by the procedure index, this can be easily checked against the rights bitstring.
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2.2.2 .4. Type Objects

Extended types are encapsulated within modules, that serve as type objects. The
general format of a type object is sketched in Fig .2 .9 .
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The type object constitutes the root of access to the type specific operations on an
object. It essentially comprises the capabilities to a set of procedures, which
implement the type specific operations, and some dedicated capabilities associated
to type . The capability part of the type object is divided into a fixed part, which is
interpreted equally in all type objects, and an application defined part.
The first capability in the fixed part points to the superclass of the type . The discussion of the class-mechanism is deferred, and treated in relation with the inheritance facility in this section. The next fixed capability is the token, which was
introduced above, followed by the capability to the procedure create object. which
creates a certain incarnation of the type . The create procedure is also responsible
to seal the object. The following procedures constitute the type specific operations
and are consecutive numbered by an index. This index is also used in the invocation to specify the procedure. The field numb er of procedures in the header of the
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type object assures, that from the outside you have only access to the visible procedures and may not reference the hidden part of the module .
A type specific operation itself may invoke other internal or external procedures.
The capabilities for these procedures are found in the hidden part of the type
object. If the procedure is an internal one, a fast intra-module-call which need not
change the access environment (context) can be applied. However, if a procedure
of an external module is called the normal procedure call has to be executed.
Consider the example sketched in Fig.2.10. This is a slight modification of Fig .2 .6
by adding a component object, yielding a composite type. Let us interpret the
composite object as a stack object, the component object may be an array object,
which actually holds the contents of the ,stack. The type specific operation for
stack are 'push' and 'pop' which use the array operations to update the stack. It
should be noted, that 'push' and 'pop' can access the array only via an abstract
capability, which insures, that the access is restricted to the well defined interface
of the data type 'array'. So, e.g. dynamic bounds checking, part of the array procedures is automatically applied to the stack operations. Dynamic bounds checking may be taken as an example for an internal procedure call. Many procedures
defined ·for array may use dynamic bounds checking and therefore it may be implemented as a internal procedure, hidden from the outside, but fast accessible for
the module's procedures.
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Example of a composite object
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2.2.2.5. Inheritance
Type extension is a powerful tool to build user defined· abstract data types using
already existing ones. Object-oriented systems yet provide an additional specific
property for structured system design. They allow to build a new type from an
already existing type, which inherits all the old ones' attributes, i.e. its type
specific operations. This mechanism is called inheritance and an integral feature
of many object oriented languages as Smalltalk, Lisp, or Simula. Instead of the
term 'type-object' used in this paper, the synonymous term 'class' is commonly
used and we will adopt this throughout this section. As a type object a class
describes the implementation of a set of similar objects. A class inherits all typespecific operations (termed 'methods' in Smalltalk) of its superclass. As in the original Smalltalk 80 and in Simula we support a hierarchical class mechanism where
at most one superclass exists for a given class resulting in an inheritance tree
structure as shown in Fig.2 .11. In contrast to Smalltalk, Simula or Lisp, where
inheritance is defined on the language level, inheritance is an integral feature of
our system design and supported by hardware, thus making the mechanism reliable
and fast.

+-------------+
I

CLAS5 a

+-------------+
+----- -------+
I

a CLAS5 b

I

+------------+

+-----------+
I

a CLAS5 c

I

+-----------+

+-----------+ +-----------+
lcCLAS5dl

lcCI.ASSel

+-----------+ +-----------+
Fig.2. 11

Hierarchy of classes

Type extension as shown above and inheritance differ significantly. The former
uses composition of objects (instances of types) where the interfaces of the
component-objects are hidden, i.e . it is impossible to access a component object
via its type specific operations (refer to the stack example) . In contrast, inheritance makes potentially available all operations of all its superclasses. Let us now
examine the support for the inheritance mechanism in more detail.
Fig .2 . 12 shows the basic rrechanisn.
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The shown entities are classes (type-objects) which ,as already mentioned, are
encapsulated in modules (ref er to Fig .2 .9) holding the references to their superclasses in a fixed slot within the modules' capability parts. During a procedure
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invocation, the reference to a module's slot holding a null-capability indicates, that
the desired procedure is not part of this module, but inherited from one of its
superclasses. The capability of the superclass is now used to reference the respective slot in this module. If this slot holds a capability to a procedure, it is executed.
If it again holds a null-capability the search continues until the corresponding procedure is found. As an example consider a reference to the third slot in class 'd ' in
Fig .2.12. If you invoke the corresponding procedure, you will find a null-capability,
going to class 'c' again finding a null-capability. Continued search finally terminates at slot 3 in class 'a', holding the capability to the demanded procedure . All
classes in Fig.2.12 inherit procedure 3 from class 'a' .
Unsealing
The invocation of a type-specific operation requires the unsealing of the abstract
capability, which is used for the invocation into a representation capability
demanded for the execution of the procedure. In the case when the procedure is
directly available, unsealing is done as described above , using the modules token
capability. If the procedure is not directly accessible, because it is inherited by
one of its superclasses, unsealing has to be deferred until the procedure is found in
the corresponding superclass. It has to be pointed out, that now unsealing must
not be carried out with the type-token of this superclass, but with the original
token of the class which was primarily referenced. The resulting representation
capability is then copied into the context of the procedure found in the superclass.
This all is part of the invoke mechanism, which has to keep the reference to the
token of the primary module until unsealing can be performed.
Redefining type-specific operations.
The basic inheritance mechanism discussed above has one feature worth to be considered in detail. This is redefining of type-specific operations. In the trivial case,
a class inherits all procedures of its superclass. This is simply accomplished by
filling as many slots of the capability part of a class with null-capabilities, as procedures are defined in the superclass. Then every reference to this part automatically propagates to the corresponding slot in the superclass. Redefining a procedure is done by writing a valid capability to a procedure into this part, thus
masking the procedure of the superclass. The procedure referenced by the capability of slot 2 in class 'd' in Fig.2.12 ., e.g . redefines the corresponding procedure 2
in its superclass 'c' .
The redefinition mechanism also supports top-down system design. Consider you
define procedures fat a superclass, which, of course, shall be inherited to many
sub-classes. Some of these procedures require some kind of a print procedure to
print out their results. The final implementation of the print procedure is dependent on the special demands defined only in the different sub-classes. These special requirements are not known when defining the superclass and may be unique
for every sub-class. To allow the invocation of a generic 'print' for the procedures
of the superclass, a certain slot in the capability part is filled with a null-capability.
All procedures of the superclass use this specific slot index to reference the print
procedure. If these procedures are inherited by the subclasses, each subclass may
implement its own specially tailored print procedure, and automatically, all the
other procedures use the appropriate print utility.
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2.2.3. The Dynamic Program Environment
While our extended types are the modules of the static organization of a program,
we now introduce the notion of a process which constitutes the module of dynamic
program execution. A process can be viewed as the abstraction of a physical processor, providing the access environment and allocating all the resources necessary to execute a sequential program. In multiprocessing terms - a process is the
unit of schedulable work for the system and represents the module of concurrency.
In our system design a process is a dedicated machine data-type, which is supported by the hard/firmware of our system.
Our view of performing a computation is that of multiple cooperating processes
which together perform a specific task. This view originate in the existence of multiple processing resources in a distributed system and has some predecessors. Our
approach which, on a first look, shows close similarities is the notion of 'task
forces' in the distributed operating systems StarOS [JCD] and MEDUSA [Ous]. both
implemented on the Cm• architecture. The major difference is the transaction
orientation in our system and the totally different hardware structure which
assumes independent (regarding the address space) nodes connected by a LAN.
While task forces conceptually offer long lived service functions and make use of
the unique virtual address space of the underlying Cm* hardware, transactions are
dynamically created to perform a single individual task which may be distributed
over the nodes in the local net. The communication between the processes of one
distributed transaction takes place via protocols rather than via a shared descriptor list as in task forces.
The relationship between processes and transactions is thoroughly _treated in
chapter 3.4. l. In this section we confine our discussion to the process as a protection domain, because this aspect is particularly important regarding the reliability
of computations and the communication and synchronization between processes.
2 .2.3. 1. The Process Object
Executing multiple independent programs (by different processes) requires the
creation of distinct execution environments, such that a malicious behavior of a
program is confined to its own environment and may not affect others. A program
must only have access to those objects which are contained in its individual
address space. A process should provide such an access environment for the
currently executed program. This is commonly called a context or a protection
domain.
We saw in the previous section that executing a program means executing a procedure representing a type-specific operation of an object. Every procedure invocation requires the dynamic creation of such a context. In this respect, a context
has much the same function as an activation record or a stack frame in conventional systems although in a much more protected fashion because : ·
1.
the context is encapsulated in a system type, and
2 . it is defined by a set of capabilities, which naturally restrict accesses to the
least privilege .
In our approach, a context is tightly bound to a process. This means that a process
is dynamically created with every procedure invocation together with the
corresponding context. In this respect our notion of a process corresponds to that
in StarOS and Medusa.
A process is encapsulated in a dedicated process object defining the context of the
process together with other process relevant information. The general format of a
process object is illustrated in Fig .2 .13
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Fig.2.13 Structure of the process object
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The type field of the header (ref er to Fig .2 .3) holds the identification of the type
process which constitutes a machine recognized system type.
The first four slots of the capability part provide the capabilities to the four c-lists
which form the immediate access environment for the process. Immediate access
environment means that a capability contained in one of these lists can be directly
selected by the capability selectors contained in a virtual address (a detailed

- 38 illustration of the access environment is given in section 2 .3 .2.1 in a capability system in relation with the address space management). The first capability (c-list 0)
points to the process object itself which represents the root of all accesses defining
the current context. Fig .2 .14 shows the environment predefined by the process
object.
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Fig.2. 14 Predefined process environrent

In the previous section we discussed the static program structure. The figure
above sketches the dynamically created environment for the execution of a type
specific operation. C-list 1 actually is the capability part of the module to which
the currently executed procedure belongs. This assures that the procedure ·has
access to all other procedures and data in the module . C-list 2 is the capability
part of the root object of an extended type . It makes available all capabilities
required to execute the procedure of the module on the data of the extended
object. Before invoking a procedure and creating a new process, the calling process prepares a small object (referred as 'carrier object ' in StarOS), the argument
record, containing invocation parameters. The capability to this parameter object
is copied into slot 3 of the process object. Because this parameter object may contain capabilities and/or data, both call mechanisms are supported, call by reference and call by value .
It should be noted that the environment for a procedure execution can be established very fast, because only the capabilities to the corresponding c-lists must be
inserted into the appropriate slots of the process object.
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To determine the relationship between a process and the transaction in which the
process participates, a capability is provided which points to the transaction object
(TO), constituting the local description of a (potentially distributed) transaction.
Apart from the dedicated capabilities listed above, the capability part of the process object can be used to make any object instantanously accessible to the process.
The process status word at the beginning of the data part of the process object
stores information about the current state of a process as active, blocked or terminated, a timeout limit which interrupts the process after a specified time interval to prevent the system hanging up due to a faulty process, and additional process management information.
The register save area holds the internal registers of the processor after a switch
to another process occurred.
Finally, the data part contains space for local data of the procedure execution and
a stack area is provided to serve as evaluation stack.
2.2.3.2. Procedure Invocation
The invoke function is defined on extended objects to execute a type specific
operation. Type specific operations are represented by procedures associated to a
module which constitutes the type object. Each procedure invocation creates a
new process (exceptions are fast low level intramodule calls which do not require a
context switch). Two invocation schemes are offered :
1.
the simple synchronous call, and
2.
the concurrent call.
The simple synchronous call has a structure much like a normal procedure call:
invoke (object, proc_index, parameters)
The calling process specifies the _object and the procedure as it was already outlined in the previous section (2 .2.2). The parameters are supplied by the above
introduced parameter object allowing call by reference and call by value. The
argument record is included into the context of the created process and the called
process becomes runnable. The calling process blocks as a result of this invocation
until the called process terminates and transfers a result parameter record into
the caller's context. The calling process is unblocked and continues execution.
If the called object is not locally available but resides in another node of the system, a remote procedure call must be performed. Our intention was to keep the
invocation mechanism transparent in regard to whether the object is locally available or remote . The difficulty in making the procedure call transparent is that
normally a call by reference although locally supported because of improved
efficiency, cannot be performed on remote objects because conventionally objects
are accessed by physical addresses .:w.hich have no meaning on another node. In
our system, the provision of uniql.le identifiers (UID) solves this problem quite
elegantly. As introduced in section 2.2.1 UIDs allow the systemwide unambiguous
identification of objects. The global object manager which is activated when an
object is not locally available replaces the object short name in every capability of
the argument record by the corresponding unique identifier. Every call which cannot be resolved locally is transparently routed to the global object manager which
communicates with the other global object managers in the distributed system.
The global object manager sends the prepared argument record via the LAN to the
global object manager of the destination node. This global object manager acts as
a remote agent which invokes the function. When the corresponding process terminates the result record is vice-versa passed back on the same way.
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The destination node can be determined by two complementary methods:
1.
Each global object manager maintains hints concerning the current location
of some global objects. Especially the new location of each object handed on
to another global object manager can be remembered .
2 . A search procedure is used to determine the affected global object manager.
Broadcasting the UID of the requested object results in a reply message of the
global object manager which maintains the object. Later on, this information
can then be used as a hint.
Obviously, the simple synchronous call does not take advantage of the potential
concurrency only offering a single thread of control and impedes concurrent execution of type specific operations. Therefore, we also provide a concurrent s ynchronous call which enables a process to invoke multiple procedures concurrently.
This corresponds to a 'fork' . As a result, the calling process blocks until all result
records are delivered indicating that all called processes are terminated . Each
parallel path of computation corresponds to the simple synchronous call (see also
section 3.4.1.2).
2.2.3.3. Synchroni:r.ation and Communication
As already mentioned above the computations in our system are structured in t wo
levels. The transactions are the top level activities which are composed of m a ny
small cooperating processes. Therefore we have no arbitrary systemwide interprocess- communication but we have communication on two different levels:
1. communication between transactions, which is exclusively performed via
shared data objects, and
2.
communication between the processes of one transaction for which additional
low level mechanisms may be designed .
The communication via shared data objects in a distributed system requires a
sophisticated mechanism to preserve consistency of the data objects and proper
synchronization of the accesses to these objects. Our transaction mechanism is
designed just to meet these requirements. The synchronization of accesses to
shared objects is achieved by a special lock descriptor which is a dedicated object
containing the necessary lock information. The capability to this lock descriptor is
placed in the field 'concurrency control' in the header of a shared data object
(refer to Fig. 2 .3). The -lock descriptor holds the information necessary for the two
phase locking protocol which guarantees the serializability of the operations performed on a shared object. This mechanism allows multiple readers on an object.
In a later phase of our project we intend to implement type specific locking which
makes use of the knowledge about the semantics of an object to allow more concurrency (an example of type specific locking applied to the type 'semiqueue ' is
given in [LiS]). The lock descriptor and the locking protocol are thoroughly
treated in chapter 3.
The two phase locking protocol is a high level synchronization mechanism to
preserve consistency of objects shared between transactions . Additionally, for fast
message-based inter-process-communication inside a transaction, shared objecls
like mailboxes are provided which are dynamically created, short-lived, and have
no passive version on the background file storage. For these objects short term
mutual exclusion is required rather than sophisticated long term locking . For this
purpose we provide a short term spin lock which is represented by only one bit
associated to an object (this bit is placed in the object entry, refer to Fig .2.22) . If
this bit is set, a process cannot access the object and enters an active wait loop
rather than blocking at the object, taking into consideration the short duration of
the lock.
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So, we distinguish three types of objects with regard to locking:
1. long term locked objects achieved by locking via the lock descriptor,
2.
short term locked by a spin lock, and
3.
not locked for strictly local objects.
Inside a transaction processes communicate via messages. For message communication a dedicated system type, the mailbox is supplied. A mailbox is a buffer
shared between processes which contains messages . Messages are single capabilities pointing to the message objects. Message objects are no specific objects but
may be simple data objects or processes. In the header of the mailbox, a status
field provides only the information whether the mailbox is empty or full. To provide
consistency of the shared mailboxes, indivisible operations on mailboxes must be
provided. They can be implemented using the spin lock described above .
In our first prototype version we intent to only implement a simple conditional and
synchronized send and receive function.
Let us first consider the receive function. If the mailbox is not empty it removes a
buffered message from the mailbox and then returns. If the mailbox is empty, the
conditional receive simply returns with no message. The process remains active
and the decision to perform a receive again is program controlled. If a synchronized receive is executed, the process suspends· execution and blocks at the empty
mailbox. If a message is delivered this event is signalled to the process which
resumes execution. The capability of the first process is inserted into a dedicated
capability slot of the mailbox. If multiple processes block at the same mailbox,
they are linked together forming a queue.
Send will copy the capability to a message object into the mailbox if the mailbox is
not full. If the message cannot be delivered the send will fail and either an active
retransmitting of the message is performed in the conditional send, or the process
blocks until a free buffer is signalled to it. Waiting processes are maintained simular to the receive operation.
In other message based systems, e .g. StarOS, an event mechanism is implemented
so that a process never suspends execution as a side effect of performing a message function. The potential benefits of an event mechanism in gaining performance must be traded against the greater overhead of its implementation and the
time required for its execution. We think that the simple mechanisms sketched
above will be sufficient in our system due to the generally small and short-lived
processes.

2 .3. The Design of an Object Oriented Memory Management Unit
This chapter describes the basic hardware support for the object oriented OSkernel introduced in chapter 1.2. Attention is focussed to the provision of the virtual object memory (layerl in Fig.2.1) because here the fundamental encapsulation
and protection facilities for objects are defined.
2 .3. L Requirements for a Virtual Object Oriented Memory.
The implementation of an object oriented architecture poses some tough challenges to the memory management mechanism because two parameters in object
oriented memory design greatly differ from conventional systems:
1.
the size of objects
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2.
the total number of objects.
In an object oriented architecture objects are usually small. Table 1 shows the
mean object sizes for three well-known object oriented systems .
Mean obiect sizes
Berkely Smalltalk(BS)
Hydra
iMAX

50 bytes
326 bytes
ca.300 bytes

/Ung/
/WLH/
IPKWI

The small size of the objects results in an increased number of objects to accomplish a certain computation. Smalltalk-BO systems already contain 32,000 to
64,000 objects, and this number is increasing /Ung/ .
Moreover, the representation of information in an object oriented memory is completely different compared to conventional systems. The memory management has
to provide an interface at which the objects are presented while the actual
hardware structure of the physical memory is hidden. In an object oriented architecture the objects are addressed by logical names rather than by physical
addresses. Because you have named entities, protection and sharing of these entities are meaningful on the level of their logical names independent from the underlying physical memory structure.
To examine the impact of the above characteristics on memory management in
more detail, let us consider the two aspects of the common term 'memory management :
1. address space management refers to the management of logical resources and
includes protection and sharing of objects. The goal is security and ease of
sharing independent of the physical resource allocation.
2.
storage management deals with the allocation of physical memory space.
Here, efficiency is the primary issue.
In conventional memory management, address space management and memory
management are not cleanly separated, leading to a couple of drawbacks.While the strategies of address space management differ widely, storage management only distinguishes between segmentation and paging. The advantages of segmented memory schemes center around the issues of protection and sharing and
hence , support address space management because here, the structure of the logical address space reflects the organisation of independent objects .Intel's iAPX 432
[Int] and the more conventional iAPX 286 [In2] are examples of advanced segment
oriented memory management. However, pure segmentation causes some serious
difficulties concerning storage management. One drawback of this scheme is, when
working on a segment it must entirely be in main memory. Although it was pointed
out, that objects are usually small and it would be no problem to entirely swap
them in or out of the memory, there inevitably are many applications where larger
data structures are required. E.g. for modern bit-mapped graphics one or two
megabyte arrays are common. If you have the one megabyte bitmap of a pixel
graphic represented as a single object and encapsulated in one segment, it is
necessary to swap the whole segment into your main memory, even if you only want
to change a single pixel • . As statet in [Ung], a few large bitmaps can crowd out

•

The Intel processors partly reduce this problem by only allowing segment sizes up to 64 kbytes
but incurring the disadvantage of sacrificing a common description for large linear data
structures, which have to be composed from independent 64 k segments. No address pointer
can be incremented from top of one segment to the bottom of the (logically) consec1:1tive
segment.
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many smaller but more frequently used objects.
Another challenge for pure segmentation is the handling of many very small
objects, because every object is independently swapped between real memory and
the disk rather than larger entities which may comprise many of these small
objects increasing 1/0-efficiency. Last not least, because of the variant size of segments , storage reclamation is a non trivial task . So segmentation is appropriate
for clean address space mangement but causes problems to efficient storage
management.
Looking for efficient storage management , demand paging is the most
accepted strategy. Paging, however, is not a panacea for object oriented memory
management. The fixed size of pages does not meet the individual requirements of
objects. Moreover in terms of address space management, pages offer poor support
for protection and sharing. Signetics' MAC (Memory Access Controller) , an
advanced paged memory management device, provides the facilities to define segments on top of the paging mechanism. Multiple pages are clued together via a
segment table and obtain a common descriptor.
The primary obstacle to apply this MMU in an object oriented system is the size of
segments, which always consist of multiple pages. So, the smallest segment size in
MAC is 41128 kbytes (for 24/32 bit addresses for 68010/68020 compatibility) compared to a mean object size of about 350 bytes (see table 1 and 2 ). It would be a
tremendous waste of memory to place one 350 byte object into such segments, to
take advantage of the segments protection facilities .
The common favoured protection scheme of modern MMUs (refer to table 2) is ring
protection similar to MULTICS [Org], which is not appropriate to an object oriented
architecture where individual access rights are demanded for each object •.
iAPX 286
segments
segm.size
pages
page size
protection
reference

MAC

PMMU 68851

NS 16082

VAXll

+

+

l..64k

128k .. 4G

+

+

+

+

256 .. 32k
ring
[Mot]

512
ring
[NaS]

512

ring
[In2]

256 ..4k
ring
[Sig]

[Dec]

2.3.2. The Architecture of :U:UTABOR
As we have concluded from the facts presented in the previous secti.on , it is necessary for the efficient support of objects to tailor a specific memory management
unit. In this chapter we introduce the design of our MUTABOR (Mapping Unit for
The Access By Object References) . The functionality of the MUTABOR essentially
covers layer 1 of the diagram sketched in Fig.2.1. But, as we will see in detail it
also performs functions of layer 2 supporting basic facilities of system types and
type extension. Moreover MUTABOR is designed in regard to efficient save/restore
management described in chapter 3.2. MUTABOR provides a totally distinct address
space and basic functions to manage the recovery points.
Let us now begin to build our MUTABOR from top down starting with the description
of the address space management.

•

Signetics claims, that MAC allows the implementation of a capability-based scheme 'for the
first time in an economical manner for a microprocessor' [KaF] . but we doubt, because the
6B020 supports protection rings rather than capabilities, and therefore the capability
mechanism has essentially to be implemented in software.
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As already mentioned, the primary issue of address space management includes
protection and sharing of the logical system resources, i.e. objects in our system.
In the previous section 1.2.3 our notion of processes was introduced which is
closely related to dynamic address space management. This chapter outlines the
hardware support by MUTABOR. First let us examine the general access environment in a capability system from which the design of MUTABOR is derived.
Fig.2 . 15 shows an example of an access environment.
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- 45 The access environment of the process is defined by those capabilities which are
directly available to address an object, plus those capabilities which may occur
within a referenced object and point to further objects. The instantaneously available capabilities are contained in up to four capability-lists (c-list 0-3). C-list 0 is
called the current context The first four slots in the current context are reserved
for the four capability lists which include the current context as c-list 0 . The object
reference, originating in the capability to c-list 1 in the current context is an
example for the chaining of capabilities to access an object. All objects, which are
within the dotted rectangle are directly accessible, i.e . their capabilities can be
instantaneously selected by the capability selectors contained in the virtual
address (see Fig.2. 16) . Now, consider the case, that object a in Fig .2.15 , that can
be addressed via c-list 1 contains a reference to object b . To access object b, the
capability to object b must first be copied from the capability part of object a to
one of the c-lists. Then it can be selected by the process-local name and the associated object b can be accessed. This mechanism assures, that the entire virtual
address space is potentially available to each process although many levels of
indirection must be passed to eventually access the object.
It was the goal in our design to reduce the levels of indirection whenever this is
possible.
To reach this goal we had to consider the following demands:
1.) To provide a sufficiently large address space, which can be directly accessed
by the indices of the virtual address , and
2 .) To make all capabilities within this address space accessible without any level
of indirection.
As already mentioned in section 2.3.1 the number of objects to accomplish a certain computation is greater than in conventional systems. In our system it is possible to provide as much as 4k capabilities to objects as instantaneous access
environment for each process •. Therefore the above mentioned chaining of
accesses is not likely to occur because of space problems. The 4k capabilities are
stored in the 4 c-lists, each holding about lk capabilities ••.
Fig 2 .16. schematically depicts the address-space-management in our MUTABOR.

•

As an exaTple, the architecture of the Intel iAPX 286 [ln3], which is airred to conventional

••

applications, cnly al lows direct access tor~ objects (se~nts).
The size of the c-lists is restricted to 4k bytes due to efficient rmnagan?nt (refer to the
mnDryrranag=t of t.lJl'AIIR).
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We assume, that a 32 bit virtual address is delivered by the processor. The task of

MUTABOR is to interpret this virtual address as an object reference.

For this
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purpose, the virtual address is divided into a process-local name,_which is used to
access the capability for the desired object, and an offset to specify a certain byte
within the object. The capability comprises the object short-name together with a
set of rights. The object short-name is unique within the local node and unambiguously identifies an object. To share an object, this short-name is used in several
capabilities, each with its own specific rights field . Thus, the sharing of objects is
simply accomplished via the name of the object, independently from where it actually resides in the memory.
Because it is intended, that each process provides its own process-local name
space, which comprises the entire virtual address space, the virtual address is
extended by a 4 bit process identifier (PID). The PID is held in a dedicated register
within the MUTABOR. Whenever a process gets. the processor for execution, this PID
is assigned to the process •. This assures, that each process has its own local name
space.
C-list O has a specific structure. It is the capability part of the process object and
called current context It constitutes the root of all accesses to objects for the process. The first four slots of the current context are reserved to hold the capabilities to the current context itself (slot 0) and three additional c-lists (slot 1,2,3) .
The process-local name is partitioned into two 10 bit fields, which are used as
indices into the capability lists. The most significant 10 bits are an index into the
current context. If this index selects a capability to one of the additional c-lists
(slot 1,2,or3), then the least significant 10 bits of the process-local name are used
to address the capability within the selected c-list. This capability is then used to
find the desired object. If the index into the current context is greater than 3, a
capability directly pointing to an object is selected. The second index can then
either be used to address very big objects, what will be described below in this section, or remains unused .
As we saw from the discussion of Fig.2 .16 only the current context represented as
c-list O is directly accessible without any further provisions. To access the c-lists
1-3 via the normal access path means one level of indirection, because you first
have to fetch the capability for this list from the current context (c-list 0) . To
prevent this indirection we provide sixteen register sets, each consisting of four
registers (refer to Fig.2.16) containing the physical base addresses of the c-lists of
the corresponding process. In this way the sixteen most recently executed
processes (to which a PID is assigned) can directly access all capabilities in their
access environment. Moreover, this provision supports fast process-switches.
Fig.2.17 shows the basic mechanism.

•

The PID addressed here is only used to efficiently acccnpl ish the separation of address
spaces. Therefore, it rrust not be nixed up with the process ident itiers used by the operating
system to schedule the processes in the queue, lihich have to be rruch longer than 4 bit. Of
course, at every point of tirre ,a PID in the MJI'.AB:R is unart>iguously associated to a process
ident itier used by the operating sys tan
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The 4-bit PID, contained in the PID-register is decoded to select one of sixteen
register sets called context register bank. The two least significant bits of the h igh
portion of the process local name which address the capabilities 0-3 of the current
context are decoded by a simple logic to address one of the four context registers
assigned to each register bank. A context register contains the physical base
address of a c-list and the length of the capability part. After a c-list is accessed
the first time, its physical base is copied into the corresponding register. From
now on, the index into this c-list, contained in the low order portion of the
process-local name (referred to as word offset inc-list in flg 2.17) can b~ instantaneously be added to the contents of the assigned register, thus having direct
access to the capabilities within this c-list without any indirection. With every
access the word offset into the c-list is checked against the length of the c-list by a
comparator to prevent address errors. The exact format of a context register is
depicted in Fig .2 .18.
After having introduced the address space management of our MUTABOR and the
mechanisms to speed up the accesses to the capabilities, we now turn to the
description of the storage management.
2.3.2.2. The Storage Management in :U:UTABOR

As already mentioned, demand paging is the most accepted strategy for efficient
storage management. The entire address space is divided into constant fractions
of memory, called pages. The physical entities of memory, capable to contain a
single page are called frames in real memory and blocks at the background store.
The logical to physical address translation is performed by direct or associative
table lookup where a certain page is associated to a frame of real memory. Fig .2 . 19
depicts the scheme of our storage management.
·
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In our approach we provide pages of 4 kbyte which are addressed via a two level
hierarchy of page tables. The page tables comprise entries for page descriptors
which contain status information and a pointer to the physical base of the frame
associated to this page. A page descriptor occupies one word (4 bytes) of memory,
thus a page table can hold 1024 page descriptors .
The first level page table is called page directory and is the root of accesses to all
pages. Therefore it must always be kept in real memory. A dedicated register, the
page directory register (PDIR) contains the physical base address of the page
directory. This allows to put the page directory anywhere in the memory •.

- 51 A second directory register, the recovery space directory register (RSDR) which
has a function equivalent to the PDIR defines a totally disjunct address space which
is dedicated to the recovery mechanism. Its specific structure is introduced in
chapter 3 .3 .2 .
The entries of the page directory comprise pointers to the second level page tables
which hold the actual frame addresses of the referenced pages.
In our design the size of the page tables are 4 kbytes and hence, these tables
exactly fit into one page . They may therefore be swapped in and out of memory by
demand as any other page, thus holding only those parts of the translation table in
real memory which is actually needed.
If a page is not in main memory, the page descriptor indicates this in a status field.
The desired page has then to be swapped in from the backing store. This mechanism is explained in detail in one of the following sections.
The access to objects.
So far the paging mechanism is roughly similar to those in DEC VAX-11, Signetics
MAC, Motorolas PMMU, and NS 32000 family. What is new in our approach is a
hardware supported mechanism to allow the definition of subunits of a page and
hence eliminate the drawbacks of the paging mechanism for an object oriented
system. We are able to put up to 16 objects into one 4 kbyte page, well reflecting a
mean object size of about 250 bytes/object. By this the internal fragmentation of
pages is reduced and the swapping mechanism can be more efficiently, because not
every single object has to be swapped in or out separately.
Now ,let us consider the access to an object. The object short name contained in
the capability represents the node local name of the object and consists of three
parts:
l.
a 10 bit index into the page table directory to select the page descriptor to a
certain page containing the desired page table.
2.
a 10 bit index into the selected page table to address the page,
and
3.
a 4 bit index to select an object within the page.
As Fig.2 .19 shows, there are 16 so called object entries at the beginning of a page
which are addressed by the 4 bit index. They contain pointers to the associated
object header. The object base address contained in an object header is then
cached to provide fast access to the object's capabilities and data (refer to 2.3.2 .3).
The least significant 12 bits of the virtual address, the offset in object can then be
used to specify any byte within the object.
It should be noted, that the object entries of all pages together are functionally
similar to a single large object table in the other object oriented systems. In con.:
trast to those approaches we have the advantage , that the relevant information
contained in the object table is kept very close to the corresponding objects and
indivisibly managed together with them. Whenever an object is in real memory, the
required information to handle the object is also present. When the object is
swapped out, this information is also swapped out and does not waste memory .

•

The page directory is 4 kbytes long and is exactly contained in one frame of real memory .
Therefore it actually always starts on 4 k boundaries.

- 52 Long object addressing.
So far we only considered the access to objects which are contained in one page
and hence , do not exceed 4 kbyte . But as mentioned in in the overview (section 2 .1)
we also intent to support large objects. The address translation mechanism for
long objects is delineated in Fig .2 .20 below.
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A long object is combined of a number of pages which have consecutive page
descriptors in the corresponding page table . Our intention was to provide a consistent addressing of long objects in the sense that if an overflow in the 12 bit
offset field of the virtual address occurs, i.e. an address po inter is incremented
from the top of a certain page, the reference automatically goes to the bottom of
the (logically) next page. Therefore we now interpret the low order part of t he
process-local name as an extension of the offset field, thus having the view of one
contiguous 22 bit offset field. So , we are able to address objects up to the size of 4
Mbyte.
It is evident, that now the low order part of the process-local name cannot be used
as an index into a c-list for long object addressing . Therefore the capability of a
long object must reside in the current context excluding the slots 0-3, because
these slots are predefined , containing the capabilities to the c-lists. The high order
part of the object short name in the capability is used to index the page directory
as usual. The low order index points to the first page descriptor of the long object.
By adding the low order part of the object short name with the low order part of
the process-local name, the desired page descriptor is selected. The reader can
easily verify, that every overflow of the offset field in the virtual address causes an
increment of the low order part of the process-local name. As a consequence, by
adding this low order part to the page table index automatically the next consecutive page descriptor is selected . In this way the entire long object appears as one
linear data structure.
After having examined the basic access methods to objects in the virtual address
space , we can now go into the details of the storage management.
The management of pages.
To manage a page , we provide three distinct descriptors:
1.
the page descriptor
2 . the page management word (PMM)
and
3.
the object entry.
Page descriptors always reside in the page tables, while the page management word
and the object entries occupy the first 9 words of a page. The page descripto r is
used to support virtual memory, the page management wo r d and the object entry
manage the memory space inside a page .
The format of a page descriptor is presented in Fig .2.21.
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The status field contains 6 bits which are explained in the figure . For the support
of long objects we provide a type field in the descriptor to distinguish between two
types of pages :
1
Object pages, in which short objects are stored. Here we need some page
header at the beginning of the page as described above for the object entries
and the page management word .
2.
Data pages, which merely contain data words and no page header. They are
mainly used for the data part of long objects .
The page frame address in the descriptor is 16 bit long, thus allowing t o address up
to 256 Mbyte of real memory • .
To support the management inside the page we provide the object entries and t he
page management word. The utilization of the object entry was already discussed
above . Fig .2 .22 shows the detailed format of this descriptor.

•

The 256 }.l)yte result fran2**16 pages with 4kbyte each .
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Fig. 2.22 FoITJBt of object entry

It consists of :
a bit, which indicates whether the entry is used or not,
a length field for the object header, because objects have headers of different
size,
a locked bit for short term mutual exclusion, and
the pointer to an object header.
The page management word is used to organize the objects inside the page. As
Fig .2.23 shows, it mainly comprises the information about the free space in a page
and aids the decision whether an object fits into a page or not.
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Fig. 2 . 23 Forrra.t of page mmagerent word

The pieces of free memory inside the page are linked together by pointers. The
address of the first free word and the total length of free memory are held in the
corresponding fields of the page management word. The object fits into the page if
the number of objects, indicated in the object counter field does not exceed 16
objects and a contiguous piece of memory can be allocated which is sufficiently
large .
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The management of the background paging device.
So far we have discussed the management of pages in real memory. Now we have to
consider what happens when a page is not available there.
The object short name reference a descriptor in a page table which has the present
bit turned off, indicating, that the corresponding page is on the background paging
device . Similar to the real memory, the paging device is divided into fixed 4 kbyte
blocks each capable to hold one page. A block address on the paging device
corresponds to a frame address in real memory. If a page is not present in real
memory , the object short name is taken as an index into the set of block tables to
find the corresponding block. The organisation of tables necessary to access a
page on the background paging device is outlined in Fig .2 .24.
·
As the page tables, the block tables are part of the virtual memory and therefore
can be in real or secondary memory. If a page table or a block table is not available in real memory, an additional level of indirection is necessary to access a
page . In this case , first the page table or block table itself has to be moved into
real memory . For this purpose we provide two dedicated block tables in our system
(refer to Fig .2 .24 .):
Block table O contains the block names for the 1024 possible page tables and
is accessed if a page table is not in real memory.
Block table 1 holds the 1024 block names for the possible block tables and is
needed if a block table is not in real memory .
This organisation allows a convenient address translation in case of page faults .
For reasons of efficiency and simplicity we assume, that the page directory, page
table 1, block table 0 , and block table 1 are always present in real memory because
this set of tables constitutes the root for all accesses.
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Let us now consider the access to a page which is not in real memory. The dotted
lines in Fig .2 .25. represent the normal access path to a page if it is in real memory.
If a page fa ult occurs as indicated in Fig.2 .25 the page directory index is applied to
page table 1 which now serves as a directory for the b lock tables . The page table
index of the object short name now references a slot in the block table which contains the block name of the desired page. Knowing the block name , the page can
be accessed on the paging device and swapped into main memory .
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2 .3.2.3. Speeding up the Object Access.
The access to an object in our memory scheme requires 5 memory accesses due to
the indirections via the different translation tables. Compared to conventional virtual memory systems we. have 3 additional accesses :
1.
the access to the capability
2.
the access to the object entry
3.
the access to the object header.
All these data structures support the provision of desirable object attributes as
protection, encapsulation and type checking at run time, thus increasing overall
system reliability. On the other hand we learned from Intel 432 that users are not
willing to accept an increased reliability at the price of reduced performance. So
we looked for mechanism to speed up the accesses by abbreviating the normal
access path .
The one level access to the c-lists is an example which was already discussed. An
additional, more far reaching mechanism is to cache the entire relevant information to access an object in a dedicated associative high speed buffer, called translation lookaside buffer (TLB). Fig .2 .26 shows the organisation of the TLB .
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- 61 The TLB basically consists of the associative search logic which provides 32 (or
more if possible) entries to store search keys and a set of registers to store the
information for the entries. Two search keys may be applied to the TLB:
l.
The concatenated pair <PID, process local name> . This yields at most one hit
and instantaneously delivers the physical base address of the object. The
contents of the 'offset in object' field is added to yield the physical address of
a byte within an object.
2 . The PID only. This may result in many hits and is applied to flush the entries
belonging to a certain process.
The search for the <PID, process local name> appears during the usual addressing
of an object and is performed with every access. If this search key is not found the
normal access path described above has to be followed.
For a TLB in an object oriented system it is not sufficient to simply store the physical base address of an object in an entry, but additional information is needed to
preserve the protection facilities for objects. Therefore we provide a rights field
'RI', relevant status information in the bits M, S, and R, and two length fields 'LD'
and 'LC'. When accessing the object via the normal access path, the rights included
in the capability and the length of the data and capability part of the object contained in the object header are copied into the corresponding entry of the TLB .
With every access it is checked if the rights are violated or if an access beyond the
bounds of the capability or data part is attempted . These checks are performed in
parallel to the calculation of the real address by adding the object base address to
the offset from the virtual address. If the concurrent checks detect an addressing
error or a rights violation, the current memory access is interrupted and an exception is raised.
The status bit M indicates whether a modification of an object was already
recorded in the object header. When this bit is not yet set, a write to an object
causes an access the object header to change the modified bit there.
The R-bit identifies recoverable objects. When the R-bit is true, the DREC-field and
the S-bit are interpreted by the machine. How this is actually performed is illustrated in chapter 3 .
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3.1. Overview

In the following sections the transaction mechanism of the PROFEMO distributed operating system kernel is described in detail. First, an overview is
presented.

3.1.1. Functional Characteristics

The PROFEMO distributed operating system kernel provides a global object
space distributed over the sites of the system. This object space represents an
abstract long term memory. Objects are typed. At each moment an object has a
type-specific state that can be changed only by executing type-specific operations.
Together, the states of all objects constitute the distributed system state.
A (distributed) transaction involves state transitions on a distributed subset of
the object space with the following properties:
atomicity of failure (all-or-nothing),
atomicity of effect (serializability),
permanence of effect.
Recall the introductory chapter 1 for a full definition of these terms. The transaction mechanism of the PROFEMO distributed operating system kernel assures that
the distributed system state is kept consistent in the presence of concurrency
caused by multiple transactions, and in spite of faults . The property of permanence is slightly more general in PROFEMO , because guaranteeing permanence
can be done for several transactions at a time, especially including the usual case
of handling transactions individually.
The effect of a transition is carried out by a set of processes executing typespecific operations on the objects involved. Transactions may be nested thus yielding fine grain control over recoverability and concurre·n cy.
In PROFEMO serializability is enforced by 2-phase-locking. Unlike all other
proposed implementations of a nested transaction mechanism using two-phase
locking for concurrency control, PROFEMO uses non-strictly 2-phase locking , i.e.
locks are not held until the point of commitment but objects may be released earlier. Thus, a higher degree of concurrency is obtained. Type-specific lock modes
may be a useful means to enhance the degree of potential concurrency even more,
but the first version of the PROFEMO transaction mechanism only supports
Read/Write-locking, because it is well understood whereas type-specific locking or
other concurrency control methods are in their infancy.
To accommodate to the usage of uncommitted information we developed a
recovery graph concept using ideas from [Dav] and (MeR]. A collapsed version of
the recovery graph describes the arising dependencies between transactions and
can be maintained by the system in a distributed fashion. Thus, correct recovery
from transaction faults (aborts) is assured.
Another important property of the PROFEMO transaction mechanism is to
decouple the logical end of a transaction from committing its effects. Commitment
can be done for several transactions at a time and is executed by dedicated
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recovery subsystems concurrently to ongoing work.
Replication of objects is not supported by the kernel but is assumed to b~ part
of a higher layer if desired. Checkpointing of single transactions in order to survive site faults, especially useful for long-lived transactions, is not supported in the
first version of the PR0FEM0 transaction mechanism.

3.1.2. Considered Fault Classes
The transaction mechanism assures consistency of the object space, especially
in spite of faults. In the following, three kinds of faults are distinguished :
transaction faults,
site faults, and
media faults .
A transaction fault implies the abort of a transaction. The reason for the
undesired effect is of no interest here. It may be an initiated abort from one of the
participants of the transaction, from an outer atomic action, from another atomic
action due to use of uncommitted information, or from a user. It may be a
deadlock, or even a hardware oriented fault leading to a (e .g. transient) hardware
failure which only has limited effect on one or several transactions. In all these
cases the transaction mechanism guarantees that there is no effect of this transaction on the distributed system state providing the illusion that this transaction
never occurred.
A site fault means the uncontrolled termination of processing of a node computer system. A site fault may be e .g. due to a fault in the power supply or due to a
crash of the transaction system or the whole operating system. Volatile memory is
assumed to be lost and interrupted write operations on secondary storage devices
leave the corresponding blocks in detectably bad status. In spite of site faults the
transaction mechanism guarantees the consistency of the object space. Sites can
recover and can be reintegrated into the system. Especially, the transaction
mechanism guarantees that the effect of all committed transactions is permanent
and will be materialized at all sites eventually. For all uncommitted transactions
decisions about their outcome are made consistent at all sites. There is no effect
for all uncommitted transactions corrupted by a site fault.
A media fault is the partial or complete loss of the information on a nonvolatile secondary storage device . This fault may be for instance a head crash of a
disk. Consistency of the object space in spite of single media faults at each node is
guaranteed.
Transaction faults and site faults are most important to consider. Experience
states that media faults are at least two orders of magnitude less frequent than
site faults . Moreover, mechanisms for recovering from media faults are well-known
even in commercial systems and are independent of the real transaction mechanism in a certain sense. Standard mechanisms are an additional archive medium
(e .g. a magnetic tape) or mirrored disks to meet stronger time requirements for
recovering from media faults.
As a consequence, in the PR0FEM0 transaction mechanism especially transaction faults and site faults are taken into account , media faults are of minor
interest because standard mechanisms can be applied .
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Functioning correctly in spite of transaction faults, site faults, and media
faults is an obvious requirement for the transaction mechanism. Beyond that, the
transaction mechanism has to meet several performance requirements, namely:·
low overhead during normal processing,
high throughput,
fast recovery.
For PR0FEM0 low overhead for achieving recoverability and freedom from
interference for transactions during normal processing essentially means little
increase in response time for each individual tr~nsaction. This is what can be
o t •:oerved from the invoker. Required processing power and/or storage facilities for
recoverability are of minor importance as long as additional work can b'e done concurrently to normal processing, because PR0FEM0 is willing to spent some dedicated resources to accommodate to these needs. Details of the PR0FEM0 approach
with respect to this issue are pointed out in the introductory chapter 1.
Throughput considers the whole set of transactions to be executed and is
measured in finished transactions per second. High throughput requires that the
transaction system coordinates the necessary activities for concurrency control
and recoverability for the individual transactions in a very efficient manner. Performance analysis of recovery techniques in database systems shows that recovery
algorithms have to be chosen very carefully in order not to limit the attainable
level of throughput [Reu].
Fast recovery means short delay to recover from an error. This requirement is
relative because in PR0FEM0 fast response time and high throughput are considered to be more important than fast recovery assuming that successful termination of a transaction will be the general case. Main goal in requiring fast recovery
is high system availability. These relations can be pointed out in more detail as follows.
Transaction faults are much more frequent than site faults and these are
much more frequent than media faults. Thus, a natural requirement for the transaction mechanism is that during the recovery of faulty transactions the transaction system as a whole is available at all sites for starting and coordinating other
transactions. The PR0FEM0 transaction system satisfies this requirement. Thus,
the availability is not reduced due to transaction faults. Fast removement of the
effect of a faulty transaction is done in order not to waste resources and to allow
other transactions to access the freed objects.
A site fault interrupts the transaction system at that node. In a good design
this should have minimal impact on the processing capabilities of the transaction
system at the other sites of the system. In particular, the surviving sites should
not be blocked until the faulty site completes recovery but will continue processing. Thus, the transaction system remains available at the surviving sites. Fast
recov:ery in this context means that the surviving sites can take into account the
fault during their further processing almost immediately after they get notice of
this event, and that the faulty site can be recovered and reintegrated quickly. In
PR0FEM0, these requirements are satisfied. The surviving sites notice the fault of
a site . They undo their local parts of those transactions that are known to be
aborted as a consequence of the site fault, i.e. at the surviving sites the site fault is
mapped into a set of transaction faults. After that, the sites do normal processing .
Those transactions which persist in accessing objects at the faulty site will be
blocked naturally . It should be remarked that blocking a commit request may be
necessary if a site fault occurs at some specific points (window of vulnerability)
during two-phase commit in order to ensure consistency. The PR0FEM0 restart
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algorithm for the transaction mechanism after a site fault is designed to be relatively fast. This reduces down-time at the faulty node and contributes to a high
availability of the transaction system at the faulty site.

3 .1.4. General Approach to Recoverability
In the following, the general approach for achieving recoverability is outlined.
Frst we consider the local storage facilities at each site (Fig . 3 . 1) .
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Fig. 3.1: Object Version Flaw

Each site locally maintains a part of the global object space. The objects are
assumed to be long-lived, i.e. their lifetime exceeds those of transactions. Objects
of the global object space may be manipulated only in computations structured as
transactions.
In the permanent space a passive committed version for each local long.:.lived
object is maintained. A committed version of an object is a state of that object
that has been created by a committed transaction. There is exactly one committed .
version for each object in the permanent space. The notion .of 'passive version ' is
usual in object filing systems and refers to a representation of the object especially
suited for long term storage . Recall chapter 2 for a detailed discussion. In the
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permanent space an object is identified by its unique identifier and this uid is used
in all references to that object. As the effect of committed transactions is
guaranteed to be permanent, committed object versions must be stored reliably.
Thus, permanent space is assumed to be a stable storage that is free of any media
faults . How to construct this ideal medium out of normal non-fault-free ones will
be considered later on. The permanent space is not effected by any kind of fault.
The active space contains those objects that are actually needed by computations. For details consider the relevant sections of the object concept. The active
space is virtual and object structures are build on top of a paged virtual memory.
Executing a type-specific operation on an object is only possible if the object is in
the active space. The execution of a type-specific operation generally changes the
state of the active object. A long-lived object may be activated from the permanent space into the active space (more exactly: into its real part) by converting
its passive representation into an 'active' one. This is done by assigning an object
short name, thus establishing addressability, and by translating references to
other objects from the uid form to the short name based form. Activating an
object does not change its passive representation stored in the passive space.
Those objects that only exist during computations never have a passive representation in the permanent space, but are maintained in the active space throughout
their lifetime. Objects in the active space may be swapped to disk memory due to
virtual memory management strategies. The active space is assumed to be corrupted by a site fault. Salvaging pages from the non-volatile part of the virtual
memory may be possible in some cases but is not considered in this version of the
transaction mechanism.
The recovery space contains recovery information needed to recover from
transaction faults for all activated long-lived objects. An optimistic recovery strategy is applied, i.e. the actual state of an object is altered if the object is modified
and sufficient information is saved to undo the effects. The recovery space contains recovery segments, each associated to an object. In a recovery segment a
sequence of recovery points is maintained, each recovery point associated to a
transaction manipulating the corresponding object. A recovery segment is composed of several consecutive pages in virtual memory. Before a transa·c tion
changes an object its state is saved in the corresponding recovery segment yielding
a recovery point that will be used to restore the active object if the transaction
aborts. It should be noted that the version of the object in passive space remains
untouched. The recovery space is assumed to be corrupted by a site fault.
The log space contains all necessary recovery information needed to recover
from site faults. The log space is a stable conceptually write-once memory with
fast sequential access resistant to any kind of fault. Functioning of the log space
is illustrated best by considering the commit procedure. The commit procedure in
a distributed environment is a complex task and will be described later in detail.
Roughly, commitment is being composed of two phases. During the first phase the
elaborated state of a modified object, its after image, is stored reliably in passive
form in the log space (stablesave). The after image is found in the active space if
the object is not modified in a succeeding transaction . Otherwise, the after image
is a recovery point for a succeeding transaction and is found in the recovery space.
After that, commitment is called prepared. At this moment the site is able either
to abort the effect of the transaction on the object considered simply by discarding
the log entry or to update the passive version of the object in the permanent space
eventually, regardless of any fault occurring from this point on. In the usual twophase commit protocol. applied in PROFEMO too, the commit event is centralized
and logically occurs when a corresponding entry in the log of the so-called transaction manager appears. After getting notice of this event the second phase
starts. The now committed state of the object is propagated in its passive for:rn to
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the permanent space there replacing the old passive version. As long as propagation is not finished the state of the object in permanent space is obsolete because
a new committed state already exists. After finishing propagation the corresponding version in the log space may be discarded. The procedure just described is executed as long as no site fault occurs. It should be remarked that the effect of
several transactions may be combined and committed in one procedure and that
this procedure can be executed concurrently to progressing work on the actual
states of active objects. It should also be noticed that propagating the new state of
the object may be delayed to a convenient point of time without deferring any
transaction in using the current state of the object.
Now, we consider the occurrence of a site fault and sketch the necessary restart procedure . After a site fault the active space as well as the recovery space are
assumed to be corrupted. Thus, the effect of all transactions not yet committed or
prepared is lost. On the other side, the effect of all committed transactions and all
prepared transactions is safely recorded in the log space. The permanent space is
clean, meaning that no partial effect of any uncommitted transaction ever exists in
the permanent space. But it may be possible that the effect of some committed
transactions is not yet reflected in the permanent space. During restart the log
space is analysed and committed object states not yet reflected in "the permanent
space are propagated. If several committed versions of the same object exist only
the last one, the most recent one, must be considered. But restart can even be
faster by applying the following procedure. It suffices to activate the most recent
committed version of all objects found in the log into the active space. After doing
that, the transaction system is able to resume normal processing leaving propagation of the committed states to that component of the transaction system that carries it out usually.
Permanent space and log space must be stable, i.e. free of any media faults.
Constructing a stable storage out of normal ones is not of interest for PROFEMO .
Two techniques generally used for recovery from media faults may be applied here ,
too. The first method uses duplexed disks and results in fast recovery at the
expense of higher cost and slower writing because the two write operations have to
be executed sequentially. The second general method uses two cheaper archive
media (e .g . tapes) instead, but results in slower recovery. One medium contains an
archival state of the permanent space , the other is the archive log space recording
all changes to the permanent space from that point on corresponding to the
archival state of the permanent space. A new principle for constructing a stable
storage hierarchy out of semiconductor, RAM and secondary disk storage yielding
faster access times is described in [Ban]. One can imagine to implement a distributed stable storage where several sites contribute to implement one stable
storage. In this case correct functioning of several sites (e.g . a majority) and of
the communication subsystem is necessary to assure stability. This is an issue of
further research.

3 . 1.5. Overall Design

Based on the concepts discussed the PROFEMO design of the nested transaction mechanism contains three layers as ,depicted in Fig. 3.2. These layers are
extracted from the general design overview given in the introductory chapter l.
The layers are described in detail in the following sections.
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Layers of the nested transaction mechanism

Layer 1 maintains recove.ry points for (active) objects in the recovery space.
Saving object states and restoring objects to saved prior states are the most
important functions offered by this layer. The save / restore managers of the
different sites operate independently of each other, no protocol is required. Their
offered functions are of local importance only.
The recovery information associated to an object is managed in a reco,;.ery
segment which is allocated in the recovery space region of the paged virtual
memory . A recovery point may consist of a complete physical copy of the
representation of the object. This method is primarily used for short objects.
Alternatively, parts of the representation of an object may be saved resulting in
incremental recovery points. This method is mainly used for long objects on a page
basis. Besides methods based on physical state saving and restoration, a logg ing
scheme at the logical level will be added in a future version that records all executed type-specific operations on this object, thus allowing for type-spec ific
recovery schemes.
Layer 2 offers recoverability based on the recovery graph. The recovery graph
is a distributed data structure that is maintained by the recovery managers.
Recovery units are the nodes of the recovery graph. A recovery unit subsumes t he
activity of one transaction at a single site. It mainly refers to a set of processes
acting on behalf of the transaction locally and a set of modified objects each with
an associated recovery point reflecting the state of the object before modification
(before image) . Dependencies between recovery units arising due to information
flow by sharing a global object are detected at the hardware level by MUTABOR and
are recorded in the recovery graph. The different parts of the recovery graph in
the various sites are mainly independent and only connected by dependencies
crossing site boundaries due to computations spreading over several sites . The
most important functions offered by this layer are establishing a global recovery
line crossing the obJect space, thus ensuring consistency in spite of faults , and global commitment, thus ensuring progress while maintaining consistency. After a
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site fa ult the recovery manager of the impaired site is responsible for restart.
Due to object orientation, each recovery event only affects a small subset of
the object space, in general. Therefore, to achieve an efficient error recovery, concurrency between recovery operations and proceeding system activity is necessary.
We adopted the idea of 'chase protocols' [MeR] to avoid freezing the reco'{ery
graph . Occurrence of a fault results in assuming the affected recovery unit as
invalid. By using propagation rules invalidation spreads out to a set of local
recovery units due to use of uncommitted information requiring their effects to be
undone. Furthermore, reaching the boundary of the local part of the recovery
graph, invalidation messages are sent to recovery managers at other sites. So, by
propagating invalidation, in the system a global consistent recovery line is dynamically established consisting of a suited recovery point for each affected object.
Moreover, the recovery managers are responsible for performing commitment.
The effect of a transaction or a set of transactions is determined by the most
recently produced states for all modified objects of all corresponding recovery
units. To commit this effect the recovery managers carry out the two-phase commit protocol. This leads to updating the version of all affected objects in the passive space, eventually. After commitment the corresponding parts of the recovery
graph are released.
Layer 3 offers the desired nested transaction mechanism. A transaction is
described by a distributed data structure recording the relevant information at
each site visited. Each local part is represented in a short term 'transaction'
object (action descriptor) in the active space of that site . The nesting facility leads
to a tree structure of these action descriptors . Due to the locking approach for
concurrency control a short term 'lock' object is provided in the active space for
each global object. The lock object contains the lock information related to the
associated global object. Main functions of this layer concern the management of
the action trees of different transactions and controlling concurrency.

3.2. Save /Restore Management
In this section, the functionality of layer 1 of the PROFEMO transaction
mechanism is described. This layer manages recovery points for objects shared by
transactions. All recovery information related to one object is contained in a socalled recovery segment which is allocated in the recovery space region of t he
paged virtual memory system. Thus, this layer mainly describes management of
recovery segments on the recovery space resources that are dedicated to this
layer.
First, the functional concept of this layer is described in detail. After that the
proposed implementation is explained.
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3.2.1. Functional Concept
For each recoverable object (only those are considered in the following) there
is a set of recovery points, all managed in a recovery segment associated with the
object. Each recovery point for the object is associated with a transaction that
changes the state of the object. For a transaction executing only type-specific
operations that do not change the state of the object, no recovery point is necessary. If a transaction fails in the sequel, its associated recovery point contains
enough information such that the effect of all modifications of the transaction can
be undone, possibly by referring back to other recovery points, too . Logically, a
recovery point for an object is established before the manipulating transaction
starts changing the state of the object.
The first version of the PR0FEM0 transaction mechanism uses Read /Write
locking implying that at most one transaction can change the state of an object at
any time. In this case the sequence of manipulating transactions induces a linear
order on the set of recovery points of the object. This situation is assumed in the
following . Implications resulting from type-specific locking are given at the end of
this subsection.
A recovery point may consist of a complete physical copy of the representation of the object including its header. Thus, a single recovery point contains all
information to restore the object without consulting other recovery points. As well,
a single recovery point of a transaction reflects all modifications of the previous
transaction. This method is primarily used in the normal case of short objects, i.e.
objects contained within a single page, and will be explained first.
Alternatively, the representation of an object may be partitioned into suitable
units, called representation units, and saving is done on the unit basis resulting in
partial or incremental recovery points. This method is mainly used in the relatively
seldom case of long objects on a page basis. Now, for restoration and commitment
information stored in several recovery points must be processed.
3.2. l. l. Complete Recovery Points
In the following, we consider complete recovery points. The relationship
between the actual state of the object and the various recovery points on one side
and transactions on the other side is explained by means of Fig. 3.3 .
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Fig. 3.3: Recovery Points of an Object (Example)

The actual version of an object is in the active region of the paged virtual
memory system and is accessed in each context by an object selector (recall
Chapter 2 describing the object storage). To really execute a type-specific
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operation the object or its relevant part is stored in main memory (demand paging). The recovery segment associated with a recoverable object is allocated in the
recovery ·region of the paged virtual memory and is connected to the actual version
via the object header.
The oldest recovery point (RPl) is associated to a certain transaction (Tl) as
its before image for this object, i.e. the state before changing started. But this
state is of course the after image, i.e. the produced state of the previous and now
committed transaction (TO) . There is a stable passive version of this state in the
log space or in permanent space, the latter being true if propagation has been
finished . Especially, the oldest recovery point corresponds to the passive version
in permanent space if the object has been activated from there due to a request
from Tl.
Stepping forward in the sequence of recovery points to the new end, zero, one
or several volatile recovery points (RP2 in the example considered) follow, immediately followed by a recovery point (RP3) Lhat is stable because of a (passive) copy
in the log space . This stable recovery point is the after image of a transaction (T2)
for which a commit request is processed, which is currently in the 'prepared to
commit' stage. The recovery system tries to move forward the commit line, intending to establish the considered stable recovery point as an element of the new commit line . All preceding transactions (Tl in our example) up to the last committed
one are prepared for commitment too as a result of the pending commit request
and will be committed all at once together with the transaction (T2) that issued the
commit request. (This follows from the invalidation propagation rules presented in
the next chapter concerning layer 2). This illustrates that committing the effect of
several transactions at a time results in lower traffic concerning the log space
because only the most recent after image must be stored on the log . After commitment the stable recovery point (RP3) will play the role of the oldest recovery point
(RPl now occupies) and previous recovery points can be discarded . It should be
remarked that the usual case of committing transactions separately is included as
a special case .
The stable recovery point (RP3) and succeeding volatile recovery points (RP4
and RP5 in the example) act as before images for changing transactions being
either active or completed. An active transaction may be followed by a completed
one due to releasing the object before end of the transaction. Thus the next transaction is able to access the object and to complete before the proceeding one
does .
Each such transaction may be nested. Consider an outer transaction, · the
parent (T4) , having an inner transaction, the son (T4 . l). If both mal)ipulate the
object (one after the other), then the parent as well as the son have their own
recovery points as long as both are active (as illustrated in the example) . If the
son completes, his recovery point is discarded. Thus nesting yields a stack-like
structure . Otherwise, if the parent has no recovery point, i.e. the object was
changed until now only by the son, then the parent inherits the recovery point
from his son when the son completes. The inherited recovery point functions from
now on as his own recovery point. Thus, by an abort of the parent transaction the
effect of his son can be undone as well.
It should be noted that several nested transactions may be contained in the
sequence of manipulating transactions due to releasing the object before the transaction completes. This is in contrast to a clean stack structure for maintaining
recovery points for nested transactions (e .g. [Mos]). A possible situation is depicted in Fig . 3.4.
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Fig. 3.4: Recovery Points for Several Nested Transactions (Example)

In this example, transactions Tl and its inner transaction Tl. l both have associated recovery points because both are active at this moment. T 1.1 released the
object in a state equivalent to RP3. Tl did not modify the object after Tl. l but
released it in the same state . If Tl would have modified the object after Tl. l. only
the after image of Tl is important, the after image of the inner transaction Tl.1 is
never needed . T2 and its inner transaction T2. l now access the object for
modification and therefore have their own recovery points. If T 1.1 now completes,
its associated recovery point RP2, in the middle of the sequence of recovery points,
may be discarded.

3.2.1.2. Partial Recovery Points
In the following, we consider partial recovery points. The representation of an
object is partitioned into suitable representation units, e .g . pages for long objects
or words for short objects. The actual state of a long object consists of an active
part in the active region of paged virtual memory and of a passive part in the
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permanent space. The active part consists of those representation units that are
accessed by executing operations, the passive part refers to the rest of t;he
representation units in the passive version of the object. This means that a long
object may be activated partially.
A recovery point, associated to a transaction, refers to a subset of the units in
the active part of the object. A recovery point contains before or after images or
both for those units modified by the transaction. Generally, the before as well as
the after image is stored for short representation units (e.g . words). Long
representation units (consider pages) are generally stored only once in the
recovery segment to save space. This version then acts as an after image of a certain transaction and as a before image of a succeeding transaction at the same
time. More precisely, in this case the after image of a transaction remains in the
active space as long as no succeeding transaction tries to modify this unit. At this
moment, the unit is physically copied into the recovery segment. The copy now
acts as the before image of the new transaction as well as the after image of the
old transaction. The original becomes part of the current state of the object and
reflects the modifications of the new transaction.
Conceptually, the before and the after image of a representation unit are
used, because for restoring the actual state the before image and for commitment
the after image is needed . Considering either before images or after images is possible too, but generally results in higher efforts for restoration and commitment.
Especially, if only before images for representation units are handled, to commit a
certain transaction the before images of all succeeding transactions must be
applied to the current state to obtain the desired state. Accordingly, if only after
images are handled, to abort a transaction the after images of all preceding transactions can be used in conjunction with the permanent version to yield the
desired state .
In the following example, storing before and after images in each recovery
point is considered first. A possible situation is illustrated in Fig. 3 .5. Subsequently, for the same situation, the outlined procedure for sharing representation
unit copies as before and after images of different recovery points is illustrated in
Fig. 3.6. Details concerning the internal structure of recovery segments are
presented later.
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Fig. 3.5: Partial Recovery Points of an Object
~ith Private Before and After Image~ (Example)

In this example it is assumed that the object consists of 8 representation units
Ul , ... , U8 . Units U3 and U8 have not•beeri accessed until now. Transaction T2 has
modified representation units U2, U4 and U7 and may have read U6 additionally.
To handle the abort of T3 the before images of Ul and U5 from T3 and the before
image of U4 from T3 . 1 are needed. For committing T2 its after images of U2, U4
and U7 as well as the after image of Ul from Tl must be considered.
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To summarize, the recovery segment takes care of transaction faults . This is
completely accomplished in the paged virtual memory without help from the log
space or the permanent space . Only the after images of transactions to be committed move from the recovery segment (or from the active space if they have •not
been modified subsequently) into the log space . The log space can be viewed as a
continuation of the recovery segment with respect to the after images of transactions but the log space is stable in contrast to the recovery segment. If restoration
is based on whole pages, it will be quite fast, because only page descriptors must be
changed.

3.2. 1.3. Implications from Type-Specific Locking
Complete recovery points and partial recovery points, as just described, are
only viable if at most one manipulating transaction is allowed at any time because
this assures the linear ordering of the manipulating transactions which is used in
the above strategies. Due to read/write locking this requirement is fulfilled.
Type-specific locking to the contrary may allow several transactions to simultaneously change the state of the object. In this situation copying the representation
of the object yields no suited recovery point because a partial effect of another
modifying transaction may be intermixed which must be avoided. Now only pure
logging approaches are viable, i.e. a sequential list of log entries referring to interleaved modifications from different transactions must be maintained in the
recovery segment to recover from transaction failures . Each entry describes 'who
did what', i.e . which transaction changed the object in which way.
The logging approach can be applied at the physical level or at the logical
level. At the physical level each log entry identifies a transaction in addition to the
identity of a storage unit of the object and the corresponding before and/or after
image for this unit as used above for partial recovery points. Suitable unit types
are words in case of short and long objects and pages for long objects. Physical
logging is pl~nned for experimental purposes but will not be used to implement the
first version of the transaction mechanism.
Logical logging records all executed type-specific operations on this object
perhaps including their parameters, thus permitting recovery schemes which use
type-specific information. For instance, inverse type-specific operations can be
used to apply forward error recovery techniques in order to undo certain effe c ts.
Logical logging for abstract types is just in its infancy ( compare [SpS]) and is not
provided in the first version of the PROFEMO recovery mechanism. Moreover,
type-specific recovery schemes based on logical logging can hardly be supported by
hardware . To permit such a mechanism in the future , writing and reading a stream
of log records into / from a recovery segment and the log space completely under
software control is provided . As the structure of such information is undefined
from the point of view of the save/restore-management, we do not consider this
case any longer.
3 .2 . 1.4. Offered Functions
In the following , the individual functions offered by the save / restore- la y er a re
described according to a formal specification given in the companion report [NGJ] .
The procedure headers of the visible functions are listed together with a short verbal description of their semantics. A formal description of the semantics in terms
of pre- and post-conditions is part of the formal specification.
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PROCEDURE CreateRecSeg (objid: SRObjid; num: CARDINAL);
EXCEPTION NoObj. OuplOp. NoRecSpace. ImplError;
PROCEDURE OestroyRecSeg (objid: SRObjid);
EXCEPTION NoObj. DuplOp. Inval idOp. Imp IError;
PROCEDURE Save (objid: SRObjid; rpi: SRRecPoint!d);
EXCEPTION NoObj. NotRecoverable. RecOverFlow. Inval idOp. Imp IError;
PROCEDURE Restore (objid: SRObjid; rpi: SRRecPoint!d);
EXCEPTION NoObj. NoRecPoint. -ImplError;
PROCEDURE TransferPoint (objid: SRObjid; oldrpi. newrpi: SRRecPoint!d);
EXCEPTION NoRecPoint. Inval idOp. Imp IError;
PROCEDURE PurgeAI !Pre (obj id: SRObjid; rpi: SRRecPointid);
EXCEPTION NoRecPoint. ImplError;
PROCEDURE PurgeAI INext (obj id: SRObjid; rpi: SRRecPointid);
EXCEPTION NoRecPoint. lmplError;

CreateRecSeg creates a recovery segment for the object with short name
o bjid. The parameter num specifies the number of recovery points that can be
stored in the recovery segment. The size of the recovery segment in pages is computed from num and the object length.
DestroyRecSeg deletes the recovery segment of the object with short name
objid.
Save creates a recovery point for the object with short name objid. Parameter
rpi identifies this new recovery point in the sequence of all recovery points of this
object and refers to the associated transaction.
Restore resets the actual state of the object with short name objid to the state
that corresponds to the recovery point rpi of the object.
TransferPoint transfers recovery information from one recovery point to its
predecessor. The recovery information associated with the recovery point oldrpi of
the object with short name objid is inherited by the recovery point newrpi. If
newrpi was empty before, the effect is renaming oldrpi. Otherwise newrpi must be
the predecessor of oldrpi in the sequence of all recovery points and the effect is
completing newrpi by oldrpi (add recovery information for those units not contained in newrpi in case of partial recovery points, nothing to do in case of copies)
and deleting oldrpi.
PurgeAllPre purges all recovery points of the object with short name objid that
are predecessors of the recovery point identified by rpi in the sequence of all
recovery points of this object, i.e. PurgeAllPre deletes the old end of the recovery
point sequence.
PurgeAIINext purges all recovery points of the object with short name objid
that are successors of the recovery point ide~tified by rpi in the sequence of all
recovery points of this object, i.e. PurgeAllNext deletes the new end of the
recovery point sequence.
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3.2.2. Implementation Concept
In this subsection the implementation concept of the save/restoremanagement is described. The offered functions of this layer are implemented by
MUTABOR, or more exactly by the microcontroller of the MUTABOR coprocessor by
means of special microprograms. Thus, save /restore-management is supported by
a dedicated coprocessor of the normal CPU and fully integrated into the memory
management. In this way, save/restore operations can be made fast. It is m e ntioned that we only focus on physical level recovery information, i.e . copies of the
representation of objects or representation units. An extension to logical level
recovery information is possible by permitting writing and reading to/from the
re·c overy segment completely under software control.
First, allocating recovery segments in the recovery space and addressing of
recovery information is presented. Then linking objects and their associated
recovery segments by object header information is described. Finally, the structure of recovery segments, i.e . their layout, is described in detail and remarks concerning the implementation of the offered functions are given.

3.2.2 . 1. Allocation and Addressing of Recovery Segments
For each recoverable object in the active space there is a recovery segment in
the recovery space containing all recovery information for this object. A recovery
segment consists of one or several pages and offers a contiguous linear address
space. PROFEMO decided not to use objects for storing recovery information but to
implement recovery segments directly on top of the paging system because
recovery information is only handled by the relatively small and trusted recovery
mechanism. Thus additional protection mechanisms seem unnecessary and performance can be increased.
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Fig. 3.7: Al locating and Addressing a Recovery Segment

Fig. 3. 7 illustrates addressing for recovery segments. A recovery segment is
identified by a pair of indexes (dirind,tabind) called SRRecinfo. The index dirind
points to a page descriptor in the page directory of the recovery region. This page
descriptor refers to the origin of a page table. The second index tabind of the Id of
a recovery segment points to the first of a sequence of page descriptors that
describe the pages constituting the recovery segment. To access the basic storage
unit of the recovery segment (a byte) a SRindex must be provided which consists of
a pair (tabinc,offset) of indexes. The index tabinc is added to tabind yielding that
slot in the page table that contains the page descriptor of the chosen page. With
the index offset a specific data item of the page is selected.

- 81 Due to the lengths of the different fields we obtain:
Assumed page length: 2 .. 12 (4kB)
Recovery address space: 2 ..32 ( 4GB)
Maximal number of recovery segments: 2••20 ( lM)
Maximal length of a recovery segment: 2**22 ( 4MB)
To allocate a recovery segment of n pages in length n consecutive free entries
in a page table must be found and reserved. Allocating pages for this segment can
be done on demand.

3.2.2.2. Object Header Information
The object header information concerning the save /restore management consists of the 'recoverable'-bit R (bit 30 of word 0) indicating that this object is sharable (synchronized access) and potentially recoverable. (At the same time R indicates that the object header is 'long'). Furthermore, the object header contains
the 'Reclnfo'-field (bit 0 to bit 19 of word 4) identifying SRReclnfo , the name of the
associated recovery segment, and of the 'Save on Write Access' bit (bit 20 of word
4), indicating that recovery information must be gathered if a write access occurs
concerning this object. Details how to do this are contained in the recovery segment. If the Reclnfo field is zero, this means that there is currently no recovery
segment associated to this object.
3
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Fig. 3.8: Save/Restore Object Header Information

3.2.2.3. Internal Structure of a Recovery Segment
A recovery segment may contain different kinds .of recovery points e .g. complete or partial ones. Moreover not all recovery points in a segment have to be of
the same kind . So it is necessary to specify for each recovery point individually its
so called recovery point mode. This is done by means of two so called mode bits, cf .
Fig. 3 .9 . The first bit defines whether the recovery point is a before or an after

- 82 image. For short objects the second bit distinguishes between complete recovery
points ('short/complete') and partial ones consisting of words ('short/words') . For
long objects the second mode bit specifies whether the recovery units in partial
recovery points are pages ('long/pages') or words ('long/words'). Complete
recovery points of long objects are treated as a special case of 'long /pages' where
all pages are saved .
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Fig. 3.9: Recovery Point Modes

In Fig . 3 .10 the internal structure of a recovery segment is shown. The segment consists of two parts: The s~cond part, called segment body, actually contains
the recovery points. In the first part, called segment header, management information is stored, and it is also divided into two parts: Its first part has a fixed length
and contains some bookkeeping data for internal segment management, e .g. the
SRindex Rnext where to put the next recovery point into the segment body, the
unique identifier uid and the short name objid of the object to which the segment
belongs, and the length L of the segment which is a multiple of a page size ( 4kB).
The second part of the segment header contains the so called recovery point list of
variable length which maps transactions to an associated recovery point in the segment body and defines the mode of each recovery point.
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- 84 We have the following reasons for not mixing recovery points with other data
in the recovery segment but keep them separate ly in the segment body: Ea ch
restore operation involves a search to find the corresponding recovery point in t he
recovery segment for an aborted transaction. This search is made faster by avoiding unnecessary page faults . The information needed during the search is concentrated in the segment header, namely in the recovery point list which is usu a lly
short enough to be kept in one physical page . So for longer recovery segments consisting of several pages the restore operation usually needs at most one page containing the segment header, in addition to those containing the recovery point.
Besides, in the case of long objects a recovery point usually consists of some page
copies. As will be pointed out below, the restore procedure can be made fast , if
these page copies in the recovery segment coincide with physical page boundaries.
Then restoring a page can be done by only replacing the page descriptor of t he
page by that of the page copy in the recovery point.
The recovery points are kept in the segment body in a cyclic manner. Let
BODY be the SRindex of the first Byte of the segment body. For long objects , BODY
is always the beginning of a page.The SRindex Rnext in the segment header indicates where to store the next recovery point, if the Save procedure is invoked, i.e .
Rnext marks the new end of the linearly ordered chain of recovery points. Initially,
i. e . after creation of the segment, Rnext = BODY is set. During each Save, Rnex t is
incremented by the length of the saved recovery unit or recovery point, respect ively. If Rnext exceeds the upper segment boundary L during a Save , again Rnext
= BODY is set. The SRindex Rl which is also kept in the segment header, always
points to the oldest recovery point in the segment. So, after the first Save, R l =
BODY. During a purge procedure Rl is incremented by the length of the purg ed
recovery point. Now, if it becomes necessary during a Save that Rnext exceeds Rl,
i.e . that the new end of the recovery point chain would cross the old end after having circulated in the segment body, this means that the segment body is too small.
In this case the save/restore manager has to enlarge the segment body.
The recovery point list is kept in the variable part of the segment header in a
cyclic manner, too . Ll is the SRindex of the oldest list element and Lnext is t he
SRindex where to place the next list element. Both indices are kept in the segme nt
header. Enlarging the variable part of the segment header may also become necessary during a Save. Each list element refers to a recovery point in the segment
body. The contents of the list elements and the form of the recovery point for
different recovery point modes are shown in Fig. 3 . 11 : Each list element first contains the identifier of the transaction , to which the corresponding recovery point
belongs. Secondly, the list element contains the two mode bits. The last part of t he
list element is a pointer to the recovery point. The representation of this pointer
depends on the mode of the recovery point.
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~ig. 3.11: Recovery Point List Elements

For the mode 'short/complete' in Fig. 3.11 which means a complete copy .version of a short object, this pointer is a full SRindex (22b) of the recovery point. For
the mode 'short/words', the list element includes the number n of words contained
in the recovery point which itself is an array of ordered pairs: The first element of
the pair is the offset of the saved word in the object and the second element is the
saved word itself.
The recovery point of a long object is usually partial containing some page
copies. For this mode ·('long/pages') the list element includes not only one pointer
as for the other modes but includes a pointer to each page of the recovery point
which results in a variable length list element. But because at least a whole page is
reserved for the segment header of a long object, the increased length of the list
elements does not matter. This list element structure makes it easy to add single
page copies to the (partial) recovery point. The pointers to the individual pages in
the recovery point are tabincs (10b) which are listed in an array in the list element
together with the offsets of the pages. Besides that, the list element contains the
number n of pages in the recovery point. This number is needed, because it is

I

I

- 86 important for the save/restore manager to know during a Restore, whether the
corresponding_ recovery point contains enough information to restore an object,
i.e . whether it contains all pages of the object or whether it is only partial. For partial recovery points of long Qbjects with the mode 'long /words' the list element has
a structure analogous to the mode 'short/words', but the recovery point now contains not only an ordered pair for each saved word but a triple, because also the
page offset of that word in the object has to be stored.
In the following, it is pointed out how the Save procedure works under
different circumstances and with different recovery point modes.
It was already mentioned that before images as well as after images can be
used as recovery points. Combinations of both are not necessary, because the after
image of one transaction is the before image of the following transaction.
When a partial recovery p9int of a long object (mode 'long/pages') has to be
established, it is necessary to know which pages have been changed. This is indicated by the saved bit in the page descriptor of that page. The saved bit which is
also kept in the translation lookaside buffer is set, in the following way: For before
images, it is set in the page descriptors of all pages in case of a long object and in
the object header in case of a short object, when a transaction acquires a write
lock to that object. When a write access occurs to a page or to a short object with
a set saved bit, that page or short object is saved and its saved bit is cleared. For
after images, the saved bit of a page or short object is set after the first write
access to that page or short object, indicating that this page or short object still
has to be saved. When the write lock to the corresponding object is released, all
pages which have their saved bit set, are saved and their saved bits are reset.
For partial recovery points consisting of words, such a control bit for each
individual recovery unit does not exist, because the recovery units are too small.
Instead, there only exists a 10 bit word counter w which controls the number of
words of the recovery point and which is stored together with the SRindex Rnext in
the first word of the recovery segment. At the beginning of a Save, w is set to the
maximum number of words the recovery point may have. During each word save, w
is decremented . If w=0, this indicates that the limit number of words in the
recovery point is reached . Because there is no individual saved bit for each word in
the object, it may happen that the same word is saved multiple times in one partial
recovery point. Then, only the first saved word is used for restoring in case of
before images and the last word in case of after images. This overhead does not
matter as long as the number of words in a partial recovery point is rather limited.
One possible recovery strategy is to always start the Save with a partial
recovery point consisting of small recovery units, in our case words. This mode is
best suited if only little changes are done on an object. Then, a recovery point consists of only some words . On the other side, saving single words results in a large
overhead, because some memory accesses are necessary for every word save .
Therefore it is useful to limit the number of words in a partial recovery point to a
certain small percentage ( 1-5%) of the object length. This is achieved by means of
the word counter w which is set to this small number of words at the beginning of a
Save . For long objects the absolute number of words in a recovery point should not
exceed half of the page size to avoid that whole pages are saved ineffectively. If,
after saving some words, w has been decremented to 0, indicating that too much
words are stored in the recovery point, the mode is switched to the more effective
modes 'short/complete' or 'long/pages'. Then, a short object is completely copied
and for long objects each page to be changed is copied. If the recovery point contains a before image, those words which have been changed before the mode switch
occurred, have to be reset to their prior states in the saved copies. After that, the
saved bits of the saved pages are cleared. If the corresponding recovery point
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contains after images, the saved bits of the pages containing the already saved
words are set. In all cases the already saved words are then discarded .
The alternative to this strategy is to directly establish complete recovery
points for short objects and whole page copies for long objects. In this way the
described mode switch is avoided, but probably more time is spent for copying and
more space will be needed . The save algorithm of Fig. 3.12 allows both strategies.
The algorithm assumes storing before images and is only slightly different for after
images.
The Save procedure starts when a transaction acquires a write lock to a global
object Y. First it is checked whether a recovery segment is already associated to Y.
If not, one is created. Then a list element (respectively its first part, if the mode is
'long /pages ') for the new recovery point is added to the recovery point list under
address Lnext in the segment. For the mode 'long /pages ' the value of n in this list
element is set to 0 . After that, Lnext is incremented. Then the saved bit of Y,
respectively of its pages, is set. Now the word counter w in the first word of the segment is set. If the mode 'short/words' or 'long/words' is desired, w>O is set. Otherwise, w=-1 is set. Usually after a certain time a write access to Y occurs. If the
saved bit of Y or of the corresponding page of Y is still set, the save /restore
manager reads the word counter. If w>O, then the mode is still x/words and a word
save is performed by adding the word (together with its offset in the object) to the
recovery point, incrementing n in the list element and Rnext in the segment's first
word and decrementing the word counter. If w=-1, then the mode is
' short/complete' or 'long/pages' and the complete object Y or a page of it is saved.
In the latter case, n in the list element is incremented and an ordered pair (offset
of page; tabinc of page) is added to the list element. In both cases Rnext is incremented and the corresponding saved bit is cleared. But if the value of w was zero ,
this means that the maximum number of words to which w originally was set is
reached and the mode is switched to 'short/ complete' or 'long /pages' . This is done
by saving the complete short object or all n p_a ges of Y that have been changed
until now inserting the before values of the changed words which are still available
in the recovery point. Then the second mode bit in the list element is changed and
the saved bit(s) of the saved pages or of the short object is (are) reset. Finally w is
set to -1, indicating that the next save has to be performed in the new mode. The
whole Save procedure is terminated when the write lock to Y is released .
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- 89 3.2.2.4. Fast Save/Restore of Long Objects
To save and restore objects a certain overhead is always necessary. But more
severe than the need of additional resources, e .g. space to store recovery points,
are losses of performance due to recovery. In the following it is pointed out how
performance losses due to saving and restoring long objects can be reduced in the
PROFEMO recovery mechanism.
Saving an object means establishing a copy of its actual version or parts of it
in the recovery segment while restoring is done by replacing its actual version by
such copies. Both can be accomplished by actually reading and writing the object
(copy) word by word which is time consuming, especially for long objects. On the
other side , the management of long objects on a page basis offers the opportunity
to avoid this time consuming process by replacing whole pages by only exchanging
their page descriptors.
This is first demonstrated for restoring long objects. The recovery points of
long objects usually consist of some pages, i.e . their mode is 'long /pages' . Let Rpn
be such a page saving the nth page of a long object O like shown in Fig . 3 . 13. Rpn is
pointed at by one of the segment's page descriptors Rpd.
Let RP be the recovery point to which Rpn belongs. During the restore of RP
the nth page of the object has to be replaced by Rpn . If both pages are in real
memory , this can be done by only exchanging the page descriptor pd of the nth
page of O by Rpd . We call this method of restoring objects or recovery units by
exchanging pointers fast restore.
Fast restore is also possible if the page to be restored and/or its actual version are on disk memory.
If both are on disk memory, the block name of the block containing the actual
version is replaced in the corresponding block table by the block name of the copy
page . By this, only the two involved block tables have to be present in real memory.
Moving the two pages themselves into main memory, however, is not necessary.
After that, the block containi_n g the old actual version is free again.
Restoring a page in real memory by a page copy on disk memory is done in the
following way: First the 'present bit' in the page descriptor of the corresponding
page is set to 'not present' . Then the entry for that page is exchanged in its block
table like above by the block name of the copy page . So, the new actual version is
on disk memory after Restore.
The oppc;,site case (copy page in real memory; actual version on disk memory)
is treated similar: The page descriptor of the actual page is replaced in the
corresponding page table by that of the copy page which is removed from the list
of the segment's page descriptors. After that, the new actual version is in real
memory .
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For long objects it is sometimes also possible to speed up the save operation.
For this purpose we can make use of the fact that active objects often have already
two identical representations: one in real and one on secondary memory. This is
indicated by the dirty bit in the page descriptor, which specifies whether a page
was modified after moving it into or from real memory. So a fast save of a page of a
long object which was not modified can be done in the following simple way: The
version of that page which is on disk memory is converted into a recovery unit for
that page by allocating it to the recovery segment of the corresponding object.
This is done by a transfer of its block name into the list of the segments block
names (the actual slot in the block table, where to put the block name, is defined
by the tabinc in the list element of the involved r.ecovery point) and replacing it by
a free block name at the old place. After that, the dirty bit of the page is changed.
By this, recovery points are automatically located on disk memory, keeping the
real memory free for really active versions.
The following example demonstrates the advantage of the fast save: Suppose, a
large bitmap consisting of many pages has to be saved and subsequently changed
in a consecutive manner. Assume the mode 'long/pages' . Without the fast save it
would be necessary to move each page into real memory, to copy it there into a
recovery segment page in real memory and to move back both to disk memory.
With the fast save two of these copy procedures are avoided: The page is only
moved into the main memory and back to another block, after it was changed,
while the old representation is converted into a recovery unit and remains on
background.

3.3. Recovery Management
In this section, layer 2 of the transaction mechanism being in charge of the
recovery management is described in detail. To accommodate to the use of uncommitted information, a distributed recovery graph is maintained that records dependencies between recovery units. A recovery unit subsumes the activity of a single
transaction at a single site. The main functions of this layer, the establishing of a
global recovery line in response to failures and committing system activity, are
carried out using the recovery graph.
Recovery management is of global importance and the offered functions have
a global effect. To achieve this, each site runs a recovery manager. The recovery
manager is allocated to the recovery subsystem which contains dedicated processing and storage resources of that site. The recovery managers are identical and
communicate to achieve their global functionality. To establish a global recovery
line they carry out the so-called chase protocol. Commitment is achieved by using
a stable log space at each site and executing a two-phase commit protocol.
First, the functional concept is presented. It starts with a verbal description .
A formal description of the layer based on pre- and post-conditions is given in the
appendix. Then an informal general survey about the flow of information and control as well as detailed behavioral specifications of the recovery manager functions
including their cooperation is given by means of predicate/transition (PrT) net
models. In the last subsection, the proposed implementation concept is described.
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3.3. 1. Functional Concept

3.3. 1.1. The Recovery Graph
In [Net] we presented a formal definition of a fine grain recovery graph based
on object activities as nodes of the graph. There, an object activity denotes the
activity concerning a single object in a single transaction. Then we derived a collapsed recovery graph by subsuming a set of equivalent object activities of a transaction into a single node of the graph. As a special case, all object activities of a
transaction at one site may be collapsed into a single node of the graph. Such· collapsed nodes are called recovery units and the resulting recovery graph is the one
that is actually maintained by the system. Without reconsidering the more general
context, in the following we describe this collapsed recovery graph from the beginning . Thus, our recovery graph is strongly oriented towards an implementation
supporting transactions at the system level in an object-oriented distributed
environment.
The recovery graph is a distributed data structure and consists of recovery
units as nodes and dependencies as edges. A recovery unit subsumes the effect of
a single transaction at a single site of the system. Thus, for each transaction there
may be several recovery units, one at each site visited by the transaction. A
recovery unit is globally identified by a pair of names: a unique recovery unit class
identifier which corresponds to the transaction unique identifier and a site
identifier. At each site a recovery unit is unambiguously identified by its class
identifier and, in addition, by a local name which is an index into a table of all
locally known recovery units. This index is called the local recovery unit index.
The activity associated with this recovery unit is described in the following .
For each recovery unit there is a set of local processes called the participating
processes or simply the participants (of this part of the transaction) . The set of all
processes of all recovery units of a transaction constitute the participants of "the
transaction . Each participating process realizes a sequential control path used to
carry out type-specific operations on objects at the same site. Processes are
incarnations of the system type process described in the preceding chapter 2 . In
the following, we only distinguish between the two process states active and
stopped. Active means that the process is actually running or will use processing
power to provide progress for the transaction in the future and thus comprises the
runnable and blocked state as well. Stopped processes mean terminated
processes.
Furthermore, for each recovery unit there is a set of objects modified by executed type- specific operations of the participating processes associated with this
recovery unit. These objects are called the modified objects of the recovery unit.
The modified objects of all recovery units of a transaction constitute the modified
objects of the transaction. For each modified object of a recovery unit there is a
recovery point saving the state before the modification started (before image),
thus providing recoverability from transaction failures with respect to each single
object.
Some remarks concerning the implementation are given here to help understanding the relations between the various notions be ing introduced. Participants,
modified objects and recovery points are logically associated with each recovery
unit, but they are ·not really part of the representation of a recovery unit. The participant list as well as the modified object list are maintained in the transact ion
data structure (because they are used for other purposes in the transaction layer
as well) . A list of recovery points is not necessary because each object maintains
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its recovery points as a separate list in the recovery segment associated with the
object (recall the preceding section on save/restore- management).
A recovery unit has a two-dimensional state consisting of a validity related
component and an activity related component (called UnitValState and UnitActState in the formal description, respectively) . The validity component declares the
activity associated with the recovery unit as valid or invalid . The property 'valid'
characterizes the activity to be consistent with the intended system behaviour.
Invalid means that the activity has to appear as not being executed. Valid is the
initial validity state of each recovery unit. Both values may be components of final
states. A recovery unit can only be invalidated once and then remains invalid forever. The validity state component is summarized by the transition diagram depicted in Fig. 3.14 .

+---------+ invalidate +---------+
--->I val id 1------------->I invalid 1---+
+---------+
+---------+
I
,.

I invalidate
I

+--------+
Fig. 3.14: Validity State Transition Diagram

The activity state component has values active, stopped, completed, prepared,
committed and aborted . The names of the states are chosen in correspondence to
equivalent states of transactions. Active characterizes the activity as ongoing, i.e.
there is at least one active participating process; stopped means that all processes
which have participated in the recovery unit so far are stopped; completed means,
in addition to stopped, that there will be no further participant in the future;
prepared means that the effect of the recovery unit is reliably stored in the log but
can be revoked; committed means that the effect is permanent and cannot be
undone any longer; aborted means that the effect of the recovery unit is undone
and that all necessary recovery points associated with the recovery unit are established (an associated recovery point is not established but is discarded if an earlier recovery point associated with another recovery unit is established) . The combined states concerning the validity state component and the activity state component as well as the allowed transitions can be seen in Fig. 3 . 15.
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Fig. 3.15: State Transition Diagram

The states (active.invalid),
(stopped.invalid), (completed.invalid)
and
(prepared.invalid) are transient states leading to the final state (aborted.invalid) .
The final state signalling success is (committed.valid) .
A state transition from (active.valid) to (stopped .valid) occurs if the last active
participating process is removed from the recovery unit. The opposite transition
takes place when a new participating process is added to the recovery unit. A state
transition from (stopped.valid) to (completed.valid) takes place when the
corresponding transaction completes, i.e. when the last process of the transaction
(at the home site) terminates and when the considered site gets notice of this
event. A transition from (completed.valid) to (prepared.valid) occurs if the after
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the log space (first phase of the move commit line procedure) . A transition from
(prepared.valid) to (committed.valid) takes place when the recovery unit is notified
that the distributed commit procedure has been successfully finished such that the
effect of the recovery unit is guaranteed to be permanent and irrevocable. Kill is
an internal operation defined on recovery units to accomplish the state transitions
if invalidation occurs. Kill restores all necessary modified objects of the recovery
unit to those recovery points associated with the recovery unit and kills all participating processes. This is described later in detail in connection with establishing a
recovery line.
Finally, we consider the dependencies between recovery units, i.e. the edges of
the recovery graph. A dependency is directed emanating from one recovery unit
and leading into another one. A dependency records the fact that the effect of the
destination recovery unit depends on the results of the originating recovery unit.
For instance, if the state of an object was modified in a recovery unit, a subsequent
recovery unit reading that object becomes dependent on the previous -(modifying)
recovery unit, corresponding to the information flow between the involved recovery
units. Two kinds of dependencies are distinguished: recoverable dependencies and
non-recoverable ones. The distinction between recoverable and non-recoverable
dependencies is very important for the invalidity propagation described later.
Recoverability of a dependency generally corresponds to a set of recovery points
associated with the destination recovery unit. It is noted here that nonrecoverable dependencies are especially used to logically connect all recovery
units of ·a single transaction. Thus, for each recovery unit there are four sets of
dependencies to be distinguished: recoverable dependencies leading into the
recovery unit (in the formal specification called DependRecin), recoverable dependencies emanating from the recovery unit (DependRec0ut), non-recoverable
dependencies leading into the recovery unit (DependNonRecin) and nonrecoverable dependencies emanating from the recovery unit (DependNonRec0ut).
A dependency can always be identified by the pair of recovery unit identifiers
corresponding to the source and destination recovery unit or alternatively b y a
single recovery unit identifier for the second node if the basic recovery unit is held
fixed . These two alternatives correspond to the usual representation strategies for
edges of a graph making use of a coincidence matrix or of a neighbour list, respectively . Both methods and their specific merits are reconsidered in the implementation concept. In any case, dependencies between recovery units residing at
different sites are redundantly stored at both sites, i.e. each dependency crossing
site boundaries is stored at the site of the source recovery unit as well as where
the destination recovery unit resides.
Before describing the functioning of the recovery graph in more detail t he
properties of the recovery graph presented so far are formalized in the follow ing
definition. The recovery graph RG=(0,RP,P,V,E ,PP ,M0 ,R,S,Q) consists of
1.
the set 0; each o E 0 represents an object. Type-specific operations of t he
object are classified into reading and writing (modifying) operations.
2.
the set RP of recovery points. RP is composed of disjoint subsets RP(o) for
each o E 0. Each rpi E P(o), o E 0, describes a state of the object o . For each
object o E 0 the set RP(o) of its recovery points is linearly ordered according
to the sequence of events in which the state of o was saved (according to la yer
1).
3.
the set P of processes; each p E P identifies a sequential control path used to
define a chain of type-specific operations executed on objects.
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4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

the set V of nodes; Vis composed of disjoint subsets RU, VS and f •j. Each node
ru E RU is called a recovery unit. Elements of the subset VS are called start
nodes, each corresponding to one site of the computing system. The special
node • is used to. formally specify edges for which a target node is not yet
known. Let VK := V - f •I = RU u VS and V• := RU u f •j .
the set E c VK x v• of directed edges. Each edge e = (v,w) is called a dependency of w on v.
the mapping PP: RU ➔ POT(P) which determines the set of processes participating in the recovery unit.
the mapping MO: RU ➔ POT(O) which determines the set of objects modified by
participating processes.
the mapping R: RU ➔ POT(RP) which assigns a set of recovery points to each
recovery unit. For each modified object o E MO(ru) of recovery unit ru there is
exactly one recovery point rp E RP(o) in R(ru) .
the mapping S : VK ➔ factive,stopped,completed,prepared,committed,abortedj
x fvalid,invalidj which defines the two-dimensional state for each recovery
unit. Start nodes are always in the state (committed,valid). Dependent on
their states, the nodes are graphically represented in the following manner:
+--+

Ix I

x \(mo {a.s.t.p.c}

(x.val id).

+--+
+--+

*Ix I

(x. invalid). x \(mo {a.s.t.p.d}

+--+

abbrev i a.ti ons:

a
s
t
p
c
d

active
stopped
completed
prepared
committed
aborted

10. the mapping Q : E ➔ frecoverable,nonrecoverablel characterizes a dependency
as recoverable or nonrecoverable. Edges emanating from start nodes· are
always recoverable. Dependent on their states, edges are graphically
represented in the following manner:
•••>

or

--->

or

11
11
vv

recover ab I e

non-recover ab I e
V

The following example illustrates the definition of the recovery graph just
presented. We only apply the recovery graph to the limited context of transaction
based systems and only consider examples from · this area. But it should be noted
that the general recovery graph can be applied in a broader context to mirror system activity not structured by transactions and to yield a general backward error
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recovery without preplanning recovery events as it .i~ the case for transactions
([Kro]).
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Fig. 3.16: Example of a Recovery Graph
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The figure is explained as follows. Recovery unit class identifier 0 is used to
identify the start node for each local part of the recovery graph. At site 1 the
recovery unit classes 1, 2, 6, 7, 8 and 10, corresponding to transactions, are known.
The recovery unit 1.1 represents a local committed transaction . The recove ry
units 2 . 1 at site 1 and 2.2 at site 2 represent an aborted distributed transaction
executed on both sites. Recovery unit 6 . 1 corresponds to a dependent and therefore also aborted transaction . Recovery unit 7.1 represents an ongoing local tra n saction on which the distributed transaction given by recovery class identifier 10
depends . The dependency is created when transaction 10 uses some objects
released before the end of the transaction 7 . At site 1 there is currently no participating process in the transaction corresponding to id 10 . Transaction 8 spanning
sites 1 and 2 is completed and only depends on committed information. This
describes a transaction which did not request the final state committed. At site 2
there are three active transactions corresponding to the recovery unit class
identifiers 9, 10, and 13. Recovery units 11.2 and 12.2 may correspond to inner
transactions of 10. The first subtransaction is aborted , the second is completed .

3 .3 .1.2 . Adding Recovery Units and Dependencies
Adding q recovery unit occurs if a new transaction is created or if an existing
transaction spreads to another site for the first time . Adding a dependency takes
place if a subtransaction is created, if a transaction spreads to a new site, or if a
transaction accesses an object previously modified by another transaction. More
precisely: the recovery unit corresponding to a subtransaction becomes recoverably dependent of the recovery unit of its calling transaction. If the subtransaction completes, a non-recoverable dependency from the subtransaction's recovery
unit to that of the calling transaction is recorded . In the sequel the corresponding
recovery units are merged , i.e . the recovery unit of the inner transaction is
included into the recovery unit of the outer one . If an operation on a remote
object is called as part of a transaction, the transaction extends to the affec t ed
site , yielding a non-recoverable dependency from the calling recovery unit to t he
called recovery unit. If an object is modified in a recovery unit, the correspond ing
recovery unit class identifier (i.e. the transaction identifier) is associated with t he
object. A subsequent recovery unit reading or modifying that object becomes
dependent on the most recent writing recovery unit. In the next section on transaction management it is presented how, by means of the offered functions of this
layer, the relevant events occurring during the transaction execution are mapped
to corresponding updates of the recovery graph.

3.3.1.3. Establishing a Recovery Line
First, the invalidity propagation rules are presented. From these rules t he
notion of a recovery line is derived .
Detection of errors leads to the invalidation of recovery units . Due to existing
dependencies between recovery units invalidation may propagate to other recovery
units according to the following rules:
1.

Forward propagation:
If a recovery unit is invalid, all dependent recovery units become invalid,

independent of whether the dependency is recoverable or non-recoverable.
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2.

Backward propagation:
If a recovery unit is invalid, all recovery units become invalid from which nonrecoverable dependencies emanate leading into the considered recovery unit.

The 'forward propagation rule' invalidates all system activity that is dependent
on other invalidated activity, e.g. due to information flow. Possible recovery points
associated with recovery units invalidated in this way are worthless. By repeated
use of the forward propagation rule, the whole subgraph reachable from the originally invalidated recovery unit by recoverable or non-recoverable dependencies is
invalidated. The 'backward propagation rule' invalidates recovery units in inverse
direction of non-recoverable dependenciE!s but invalidation propagation stops if
the dependencies are recoverable .
By application of these rules, from a given set U of invalid recovery units we
can derive a maximal set u• of invalid recovery units. Every edge leading from t he
outside into one of these recovery units is recoverable (otherwise u• is not maximal because the backward propagation rule can be applied) . Let B(U•) be the
boundary subset of u• containing all those recovery units of u• into which such
edges from the outside lead. Now consider the set RP(B(U•)) of all recovery points
associated with all recovery units in B(U•) . For some objects there may be several
recovery points in this set. In this case only consider the oldest one . This set containing the oldest recovery point for all objects affected by RP(B(U*)) forms the
most recent recovery line RL(U) to be established, if U is assumed to be invalid . As
an example, in Fig. 3 . 1 7 the recovery line is figured out that must be established if
U=)7. lj is declared as invalid. The effect of all recovery units below the line. must
be undone .
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Fig. 3.17: Example of a Recovery Line
As the modification of an object in a transaction implies the existence of a
recovery point for that object, backward propagation of invalidation just stops at
these recovery points saved for the transaction in case of a failure. Due to the
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This illustrates the inherent pre-planning of failure situations and their recovery in
the concept of transactions . The propagation rules alone may be seen to completely describe the search for a recovery line by a general backward error
recovery without preplanning . It is remarked that forward propagation only occurs
if uncommitted information is used. Otherwise, the same situation as in usual transaction oriented systems , e .g. database systems , arises .
After describing what must be done in case of recovery, namely establishing
the corresponding recovery line, we now turn over to algorithmic issues, i.e. how to
achieve this. Due to object orientation, a transaction has a well-defined limited
environment and a transaction fault only affects some objects of the whole object
space. As a consequence, proceeding system activity and recovery operations may
be performed concurrently. The exploitation of this potential concurrency is
essential to perform efficient recovery, especially in a distributed system. Algorithms which require freezing the recovery graph and thus preventing normal system operation during recovery are not acceptable . They also must consider the
distributed nature of the system.
For establishing recovery lines we adopted the idea of the 'chase protocols'
from [MeR] and we identify the operation to establish the recovery line RL(U) by
chase(U) as well. Invalidity of recovery units is propagated through the system
according to the described propagation rules. This means that the recovery
managers cooperate in establishing a recovery line by chasing each others'
recovery units according to the rules . Thus the recovery line is not first computed
and established afterwards but settles after a while when no further chase messages are sent between the recovery managers. Several chase operations may be
in progress at the same time.
In more detail, at the originating site of the chase operation the local part of
the recovery graph is evaluated as far as possible. A set of local recovery units to
be undone is derived (7 .1 and 10.1 in the example) plus a list of recovery unit class
identifiers referring to non-local recovery units (class id 10 in the example). The
list is put into a message and broadcast as a chase message to the other recovery
managers using the reliable broadcast protocol established between them. (The
detailed cooperation and the message formats are described later) . After receiving
the chase message the other recovery managers assume all local recovery units
matching one of the listed class identifiers to be invalid and locally· perform the
same procedure. This may result in further messages and so on until no new message is generated. (In the example, the recovery manager at site 2 invalidates the
recovery units 10 .2, 11.2 and 12.2 but generates no chase message ; the recovery
manager at site 3 invalidates 10.3 and 13.3 and generates a new chase message listing class id 13 . This message is now broadcast and results in invalidating 13.2 at
site 2) .
If our method is restricted to the traditional case of using only committed
information and committing transactions individually, nothing else than a single
broadcast message is necessary if a transaction fault occurs. Generally, in the
worst case there are as many messages as steps occur in using uncommitted data
or in delayed commitment. But mostly there will be much fewer messages because
the local part of the recovery graph is evaluated as far as possible before a message is send.
Finally, we consider the algorithmic treatment of site faults, i.e . it is determined how to establish a recovery line in case of a site fa ult. A site f auft is
detected by the underlying communication protocols, but this is not of interest
here. The problem now is that the surviving sites should continue processing, only
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recovery managers. To do so, assumptions must be available to the surviving sites
about the effect of the site fault at the faulty site to immediately make reasonable
decisions. Otherwise, all recovery units at the surviving sites that are not really
independent from the faulty site, must be blocked somehow until the faulty site
restarts. Thus, waiting times arise and resources are waisted . Real independence
means that there is no non-recoverable dependency to or from a recovery unit at
the faulty site and no recoverable dependency emanating from a recovery unit at
the faulty site .
We decided to make assumptions statically at design time for the first vers ion
of our recovery mechanism. We assume that all recovery units at the faulty site
not yet in the state committed or prepared will be undone as a result of the site
fault. Either the corresponding activity is lost by the site fault or the effect is
forced to appear undone during restart of the site. An advantage of this assumption is that the recovery graph may be stored in volatile memory and may be corrupted by the site fault, too. All transactions that would require further usage of
the recovery graph are automatically aborted if a site fault occurs. Successfully
avoiding this seems possible but is very complicated and was no design goal. As a
consequence, the recovery graph or relevant parts of it would ha_ve to be stored on
non-volatile storage devices. In addition, those transactions which should survive
site faults must be checkpointed at appropriate points during their execution to
make possible a correct restart after a site fa ult. Checkpointing of active transactions is of worth especially for long-living transactions and may be an extension to
the current transaction concept in a future version.
After getting notice of the site fault, the recovery manager at a surviving site
evaluates his local part of the recovery graph to find the set of all recovery units
not yet in the state committed or prepared which are not really independent from
recovery units located at the faulty site. At this point it is obvious that the location of a non-local recovery unit referred to by a dependency must be known to the
recovery manager. Then the recovery manager invalidates all recovery units in
this set. By doing so, the surviving site accommodates to the fault at the other
site. The local invalidation may lead to new chase messages and further cooperation of the surviving recovery managers as described above .

3 .3.1.4. Moving l'orward the Commit Line
An important property of the PROFEMO transaction concept is to decouple the
termination of a transaction from committing its effects, i.e from guaranteeing the
permanence of elaborated objects states as described in the introductory chapter
1 and in the first section of this chapter. Therefore, guaranteeing permanence can
be done concurrently to additional progressing work. Moreover, commitment can
be done for several transactions at a time . Synchronisation, inherently part of the
commit protocol, is shifted to processes in the recovery subsystem doing it concurrently to progressing work of normal processes in the processing subsystems.
Following the general approach to recoverability, outlined in section 1, there
is exactly one committed version for each object of the global object space stor ed
in the permanent space of some site. The set of all these object versions constitutes the so-called commit line. Committing a transaction means that new versions
for all objects modified by the transaction exist and that these versions logically
replace the corresponding old versions in the permanent spaces of all related sites
at the moment of commitment. Thus, committing can be imagined as moving forward the old commit line to an at least partially new commit line due to those
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objects modified by the committed transactions.If a transaction is committed, it is
no longer possible to roll back beyond these new object versions, i.e. beyond the
after images of all modified objects of the transaction.
Requesting a transaction to turn into the state committed is primarily done by
the invoking process or by a participating process of the transaction . But if
objects are successively used by transactions all ending in the state completed , the
commit line may fall back far behind the actual object states. This implies a certain amount of memory space to store the recovery graph and causes the risk that
in case of failures a large amount of work may be lost. Therefore, moving forward
the commit line is initiated by the system, too.
In the following, the algorithmic details of moving forward the commit line are
presented. The main task is the execution of a commit protocol. By this protocol
the recovery managers come to an agreement about the final state of the handled
set of transactions, respectively of their recovery units . Either all recovery
managers dealing with this commit request agree that there will be no effect or
they agree that the combined effect of all transactions occurs and guarantee that
it is permanent. We use the well-known two-phase commit protocol [Gra]. In the
following, this approach is only summarized putting special emphasis on those
parts additionally needed. A formalization of the cooperation is given in a later
subsection by Predicate /Transition Nets.
Guaranteeing permanence of object states as an option increases the algorithmic complexity of the commit procedure. This is why the combined effect of
several transactions must be considered, i.e . the recovery managers addition-ally
have to determine which states must be permanent. . Pictorially, the question is
where to draw the new commit line across the sequences of recovery points of all
objects. The necessary information is gathered from the recovery graph during the
first phase of the two-phase commit protocol. At the end of the first phase, the
new commit line is definitely established. In the second phase all affected recovery
managers are notified such that they can locally replace the old versions in the
permanent space by the new ones at suited points of time. This reduces the space
requirements for the log space and the needed processing time for restart after a
failure of the site. The outlined steps are now described in detail.
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Fig. 3.18: Moving Forward the

Commit

Line

First, we describe how to determine those object states which must become
permanent in order to fulfil a certain commit request. Logically, given a set S of
recovery units, which should become committed, the new corresponding commit
line is determined by the most recent after images of all modified objects of all
recovery units laying be.hind S, i.e. those recovery units that lay on' all paths originating from committed recovery units, leading into recovery units in S, and being
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composed of recoverable dependencies in their defined direction or nonrecoverable dependencies in either direction.
The algorithmic procedure is illustrated by Fig. 3.18. Assume that the
recovery manager at site 3 is requested to commit the effect of the local recovery
unit 9 .3 and that he has become the coordinator for executing the two-phase commit protocol. The request is identified by the unique recovery unit class identifier
and the site identifier j of the coordinating recovery manager. This identifier is
used throughout all following steps and in all messages exchanged between the
recovery managers in order to carry out the commit protocol.
Now, th~ recovery graph is consulted to find the sets RLl and RNl of all local
and non-local recovery units from which recoverable or non-recoverable dependencies emanate leading to RLO:=f9.3! or to which non-recoverable dependencies
point to emanating from RLO (for our example this means that RL1:=f3.3,4.3l and
RN1:=f9 .2l). All (local) recovery units of RLl which are not in the state committed
or prepared must be committed, too. In the traditional case of committing transactions individually, the set RLl is empty and the local search stops. It is
remarked that it may be possible that some of the visited recovery units are active.
In this case we have to wait until they are completed to know their total effect.
During the next iteration RL2 and RN2 are computed and so on until RLi only refers
to committed or prepared recovery units.
Starting from the sets RLO, RLl, ... , RLi, the coordinating recovery manager,
and in the sequel all other affected recovery managers, incrementally construct a
so-called local commit set CS(j) that names all object versions to be committed for
this request. Initially, CS(j) contains the list of all modified objects of the union of
RLO u RLl u ... u RLi. To each object the corresponding recovery unit class
identifier is associated. If the same object is contained in several RLk the most
recent class identifier is used.
First, consider the special case that RNl, .. . ,RNi are empty, i.e. the commit
request can be completely handled locally. Then the coordinating recovery
manager stores all object versions listed in CS(j) on the log, writes a combined
prepared and commit record to the log, and thus logically finishes the first phase
of the two-phase commit protocol.
Otherwise, the union of all RNl, ... , RNi is put into a so-called prepare request
message together with the commit request identifier and the identity of the originating recovery manager. This message is broadcast to the other recovery
managers. The originating recovery manager remembers the site identifiers of all
affected recovery managers and expects a reply message, either a prepared message or a failed message from each of them. In addition, the recovery manager initiates storing the object versions listed in his CS-list on the local log.
After receiving the prepare request message, the relevant recovery managers
locally proceed in the same way. New prepare request messages for the same commit request identifier may be generated. All are processed by the recovery
managers in the same way, possibly adding other version names to the local commit set CS and to the log . A prepared message indicates which recovery managers
are affected by the prepared subtree of requests. Finally, the coordinating
recovery manager knows that all necessary after images concerning the handled
request are successfully stored on stable logs and knows the identity of all the
relevant recovery managers (the slaves for this protocol) . He then writes a commit
record into his log space, thus finishing the first phase of the two-phase commit
protocol. At this moment all effects associated with the commit request are logically committed and will be eventually reflected in the permanent space, independent of any failure that arises from this point on . We chose not to collect all
prepared messages, ever generated, at the coordinating site. This would have been
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Each individual prepare request message must be handled separately in any qtse,
because the same site can be involved several times. Thus, the tree structure
resulting from the prepare request messages would have to be reflected at the
coordinator site without significantly reducing the number of messages to be send.
Now, we consider the second phase of the 2-phase commit protocol, i.e . we
assume that the coordinating recovery manager wrote a commit record for the
considered transaction to stable storage. Then he broadcasts a committed message for the commit request identifier to all other recovery managers. As a consequence, all relevant recovery managers record the commitment (abort)of the transaction in their local log. This information is needed after a local site failure
occurring from this point on. More exactly, if a site fails after writing the final
state of a transaction to the log it will find that state during restart and thus
knows how to continue. If a site recovers and finds a transaction in the state
prepared, it does not know the final state but has to consult the coordinator for
that transaction or any other site knowing the final state. If the coordinator fails
after writing the committed record to the log but before broadcasting the result to
the other recovery managers they all have to wait with respect to the considered
commit request identifier until the coordinator restarts.
What remains to be done for the recovery manager is to propagate the new
object versions to the permanent space, there replacing the old values. As long as
propagation has not been finished the old state of an object in permanent space is
obsolete because a new committed version already exists. This new version either
exists in the active space or in the recovery space, the latter being true if a subsequent transaction exists in which the object is modified again. The log space
ensures that new committed object versions not yet reflected in the permanent
space will not be lost by a site failure but will survive. By this and because the
object may be used already before being copied to permanent space, there is no
relevant time constraint for propagation. The point of propagation can be chosen
when it is appropriate to do so . This can be used to schedule write operations to
permanent space during periods of low read traffic. As well, propagation of many
object versions can be scheduled to minimize disk head positioning if this is a problem. Even, it is not necessary to propagate each committed version of one object.
If a newer committed version has been produced in the meantime only the most
recent one needs to be propagated. After propagation all versions in the log space
up to the one propagated can be discarded. Propagation thus ensures that the
storage requirements for the log space are restricted and are bound to about the
size of all active after images. Moreover, propagation ensures that the time needed
to recover after a failure of this site remains small because the log to be handled is
small.
At the end of handling all propagations associated with a special commit
request, the recovery manager writes a done record into his log and sends a socalled done message to the coordinator indicating that he has done all local work
for the transaction. From this moment the sending recovery manager may forget
about the transaction. After awaiting all these events from the participating
recovery managers, the coordinator knows that all has been done. He then writes a
done record into his log. After this, he may forget about the transaction, too .
Finally, consider the case of unsuccessful completion. This occurs for
instance, if one of the instructed recovery managers fails or if he is unable to reliably store all relevant after images on the log . The latter may arise for example if
an object version to be stored has been lost by a stor:-age failure in the active space
or in the recovery space. If the recovery manager remains operational he broadcasts a failed message to all recovery managers including his requestor. If the site
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completion. As a consequence, the commit procedure is interrupted and all information related with the request identifier is released . This means that trying to
move forward the commit line in this way was not successful. We do not automatically abort all system activity corresponding to some commit request if the commit
procedure results in unsuccessful completion, because otherwise more activity
than necessary may be invalidated. Unsuccessful completion of a commit request
results in identifying some recovery units which contain the cause for unsuccessfully completing the request. Thus, only as much activity as necessary becomes
invalid. Other parts may be successfully committed in a new request.
For the traditional case of committing individually each transaction there is
no additional overhead. Although the complexity of the commit-procedure
increases by guaranteeing permanence as an option this procedure has two advantages . First, it is necessary only fewer times. Second.there i;, a lower traffic intensity to stable storage implementing the log space because only the new part of t he
commit line must be brought to stable storage whereas intermediate recovery
points simply can be discarded.

3.3.1.5. Housekeeping

The recovery graph is a dynamic data structure that records the activity of
the system at the recovery unit level. Thus, logically the graph only grows. To
really implement the recovery graph, a storage reclamation scheme within the
graph must be provided such that only limited resources will be used at any time .
Storage reclamation is implicitly done when the offered functions allow to do so .
After invalidating recovery units (chase). after moving forward the commit line and
after merging a recovery unit into another one (include) recovery units become
garbage and thus can be reclaimed.
In detail, all invalidated recovery units can be freed after reaching the state
(aborted.invalid) . In this case, the associated activity is effectively undone and the
necessary recovery points are established.
After moving forward the commit line, that part of the recovery graph which is
older than the new commit line is superfluous and may be discarded. Accordingly,
memory space needed to store this part may be freed . As a tradeoff, however, the
recovery is decisively dependent on the proper function of the commit line. To
ensure this, the commit line is stored on stable storage .
After a recovery unit is included into another recovery unit the former one
can be destroyed . No other event releases recovery units .

3.3.1.6. Offered Functions

In the following, the individual functions offered by the recovery management
layer are described according to a formal specification given in the the companion
report (NGJ] . The procedure headers of the visible functions are listed together
with a short verbal description of their semantics. A formal description of the
semantics in terms of pre- and post-conditions is part of the formal specification.
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TYPE

RGUnitld;

PROCEDURE CreateRecUnit (unitid: RGUnitld; dmax.omax.pmax: CARDINAL);
EXCEPTION DuplOp. NoUnitSpace. NoDescriptSpace. lmplError;
PROCEDURE AddDependency (fromunitid.tounitid: RGUnitid;
recoverable: BOOLEAN);
EXCEPTION NoUnit. lnval idOp. lnval idUnits. DuplOp.
OependencyOverFlow. lmplError;
PROCEDURE Include (unit id. intounitid: RGUnitld);
EXCEPTION NoUnit. lnvalidUnits. lnvalidOp. DependencyOverFlaw.
ModObjOverFlow. lmplError;
PROCEDURE Chase (unitid: RGUnitld);
EXCEPTION NoUnit. Invalid□ p. lmplError;
PROCEDURE MoveCommitLine (unitid: RGUnitld; VAR success: BOOLEAN);
EXCEPTION NoUnit. DuplOp. lnval idOp. lmplError;

TYPE RGUnitld serves to identify recovery un its .
CreateRecUnit creates a new recovery unit which can be identified by uni tid.
The parameter dmax sp·e cifies the maximal value for the number of dependencies
that can be associated with this recovery unit and serves to determine the storage
resource requirements for the recovery unit to be created.
AddDependency records a dependency emanating from recovery unit fromuni tid and ending in a different recovery unit tounitid . The parameter recoverable
determines whether the dependency is recoverable (recoverable=true) or not.
Include merges the recovery unit unitid into the recovery unit intounitid a nd
deletes unitid . The recovery unit unitid is assumed to be stopped , i.e . it has no
active participating process. If the recovery unit intounitid does not exist before
executing Include, the effect is renaming the recovery unit unitid with the new
name intounitid. Otherwise, those dependencies and modified objects of unitid a re
added to the recovery unit intounitid that are not recorded in intounitid before
execution. This operation is used when completing an inner atomic action.
Chase invalidates the recovery unit unitid and establishes the corresponding
most recent recovery line.
MoveCommitLine tries to commit the effect of the recovery unit unitid and all
those recovery units· laying behind the corresponding commit line as discussed ·
above.

3.3.1.7. Principles of PrT Net Models
The flow of control and data within and between the recovery managers of t he
different layers is modelled by means of predicate / transition (PrT) nets . The basic
idea of the use of these net models is to simplify the description of a number of
structurally identical managers. This is supported by the 'multilayer' properties of
the predicates and transitions: Each predicate represents not only one state, but
an entire scheme of states of different managers, e .g . one predicate represents all
initial states of the recovery managers s (s= 1, ... ,n) of the n sites.
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can occur totally independently and concurrently. The flow of data and of
requests for certain operations is modelled by means of tuples of items which are
associated with the edges between the predicates and transitions. Thereby, local
system behaviour of a manager in a site, which is purely sequential, is characterized by the flowing of items corresponding only to the states of the considered s ite .
Interaction between the sites is described in a uniform way by sending messages
from one manager to the other ones. Correspondingly, the transitions representing
the sending of messages initiate the activity of other managers.
A detailed description of the semantics and the graphical notation of PrT net
constructs may be found in [GeL]. To simplify the inscriptions of a net, the following additional conventions are introduced: If edges emerging from a predicate do
not carry an inscription, this shall denote that the inscription is identical to that
one(s) of the incoming edge(s). To identify certain predicates and transitions,
short mnemonic names are associated with them. Thereby, in some cases the name
shall explicitly support the understanding of the 'multilayer' nature of net ele- .
men ts. For instance, the predicate name s.RecManagerinitialState (s= l , ... ,n) means
that this predicate folds the initial states of all n recovery managers to one place.
For the different classes of managers, first a global survey is given by one net.
Here, each of the different procedures of the manager is represented by one transition. Then these transitions are refined to individual nets. As the developed net
model shall support the system specification and not a detailed implementation,
further refinement to subnets is not carried out. So, in many cases the internal
structure of a transition is described only by a short text that denotes the simple
sequential operations for which the transition stands. The details of these operations are assumed to be self-defining, and, therefore, are left to the implementation phase . The level of refinement moreover was influenced by the requirement
that for reasons of lucidness each PrT net model of the considered procedures
should be representable on no more than one page .

3.3.1.8. PrT Net Models of the Offered Functions
In the following models some data structures for representing the recovery
graph are assumed. These data structures are used for modelling the offered functions and especially for specifying the cooperation between the recovery managers
of different sites to achieve these functions. systemwide. The assumptions do not
imply the same ki:r:id of representation for the concrete implementation.
In each node , the status information about the recovery units is gathered in
certain status tables. Only few assumptions shall be made here concerning t he
inner structure of these tables : For every recovery unit we have a certain number
of status data which have fixed length. These data are collected in a so-called
recovery graph table. In this table, the tuple of data items that is associated to ·one
recovery unit shall be called a table entry e. Moreover, for every recovery unit
there is a variable-length list of subentries ds which store dependencies to other
recovery units. Such a list is called the dependency list dl of the recovery unit; the
collection of the dependency lists of a site shall be called its dependency table. We
shall use the abbreviations a or b to denote transaction identifiers; s or j represent
site identifiers, a recovery unit <a,s> may be also represented by the abbreviation
u . A subentry in the dependency list is given by a triple <a,s,d> where d is the socalled dependency code. Without fixing this for later implementation, in this
description for ease of short abbreviation, d is coded in the following way :
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d=-1
d=2
d=-2
d=O

recovery unit <b,j> depends on <a,s> without recovery point
<a,s> depends on <b,j> without recovery point
<b,j> depends on <a,s> with recovery point
<a,s> depends on <b,j> with recovery points
otherwise.

First, a global survey of the recovery manager activities is presented. Figure
3 .19 (all figures are included at the end of this description) gives a survey of the
information and control flow within the recovery managers. It is assumed that each
manager has a message buffer to store incoming requests. To activate a recovery
manager s (s= l , .. . ,n), the request must contain an opcode o which specifies the
procedure of the recovery manager that is to be carried out, and the site identifier
s. In such a case the recovery manager is removed from its initial state (see transition START) .
The combined message buffers of the recovery managers are modelled by one
predicate s .RecMessageBuffer (s=l, ... ,n). The m-arity of this predicate is not limited
to a fixed number m, i.e. arbitrary m-tuples may be posed to the predicate
reflecting the fact that messages for a recovery manager may have different length
and different inner structure. The different procedures of the recovery manager,
however, expect certain fixed request formats and, thus, in the net model remove
only tuples of corresponding m-arity from the predicate SWITCH which represents
the distinguishing between the procedures. Fig . 3 . 19 further shows that the
AddDependency procedure may create a message to another recovery manage?;.
Correspondingly, in the Chase and in the MoveCommitLine procedure messages to
several other recovery managers may be generated. The procedure Chase additionally transfers control to the save/restore manager and to the transaction manager
of the same site. Analogously, the MoveCommitLine procedure of recovery manager
s sends a message to the transaction manager s . Thereby, the message sending
mechanism is based on protocols specified at the end of this subsection.
In the following, the algorithmic structure of every offered function is
described in some more detail by a refinement of the transitions of the net model
shown in Fig. 3 . 19.
The task of the procedure CreateRecUnit is to provide for an additional entry
in the recovery graph (Fig . 3.20). The procedure is to be invoked if a new recovery
unit is to be generated. The procedure is invoked by the transaction manager s
which is responsible 'for this generation. Transition START represents the start of a
recovery manager s in case that a corresponding request <o,a,s> with the procedure operation code o='AddRecUnit' is residing on predicate s.RecMessageBuffer
(s= 1, ... ,n) . When the procedure is started, first a check for the holding of certain
preconditions is carried out. If all conditions are fulfilled, the recovery manager s
generates the field contents of the new entry for <a,s> and allocates space for the
new entry. The generated entry is written into the allocated table space .
The procedure AddDependency is to memorize a generated new dependency d
between two recovery units <a,s> and <b,j> (Fig. 3 .21) . The procedure call is
modelled
by putting
a
tuple
<o ,a,s,b,j,d>
into
the message
buffer
s .RecMessageBuffer (s=l, .. . ,n). Thereby, o represents the procedure operation code
'AddDependency'. The procedure is to be invoked if an object reference creates a
new dependency, if a remote procedure call creates a dependency to a recovery
unit in a foreign site or if a nested transaction is generated. When the request
activates a recovery manager s, first a precondition check is carried out. If the
check has been successfully passed, first storage space in the dependency list of
the recovery unit <a,s> is allocated. Subsequently, the tuple <b,j,d> is stored in the
new subentry of the dependency list of <a,s> . Then, correspondingly, the entry of
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recovery unit <b,j> is searched and the 'reverse' dependency subentry <a,s,-d> is
allocated and stored. Here, it may arise that recovery unit <b,j> does not reside in
site s . In this case a message has to be sent to site jis (see transition SEND) . This
request then causes recovery manager j to execute the first part of its AddDependency procedure analogously. After having memorized the dependency -d in the
dependency list of <b,j>, the procedure ends and the recovery manager returns to
its initial state.
The procedure Include is invoked if a recovery unit shall be incorporated into
another one (Fig . 3.22) . This is the case if an inner transaction a terminates and
its transaction structure is included in the outer one b. Then for every recovery
unit <a ,s> (s= l, .. . ,n) the corresponding transaction managers generates a request
to the recovery managers to include <a,s> in the unit <b,s> . If recovery unit <b,s>
already exists, the status information concerning <a,s>, i.e . the recovery graph
table entry and the dependency list, are added to the corresponding status information of <b,s> . If the recovery unit <b,s> has not yet existed, the inclusion of
<a,s> is performed just by renaming the unit <a,s> into <b,s>. Finally, notice of
the performed change from <a,s> to <b,s> is broadcast to all other recovery
managers which store a dependency to <a,s> . These recovery managers then
correspondingly have to update their dependency lists, too.
The procedure Chase has the task to invalidate recovery units dependent upon
their relations to an initially invalidated unit (Fig. 3 .23) . The procedure is initially
invoked by a request to the recovery managers to invalidate a recovery unit <a ,s>.
This causes the start of the recovery manager s in the 'chase' mode (transition
START) . After checking preconditions, the recovery manager accesses the entry of
the given unit <a,s> in the local recovery graph table . Then the dependency subentries of the corresponding dependency list are checked for field values d= 1, d=-1
and d=2 . The corresponding units <b,j> represent units with an (either recoverable or non-recoverable) dependency on <a,s> or on which <a,s> nan-recoverably
depends. All these recovery units in the entries of the recovery graph table are set
to the state aborted. All units <b,j> with d=l, d=-1 or d=-2 found in the dependency list of <a,s> are processed analogously. For those units residing in the site s
itself sequentially transition LOOP causes a request for the described search process. Finally control is transferred to the save/restore manager s to perform the
establishing of the needed recovery points and to the transaction manager s to
update the transaction structures.
During the search process recovery units which have to be invalidated, but
reside on a foreign node j=#=s may be detected. In this case additionally a message
with a request to chase these units <b,j> is sent. This message activates the
corresponding recovery managers j as modelled by transition SEND.
Two cases are possible to initialize the chasing. The usual case is that a transaction manager wants to abort the recovery units of a transaction which are distributed over several sites. This is notified by a broadcast message <o,a,.>. Here a
specifies the name of the transaction the recovery units of which all have to be
invalidated. The third item of the tuple is left blank denoting that the operation
only refers to a transaction name . The broadcast message then causes the
recovery managers of all sites s (s= 1, ... ,n) to search in their recovery graph tables
for recovery units <a,s> . If such a unit is found, the same operations as described
above are executed .
Another case where the chase procedure has to be invoked in a different
manner is the failure of a site. If a site fails (j=l, ... ,n), the message sending protocols detect the failure after some time and inform the remaining failure-free sites
about this event. It is assumed that the site failure implies the 'death ' of the
recovery units residing on it. So, a chasing of these units is not necessary.
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However, there may be dependencies to units in other, still failure-free sites. Such
dependencies have to be found and the impaired units must be invalidated. To do
so, in this case a different call of the chase procedure occurs. This request is
represented by a tuple <o .. j>; here the second item is left blank to stress that the ·
operation depends only on a site name j, not on a transaction name a. The call in
every failure-free site s (scl=j) initiates a start of the recovery manager s (transition
SITEFAIL). Fig. 3.24 shows the refinement of this transition: the recovery manager
searches in its recovery graph and dependency table for dependencies between
local units and those of site j which necessitate the chasing of the recovery units.
For all recovery units which are found in this way, the chase procedure is started.
Now, procedure MoveCommitLine is considered (Fig. 3 .25 and Fig. 3.26). If a
recovery unit has completed its activities, it depends on its relations to other
recovery units whether it also already may commit. If such relations exist, the
considered unit must not commit on its own, but instead a certain set of units has
to be determined which only together may commit. It is the task of the procedure
MoveCommitLine to determine such a set of recovery units and to perform the
necessary operations for their common committing. The procedure is invoked when
the last recovery unit of a transaction a has terminated and the transaction
managers in the home sites is notified of this event. The recovery managers is initiated (transition START) and searches in the entry a of the recovery graph table s
for all recovery units on which a depends (d=-lor d=-2) or which non-recoverably
(d=l) depends on a . As an abort of one of these units would cause an invalidation
of a, unit a may be committed only if all found units have terminated before a; only
those on which a recoverably depends, may also have committed before a . It is
checked whether all found units have completed (transition CHECK). There may be
dependencies to recovery units <b,j> with j=#=s, i.e . units which reside on other sites.
To check them, a message is broadcast to all sites that recovery manager s needs
an inspection of the status of recovery units on other sites to process transaction
a ('Inspect request' in transition REQU).
This request via corresponding procedure calls initiates the recovery
managers in the addressed sites j (H=s) to work in the MoveCommitLine mode. Their
activity may cause new inspect requests, or the requested status information is
entirely found in the addressed site j itself.
So, several recovery managers may be commonly involved in processing the
checks whether certain recovery units can be committed. Thereby, every recovery
manager for a detected unit in its site checks whether this single unit may commit.
If this condition is fulfilled, the unit is transduced into the state 'prepared to commit'; this is also notified in a log record. Moreover, the current object versions of
the recovery unit are also written into the log space (transition PREPCOM) .
After the entire requested information is gathered that way , the recovery
manager j sends back a message to the requesting manager s . This message
denotes which recovery units are detected and which of them are also committable, i.e . set to the state 'prepared to commit' (transition RESPONDREQU). If all
these units are reported to be committable, in the second part of the MoveCommitLine operation the requesting recovery manager s can itself continue processing
its original MoveCommitLine operation (see Fig. 3.26) . The manager then first
notifies the transition of all these units to the state 'committed'; this is performed
by creating a corresponding commit record; as a backup, this record is also
memorized in the log space of s where it is available after a failure of site s .
Finally, the originating recovery manager s sends a broadcast message wh ich
requests all involved recovery managers to also locally perform the transition of
the considered recovery units to the state 'committed'. The manager s stores its
commit record then until all other involved managers by a 'done' message report
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Finally, the entire procedure shall be illustrated by an example. In site 2 it is
to be checked whether recovery unit <a,2> may commit. Let the unit <a,2>, e .g.,
have dependencies d=-2 to <b,2>, d=-1 to <a,3> and d=l to <a,4>. For <b,2>, the
recovery manager 2 finds additional dependencies d=-2 to <c,2> and d= 1 to <b,3>.
Then , recovery manager 2 can locally check <a,2>, <b,2> and <c,2> and, if possible ,
prepare these units for being committed.
Moreover, to complete the necessary information, recovery manager s sends a
message with requests for recovery managers 3 to check <a,3>and and <b,3> and
for recovery manager 4 to check <a,4>. Let us assume that these checks in site 3
do not detect further dependencies; in site 4 dependencies d=-2 to <e,4> and d= 1
to <b,5> are detected. So, also recovery manager 5 must then be initiated. After it
has processed <b,5> without detecting new dependencies, recovery manager 5
reports back to manager 4 that <b,5> is prepared to commit. Recovery manager 4
has not detected additional dependencies of <e,4>. So, now manager 4 can send
back a message to manager 2 that <a,4>, <e,4> and <b,5> are involved and which
of them are committable. Let us assume that this is the case for all three units.
Correspondingly, recovery manager 3 has reported that <a,3> and <b,3> may commit. As also <a,2> is prepared, manager 2 now can decide that all units <a ,2>,
<b,2>, <c,2>, <a ,3>, <b ,3> , <a,4>, <e,4> and <b,5> shall commit. So, recovery
manager 2 sends a corresponding broadcast message to the recovery managers 3,4
and 5 to perform the committing . After all the three managers have sent back
'done' answers, recovery manager 2 destroys the commit record identified by the
originating unit <a,2> .
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<cj> (J :4: s) existed

Fig. 3 .22: Include

<a,b,v

Dependencies of <a,s>
to foreign units <cj>
U :4: s) existed
-------Send message to
•
sites j to request
replacement of a by b
o = 'Include/update'
Pt= a
P2 = b
P3 = ~
P4 = J
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Failure of a site j
is detected and is
broadcast to all sites·
o = 'Chase/Site Failure'
P1 =' ', P2 = j

SITEFAIL
Detect recovery
units in s which
have dependencies
to those in failing site

<s>

s.RecManager
Initial State
(s=l ,... ,n)

<oj,s>

<s>

s.RecMessage
Buffer (s,l,... ,n) . - - - - - - - - - - Message for a recovery
<o.a.s>
managers s to invalidate
a recovery unit <a,s> f - 4 - - - - - ~
<oj,s>
o = 'Chase'
<o,a,s>
a= P1

Start recovery
managers
Check Preconditions

<s>
<s>

ACTIONABORT
Abort of a transaction
a is broadcast to all
sites where participants of a
reside
o = 'Chase' • p 1 = a • p 2 =' '
n•<o,pl , >
s.MessageBuffer

s=l,... ,n)

Message for recovery
mana_ger s
o = 'Chase/Site Failure'
j = P2
from
transition

Preconditions
not fulfilled

SITEFAIL

Preconditions hold
Searchfor entry-;- - ·
In dependency list dl(a)
search for subfields
<bjfd> with d = -1
d = or d = 2
'
k<a,s,bj,d>
bj

<a,s,bj,d> ~ <a,s,b,
LOOP

.gs) j,d>

SEND

.......- - -

,---

<b j ,d>

No new
<bj,d>
found

found with
j=s
~

Only <bj,d> with
j :t= s left
------------Send message to other
sites, o = 'Chase',
P1 = b, P2 = j

<a,s,bj,d>

j=s

<a,s, , , >
s.RecGraph Table
In entry a set
recovery unit to
the state 'aborted'

(s=l, ...,n)

~<e >

s.TransactMessageBuffer
Transfer control
to Save/Restore
manager s and
to transaction
managers

Fig. 3 .23: Chase

(s=l ,... ,n)

s.Save/RestoreMessageBuffer
(s=l ,... ,n)
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s.RecManager
Initial State
(s=l ,... ,n)

<s>

o = 'Detect dependency
to failed site'
Start recovery managers

<o;,s >

s.RecMessageBuffer
(s=l ,... ,n)

<oj,s>

For all entries a of
recovery graph table s
check dependency list
dl(a) for <b,i,d>
with i = j and d = -1
or d = I or d = - 2

s.~ecGrarh Table
(s-1,... ,n

I: <dl(a)>

s.Dependency Table
(s=l ,... ,n)

a

I:< a,s>
a

<s>

·- -·

-- -

Generate request
to chase recovery
unit <a,s>
o = 'Chase'
P1 =a,p2 =s

s.MessageBuffer
(s=l ,... ,n)

- - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Fig. 3 .24: Chase (Refinement of transition SITEFAIL of Fig. 3 .23)
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----;::::==========-=- =- =-.: :;- --;===.::=~========-=--=,
- ----------------------Transaction manager
System request to
commit one or
several transactions

s is notified of
termination of last
recovery unit of
transaction a

Message for
recovery manager s
a= P3, ~ = P4,
b = P1 , J = P2

Start recovery
managers
Checlc_preconditions

<s>

Start recovery
managers to
process inspect
request from
<oj>

Receive respond
for own
inspect request
concerning
processing <a,s>

s.RecM nager

Search entry a and
dependency list dl(a)
Search in dl(a) for
Not yet completed <bj,d> with d = 1
or d = - 1 or d = -2.
local units
Check whether these
units have completed

s.Dependency
Table (s=l ,... ,n)
Processed
committable
local recovery
units

Foreign
recovery
units
committable
together with

<a,s>

l;<a,s>

Local recovery
unit <b ,s>
completes

a

REQU
<s>

Dependent
l?cal_"5b,i>

'------< (1,e. J - S)

exists
<s>

At least
one <bj>
is aborted:
Cancel the
commit
attempt

If dependencies to
non-local recovery
units exist, send
inspect request. to
the correspondmg
sites to check the
units o = 'Inspect'
p 1 = !1, P2 = s, P3 = b,
P4 = J

RESPONDREQ

Information about
recovery units which
has been requested
by foreign site is
gathered: send
message to site j with
o = ' Respo~d', p 1 : _a,
P2 = s, P3 - b, P4 - J

PREPCOM
Local prepare

<s>
<s>

Fig. 3 .25: MoveCommitLine (Part 1)

1:<a,s>

Set processed recovery
unit to state 'prepared'
Write commit record
and final object
versions to log space
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Local
prepare

Foreign recovery units <bj>
committable together
with <a,s>

L <a,s>

a
L <a,s>
a

~j<a,s,bj>
s.RecManager
Initial State
(s= l ,... ,n)
<s>

<s>

<s>

Local prepare in site s for
committing <a,s> has been
performed and all units in
foreign sites involved in the
committing are commitable
Write commit record and
final object versions to the
permanent space.Send
corresponding 'commit'
message to the foreign
sites,
0 = 'perform commir,
P1 = a, P2 = s, P3 = J

Site failure detected
for a site where recovery units involved
in the committing of
:s_a,s>_£esid=-. _ _ _
Cancel committing

Message for recovery
.
managers; start manager
o = 'perform commit' or
'done' a= Pt , j = P2 , s = P3

< s>

o = 'done' A
last 'done ' message
back at originator
---- - -Destroy log record,
end of commit
procedure for
committing of
recovery unit <a,s>
Transfer control to
transaction managers

o = 'done '
· Receive
'done'
message

L <a,sj>
aj

L <a,s>
a

< s>
s.TransactMessageBuffer
(s=l ,... ,n)

Fig. 3 .26: MoveCommitLine (Part 2)

'Done'
messages

o = 'perform commit'
-------Perform local commit
Send ' done' message
back to originator
o = ' done'
P1 = a
P2 = ~
P3 = J
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In this subsection the implementation concept of the recovery management
layer is described . First, two schemes for representing the recovery graph are
analysed. Then, supporting the offered functions of this layer by dedica t ed
resources is considered .

3.3.2.1. Representation of the Recovery Graph
As described above, the recovery graph consists of recovery units as nodes (or
vertices) and dependencies as edges. There are two standard methods for
representing graphs either using an incidence matrix or a list oriented method. In
the first scheme, a node has an index that corresponds to a certain row and
column of the incidence matrix. The matrix itself describes the existing edges of
the graph . In the second scheme, the edges emanating from a node are chained by
a linked list. The first scheme has the advantage of very simple storage management and fast access, but the storage requirements grow quadratically with the
number of nodes and are independent of the number of existing edges. In t he
second scheme , the sto·rage requirements only grow linearly with the number of
edges and are lower than for the first scheme up to a certain number of edges to
be represented . The disadvantages of the second scheme are the required dynamic
storage management and usually higher access times. In the following, both
schemes are considered in detail for storing the recovery graph and compared with
respect to their storage requirements.
First, the incidence matrix scheme is described (Fig. 3 .27). The recovery units
known to the recovery manager at one site are maintained in a vector. Each entry
of the vector describes a recovery unit (RGUnit) . The vector indices are called
local recovery unit indices (RUindex). Thus, the recovery unit described in entry i
has local recovery unit index i.
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Legend:
dep: dependency from i to j
00
not dependent
01
recoverable
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non-recoverable
11
recoverable and non-recoverable
Fig. 3.27: Incidence Matrix Scheme

A recovery unit descriptor contains the following inforrmtion:
TYPE
RGUnitValState • {valid. invalid}
RGUni.tActState • {active. stopped. completed.
prepared. committed. aborted}
RGUnitClass • Uid;
Siteid • INTEGER;
RGUni t s
RECORD
valstate: RGUnitValState;
ruclass: RGUnitClass;
CASE I oca J : BOOLEAN OF
TRUE:
actstate: RGUnitActState;
myaction: POINTER TO Action;
FALSE:
remotesite: Siteid;
ENO;
ENO;

(* max. storage*)
(*requirements*)
(*

1 bit

*)

(* 48 bits
(* 1 bit

*)
*)

(* 3 bits
(* 32 bits

*)
*)

(* 16 bits
*)
(*sum< 96 bits*)
(*
eq 3 words*)
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stored in the recovery unit.
The main purpose of a recovery unit index is to locally identify a certain
recovery unit and, thereby, indirectly a certain transaction with a very short name
independently of the relatively long recovery unit class identifier. A hash function
IND is used to map recovery unit class identifiers to recovery unit indices. More
precisely, if a recovery unit is created, its corresponding recovery unit class
identifier is used by the hash function IND to allocate a free recovery unit index i.
The recovery unit is then described in slot i of the recovery unit vector. The index
i is used by all participating processes to stamp all modified objects and for detecting arising dependencies. This is described later in detail.
The recovery unit index O is especially used to describe the start node of the
local part of the recovery graph and thus subsumes all committed transactions
that need not be distinguished any longer. There is no associated action descriptor for this recovery unit. After moving forward the commit line all newly committed recovery units can be subsumed into index 0, · i.e. after updating the dependency matrix, recovery units dependent on the newly committed transactions now
become dependent on the start node O and the entries in the recovery unit vector
corresponding to the committed recovery units can be freed .
For each recovery unit index there is a row and a column in the incidence
matrix. The incidence matrix element (i,j) describes the existing dependencies
from the recovery unit with local recovery unit index i to that with index j. · Thus
row i marks all recovery units which are dependent from recovery unit i, whereas
column i indicates all those recovery units on which i depends. Recoverable and
non-recoverable dependencies are distinguished . Although a recoverable and a
non-recoverable dependency may exist from recovery unit i to recovery unit j at
the same time, it should be noted that real recovery points associated with the
recoverable dependency are irrelevant during chasing, because they never will be
part of any recovery line. In this case the non-recoverable d-epen.d ency dominates
the . recoverable one due to the propagation rules. By encoding an entry of the
incidence matrix by
00 not dependent,
0 l recoverable,
10 non-recoverable,
11 recoverable and non-recoverable,
the storage requirement for each entry are exactly 2 bits. The incidence matrix
can be regarded as consisting of two matrices, one reflecting the non-recoverable
dependencies (first bit) and the other storing the recoverable dependencies
(second bit) .
The total storage requirements S_I (in bytes) for the recovery graph using t ,he
incidence matrix scheme and providing N recovery units then are:

S_I

• ----------------- • 12 N + ---8

4

(bytes]

For instance, to maintain lk recovery units the stor:age requirements are 12kB for
the recovery unit vector and 256kB for the incidence matrix, or 268kB totally.
Reduc-ing the storage requirements by applying compaction rules for sparse
matrices seems possible but results in more complex access to the matrix
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Now, we consider the list oriented approach. As in the incidence matrix
scheme, a recovery unit vector is used again to describe the recovery units. In
addition to the described fields of recovery units, four pointers are added in the
list oriented scheme. They serve as the heads of the four lists corresponding to the
sets DependRecin, DependRecOut, DependNonRecin and DependNonRecOut of
recoverable (non-recoverable) dependencies leading into (emanating from) the
considered recovery unit. A dependency consists of two fields:

TYPE

Dependency• RECORD
othernode: RUindex;
nextdep
POINTER

ENO;

TO

dependency;

The first field identifies the complementary recovery unit of this dependency, the
second field contains the link to the next dependency of this chain. For each
dependency of the recovery graph two Dependency records are necessary , one in a
list of the source node and one in the corresponding list of the destination
recovery unit. All dependencies are managed in a single pool. The storage requirements for a single dependency are about two memory words (32 bits each). Let D
~note the total number of dependencies to be maintained for the recovery graph
at a site. Then the total storage requirements S_L in bytes for the recovery graph
sum to

For instance, to maintain lk recovery units and 16 dependencies leading into a
recovery unit in the mean, the storage requirements are 28kB for the recovery unit
vector and 256kB for the dependency storage pool, or 284kB totally. This is almost
the same size as for the incidence matrix scheme but results in higher execution
overhead for maintaining the graph such that in this case the matrix scheme would
be preferable.
The assumption of 16 dependencies per recovery unit seems reasonable at a
first glance. To allow for a better comparison of the two methods concerning their
storage requirements, the break even point is computed for a given number N of
recovery units, i.e . up to the number A of incoming dependencies per recovery unit
the list oriented approach requires less storage than the matrix scheme. Taking
S_L < S_I yields

Na2
28 N +

16 A N

<

12 N +
4

N
A

- 1

<

N > 64

64

Up to N=64 recovery units the matrix schema is strictly better than the list
oriented approach. In the following table for different numbers N of recovery units
the total storage requirements S_I are listed as well as the break even point A in

- 126 comparison to S_L. Up to A incoming dependencies per recovery unit require less
storage in the list oriented approach than in the matrix scheme for a given number
N of recovery units. The general result is that up to a moderate number of
recovery units (1024) the incidence matrix scheme is undo'-!-btedly to prefer.

+------+---------+-----+
I
N I
S_I I
A I
+------+---------+-----+
I 16 I
256 I
- I
32 I
640 r - I
64 I
1792 I
I
I
128 I
5632 I
1 I
I
256 I
19456 I
3 I
I
512 I
71680 I
7 I
I
1 k I
268 k I 15 I
I 2 k I 1048 k I 31 I
I
4 k I 4144 k I 63 I
I 8 k I 16480 k I 127 I
I 16 k I 65728 k I 255 I
I
I

+------+---------+-----+
Legend:
N number of recovery units
S total storage requirements
A max. number of incoming dependencies per recovery unit
for break even point

Fig. 3.28: Storage Requirements and Break Even Point

3.3.2.2. Object Header Infonnation
The information in the header of a shared object (indicated by R) concerning
the recovery management consists of the the 'RUindex'-field (bit 0 to bit 13 of word
:3), the 'automatic dependency recording' indicator A (bit 15 of word 3). the 'dependency type' indicator T (bit 14 of word 3), and of the 'modified' indicator M (bit 29
of word 0) (Fig . 3.29) . RUindex is the index of the recovery unit which created this
object version. A indicates whether accesses to this object should lead to an
automatic detection and recording of arising dependencies on the basis of
read/write operations or not. T is only significant if A is set and then indicates
whether a recoverable or non-recoverable dependency arises. M determines if the
actual version of this object in active space corresponds to the passive version in
perrmnent space or if this is not true .
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Fig. 3.29: Recovery Management Header Information

3.3.2.3. Hardware Support
In the following, it is described how the offered functions of the recovery
management layer are supported by dedicated ·hardware resources. The overall
node structure is outlined in Fig . 1.3. The following figure Fig. 3 .30 repeats and
refines the main components relevant to recovery management.
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Fig. 3.30: Relevant Node Architecture

The recovery subsystem is completely reserved for recovery management purposes and executes the main parts of ,the functions offered by this layer. Especially, it maintains the local part of the recovery graph and does all work associated with chasing and committing.
The recovery subsystem consists of a processor virtualised into a dynamic set
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local work space, an interface to the recovery bus, and an interface to the subsystem interconnection bus. By means of the recovery bus, the recovery subsystem
communicates with the recovery finger in each processing subsystem. The
recovery finger is logically part of the recovery subsystem but physically it is realized as part of the coprocessor. With the second bus the recovery subsystem has
an access path to the shared memory, to the background storage, and to the communication subsystem. In shared memory the actual version of each object, its
associated recovery points, as well as the transaction data structures are allocated
which especially contain the modified object list used for chasing and committing.
Background storage contains ·the log space and the permanent space. By means of
the communication subsystem the recovery subsystem is able to cooperate with
the recovery subsystems at the other sites in order to perform the systemwide
recovery management functions.
Ideally, the recovery subsystem is realized by a processing subsystem to which
a private memory is added. By this approach, the recovery subsystem recognizes
the object structures in the shared memory in the same efficient manner as a processing subsystem. Otherwise, if the recovery subsystem does not have an objectoriented memory management unit, the recovery subsystem must interpret the
tables in shared memory by software algorithms in order to find the memory areas
in which certain objects are allocated. Currently we do not consider an internal
reconfiguration of a node computer system after a failure of the recovery subsystem. In this case it would be desirable that each processing subsystem can be
dynamically configured as the recovery subsystem. This requires that both have
the same internal structure. Then, shared memory will be preferably implemented
by dual-ported memory portions as part of the processing subsystems. The first
port is used from the subsystem itself, the second port is connected to the subsystem interconnection bus, such that sharing is possible. Thus, subsystems become
the units for reconfiguration and replacement. In that case, the recovery graph
can be stored in the local memory of the processing subsystem that currently acts
as the recovery subsystem. This memory can be converted to a private memory by
simply disabling the second port.
In order to correctly recover it is necessary that the recovery graph works as
specified. Especially, the algorithms are assumed to be correct and all resource
errors (e .g. memory errors) are assumed to be detected . Special reliability
requirements for the recovery graph are not necessary as long as we can restart
the recovery subsystem with an empty recovery graph, i.e. if no information of the
recovery graph must survive site failures . This assumption was made in the algorithms presented above : all transactions not yet committed or prepared that would
require further usage of the recovery graph are automatically aborted if a site
failure occurs. Forcing site _failures to occur can be used if an error inside the
recovery subsystem is detected. Detecting such errors before corresponding commit activities will begin, thus, is the least that is necessary for correct functioning.
A recovery finger in each processing subsystem is an agent being in charge of
the recovery subsystem. A recovery finger communicates with the recovery subsystem by means of the recovery bus. It implements the operation AddDependency
within each processing subsystem. The recovery finger will be realized by the
coprocessor hardware unit to detect the arising dependencies between recovery
units and to forward these dependencies via the recovery bus to the recovery subsystem where they are actually stored in the recovery graph.
As described above, dependencies arise between recovery units of the same
transaction in case the transaction is nested or if it extends to other sites. Furthermore, dependencies may arise between any two recovery units due to the sharing
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created, a dependency is explicitly created by invoking the AddDpendency function
in the processing subsystem. Sharing of objects leads to an automatic detection of
dependencies by the recovery finger.
To do so, the contents of the and the 'dependency type' indicator T of the
object header (Fig . 3 .29) are evaluated. RUindex is the index of the recovery unit
which created this object version, A indicates whether accesses to this object
should lead to an automatic detection and recording of arising dependencies on
the basis of read/write operations or not. T is only significant if A is set and then
indicates whether a recoverable or non-recoverable dependency arises.
If A is not set, dependencies can be explicitly created based on software algorithms. This can be useful for some user defined types which base their decisions
about arising dependencies due to the execution of type-specific operations on
type-specific semantic information.
Otherwise, if A is set dependency detection works as follows. Each process is
associated to a certain transaction on behalf of which it carries out operations, i.e.
the process is a participant of that transaction . This association is fixed for the
lifetime of the process. The RUindex of the recovery unit corresponding to this
· transaction is part of the process descriptor object. Different processes have their
own entries in MUTABOR even for the same object (compare chapter 2) . Only r e ad
and write operations on shared long-living objects executed by processes are distinguished for automatic dependency recording .
In the coprocessor MUTABOR a two bit register DP is maintained for each
object currently addressable for a certain process. The two bits have the following
meaning :
00 The object is shared and recoverable, automatic dependency recording is
enabled, initial state after providing addressability to this object for this process.
01 The object is shared and recoverable, automatic dependency recording is
enabled, a read access occurred, the dependency resulting from this read
access has been detected and forwarded to the recovery subsystem but t he
RUindex field in the object header of this object has not been modified . On
subsequent read accesses nothing has to be done .
10 The object is shared and recoverable, automatic dependency recording is
enabled, a write access occurred, the dependency resulting from this write
access has been detected and forwarded to the recovery subsystem, and the
RUindex field in the object header of this object has been replaced by the
RUindex of the executing process. If this state has been reached any further
read or write accesses to the object can take place without new required
actions from the recovery finger.
11 The object is either a simple non-shared non-recoverable object or automatic
dependency recording for this object is disabled, i.e. the recovery finger has
not to take care of this object.
If an object is made addressable for a process, the object header is evaluated
and DP is loaded accordingly. The initial value of DP is 11 if the object is not a
sharable and recoverable one or if the automatic dependency indicator A in the
object header is off. Otherwise, i.e . if the object is sharable and recoverable and if
A is set, the initial value of DP is 10 in case the RUindex field in the object header is
equal to the RUindex associated to the process, or it is 00 if this is not true .
On each read or write access to an object the contents of the associated DP
register is examined. If DP contains 11, which will almost be the case, nothing
occurs. The same applies to DP= 10. If DP contains O1 and if a read access takes
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the MUTABOR coprocessor is activated. It fetches the RUindex of the process from
its process object, it fetches the RUindex field and the dependency mode indicator
T from the object header, creates a dependency of mode T and forwards it to the
recovery subsystem, stores the RUlndex of the process in the RUindex field of the
object header, and changes DP to 10. Thus, this procedure is only executed on the
first write access to an object. On all subsequent read or write accesses nothing
has to be done and this net effect is immediately detected if an access occurs . If
DP contains 00 and if a write access occurs, the san:e procedure is executed.
Finally, if DP contains 00 and if a read access takes place, the same procedure is
executed except that the RUindex of the process is not stored in the object header
and that DP is changed to 01.
To reduce the traffic for the recovery bus, a filter can be added that detects
some dependencies already send to the recovery subsystem. For instance , the last
n dependencies can be maintained by an ageing mechanism. If a dependency is
sent twice this doesn't matter because it is only an optimizing mechanism.
The recovery finger assumes that the dependency type indicator T is correctly
set. In case of read/write-locking, which is assumed in the first version of the PROFEMO transaction mechanism, the T-field in the object header is changed in conjunction with the lock operations and the save operation. If no lock is held, T indicates non-recoverable . T indicates recoverable as long as a read lock holds for the
object. If a write lock is set, T remains non-recoverable until a save operation is
executed. At this point, T is changed to recoverable and remains in this state until
the write lock is released.
It should be noted that dependency detection and processing can be used in
conjunction with other concurrency control schemes as well . Especially, for
optimistic concurrency control the recovery graph can be used during the validation phase to detect cycles in the graph violating serializability.
If no such hardware unit is available to automatically detect dependencies, the
AddDependency function would have to be called explicitly during lock manipulation. Two strategies are possible : early and late dependency recording . In case of
early dependency recording, the resulting dependency is recorded at the moment
when the read lock is set or when the write lock is set and a save operation is executed , i.e. the dependency is already recorded if it has not happened but if the possibility that it might happen exists. In case of late dependency recording, only a
bit must be set in the object header during lock processing indicating 'record
dependency if accessed '. In this case, the actual recovery point (assuming a write
lock) will be created at this moment, too.
Loosing a dependency on the way from its occurrence in a certain processing
subsystem to the recovery graph in the recovery subsystem must not occur. Otherwise, correct recoverability is not ensured. To prevent this, the recovery finger
must be reliable and the recovery bus as well. Logically the recovery finger is part
of the recovery subsystem and what has been mentioned above concerning the reliability of the recovery subsystem also applies in this case. Detecting errors and
forcing site failures to occur if an error is detected is the least that is necessary
for correct functioning .
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Assume an object is going to be activated into the active space. Generally, a
read request or a write request for accessing the object will be the cause for this
event, but preactivating objects for some other reasons may occur, too. Initially,
the 'modified' bit M will be off, indicating that the state of the object is committed
and corresponds to the state of the object in permanent space. Furthermore, the
'recoverable' bit R and the 'save on write access' bit are set. The 'Recinfo' field
remains zero, i.e . no recovery segment is associated, as long as it not known that a
write access will be issued for the object. The recovery segment is not automatically associated to the object at the moment the object is activated, because many
objects will only be read during an active period. In this case, recovery information
will not be needed. But activating a shared object leads to assigning a lock object
to the shared object providing for the necessary concurrency control. Lock
objects are presented in the next section on transaction management.
Now, assume that the object is accessed only by reading type-specific operations throughout its active period. All information in the object header remains as
initially set. If no further read operation is requested the object becomes a good
candidate for deletion if free space is needed because the active version can be
discarded including its associated lock without any further action.
Now, assume that the object is going to be modified by some type-specific
operation. If this occurs for the first time during the active period of the object, a
recovery segment of appropriate size is allocated in the recovery space and associated to the object, thus yielding a relevant Recinfo entry. (In principle, allocating
the recovery segment can be delayed until the first memory write is requested.)
Then the lock object is updated accordingly, and the 'save on first write' indicator
S is set. If the first memory write operation actually occurs, S triggers the necessary save operation. In case of short objects and complete recovery points S is
reset after terminating the save operation, i.e. no further action is necessary for
all subsequent accesses to this object inside this transaction. In case of long
objects and pages as representation units a 'save on first write' indicator is available at the page level (compare chapter 2), to permit copying the data page into
the recovery segment on the first write access.
During the first phase of the two phase commit protocol, object versions are
written to the log space. The source is either the active space if the object has not
been modified subsequently, or the recovery space otherwise. It should be noted
that transaction failures are not handled by using the log space but only by relying
on the recovery space in virtual storage. This is in contrast to usual logging
schemes for database systems. If a certain object version is stored in the log space
this is recorded in the corresponding entry of the header part of the recovery segment together with the start address of the log record in the log space. Managing
the log space is not described here iri detail, because we only apply well-known
principles in this area. Summarizing, the log space is managed as a circular list of
variable length records . Each record either contains a (passive) object version or a
reached state concerning a transaction . Free storage is managed as a linked list in
the RAM part of the recovery subsystem, combining adjacent free memory areas of
the log space into a single entry. Only the current logical start address of the cir,cular list must be held in permanent storage. This pointer is advanced if a certain
amount of free space is detected at the beginning of the circular list or if the
current end of the circular list reaches the logical beginning (i.e. log space is rare) .
The size of the log space can be quite small. This is because for each commit
request one version for each modified object needs to be stored, and because the
corresponding log records are only relevant as long as the recorded after images
are not yet reflected in the permanent space (assuming commitment of the
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that the commit procedure has failed).° If an object has been modified by several
committed transactions and if none of them has been reflected in the permanent
space, only the most recent version needs to be maintained in the log space until
finishing propagation to the permanent space, all earlier versions in the log space
(committed too) can be discarded. Minimally, all log records must be held during
the second phase of the two-phase commit protocol. The following time period
until successful propagation of the after images to the permanent space can be
controlled by the recovery manager itself . If log space is rare, updating the permanent space can be triggered immediately after commitment. Otherwise, other
criteria can be used to determine a suited point of · time . If updating the permanent space is delayed, lower traffic to permanent space can be achieved by only
propagating the effect of a subsequent committed transaction. This is traded
against higher restart times after a site failure because the log becomes longer.
Finally, propagation to the permanent space is considered. This means, new
committed object versions either exist in the active space or in the recovery space,
and these versions are stably stored in the log space to survive site failures. Logically , the effected objects have new committed states and these states can be
accessed independently of whether they already have been propagated to permanent space or not. Propagation to permanent space simply serves to limit the
amount of storage needed for the log space and to limit the amount of work to be
done after a site failure . Propagation is done by certain processes inside the
recovery subsystem concurrently to normal processing and to other activities of
the recovery subsystem. As mentioned above, decisions about which versions when
to propagate to permanent space can be influenced by the recovery subsystem
itself. Especially, periods of low l/0 intensity can be used or merging propagation
events with activating permanent object versions can be done to reduce disk head
positioning . If an object version has been successfully propagated to permanent
space the corresponding log record is freed and the recovery segment header
entry pointing to the log record is reset to reflect this event. If the permanent version of an object has been replaced by the (passivated) version in active space, the
'modified' bit M in the object header is reset to indicate that the active version of
the object now is equal to that in permanent space. Thus, the active version as well
as the empty recovery segment and the associated lock object can be deleted
without any further action if space in the active region is needed.

3.3.2 .5. Underlying Protocol Structure
In the following, we shortly describe the layering of our protocol system. We
use the terminology of computer communication networks and especially we relate
our approach to the ISO/OSI reference model [Zim] .
The ISO /OSI model describes the functions of communication systems by
regarding the following seven layers of abstraction :
(7) application layer
(6) presentation layer
(5) session layer
(4) transport layer
(3) network layer
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(2)
( 1)

data link layer
physical layer

The PROFEMO system architecture is based on a local area network (LAN) . So
far standardization of LANs is achieved for layers ( 1) and (2) (IEEE project 802,
[IEE]) . Usually, local area networks contain a broadcast medium, i.e . each frame
sent by a certain station can be received by all stations connected to the LAN .
Layer (2) offers a point-to-point datagram service as well as a multicast datagram
service . This means that the units of communication are independent packets
comprising a byte string of limited length. Each packet is transferred with a probability < 1 (best effort) from a sending station to one or all stations which are
specified to be receivers by a receiver address or by a logical group address in t he
header of the packet. Besides physical addressing , this multicast property for
layer (2) is explicitly intended in actual standardization approaches. Thereby, t he
· number of logical group addresses which may be associated with one station is not
limited by the standards, but is relatively small in currently available communication controllers. (As an example, for Ethernet controllers between 8 and 64
addresses can be physically recognized) .
We consider only one single LAN. In this case, the functions usually associated
to layer (3) like routing and inter-network communication are missing.
The transport layer ( 4) is concerned with the reliable and efficient transfer of
messages comprising an arbitrary number of bytes between transport addresses.
In the ISO/OSI model a message is sent from one transport address to exactly one
destination transport address in a connection-oriented way. For this purpose, a
transport connection has ·to be created and has to be maintained for a certain
time . During this time, messages arrive without loss and without duplication in the
sequence of the sending process. This approach is intended for public networks
and is reasonable in an environment where 'large ' files broken into messages have
to be transferred .
On the other hand, the transport of single relatively short messages is
required by our higher level protocols. Moreover, transport services which provide
more general 1 :n connections are not yet usual, but appear reasonable to extend
the multicast ability to layer (4) . The recovery managers described above mainly
cooperate on the basis of a 1:n communication pattern. For transport level services PROFEMO assumes a point-to-point single message transfer and a multicast
service. Single message transfer is well-known in other protocol families . As an
example, in the TCP /IP protocol family the single message transport is realized by
the UDP protocol. The design of a reliable broadcast protocol has been publish ed
in the literature [ChM]. Some remarks on this protocol are presented at the end of
this subsection. Protocols up to the transport layer will be executed completely by
processes inside the communication subsystem (compare Fig . 1.3 .). Thus, the processing subsystems are free from handling the lower level communication protocols.
The functions usually associated with layer (5) and (6), i.e . with the session
and the presentation layer, are authentification and transport connection checkpointing (session layer) and compression, encoding and conversion of messages
(presentation layer) . Moreover, the presentation layer usually performs all
transformations for terminal or file operations, thus providing uniform system-wide
types 'terminal' and 'file ' . For the PROFEMO system architecture, the levels (5) a nd
(6) are of minor interest: Authentification and encoding to assure high data se c urity are not intended to be implemented in the .system, but can be added, if so
desired . Data compression techniques are not necessary for our approach , due to
the high data transfer bandwidths of the local area network and due to the miss ing
of a volume- oriented accounting scheme for communication services which is
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that the sites of our system are identical. The_checkpointing of transport connections is not relevant for the PROFEMO system because our transaction approach
provides for the necessary backward error recovery mechanisms.
At layer (7) of the ISO/OSI model application level communication takes place.
In PROFEMO, there are three areas of cooperation which are addressed in this
report and which are allocated to this layer:
1.) the system-wide cooperation between the recovery managers as described in
the PrT net models of this section (Recovery Protocols),
2 .) the transaction manager cooperation described in the next section (Transaction Protocols), and
3 .) the cooperation between the global object managers as described in chapter 2
(Object Transfer Protocol. Remote Procedure Call) .
All these protocols are based on the transport level functions described above.
The recovery protocols are executed by the recovery manager processes inside the
recovery subsystem. The transaction protocols are executed by transaction
manager processes.
Finally, some remarks concerning the reliable broadcast protocol are
presented. The protocol guarantees that all of the broadcast messages are
received at all the operational sites in a multicast group. In addition, the sequence
of messages is the same at each of the receivers and a total ordering exists among
all broadcast messages.
In general, the approach requires only one acknowledgement per message
instead of n ones from the n sites of the system as usually necessary in positive
acknowledgement systems. This is achieved by using a negative acknowledgement
scheme . Thereby, a certain control mechanism avoids the usual disadvantage of
negative acknowledgement systems that it is not possible to know when a receiver
obtains a message and that broadcast messages must be stored indefinitely for
possible retransmission. This is achieved by logically passing all messages through
a primary receiver which is called the token site. This receiver functions like a tunnel through which all messages must pass. The system functions as a positive acknowledgement system between the source of the message transfer and the token
site. Between the token site and the remaining receivers, a negative acknowledgement is implemented. The token of control is permanently rotated among the
members of the multicast group . The actual configuration, i.e. the actual set of
members, is given by the so-called token list. Failure of a site is detected by the
protocol and results in a reformation phase in which a new token list is created.

3.4. Transaction Management
In the following section the uppermost layer 3 of the transaction mechanism is
described in detail. The functions of the transaction management layer consist of
maintaining a distributed action tree data structure for each transaction and of
enforcing the necessary concurrency control.
A distributed transaction arises due to invocations of type-specific operations
on remote objects. A transaction is described by a distributed data structure, the
action tree, which records the relevant information at each site visited by the
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The goal of concurrency control is to ensure a serializable execution sequence
for the set of all transactions, i.e . the effect of the interleaved execution of the set
of transactions is equivalent to some serial execution of the same set of transactions. Determinacy is not a goal. Non-strictly two-phase locking is used to enforce
serializability. The first version of the PROFEMO transaction mechanism only supports Read/Write-locking, because it is well understood. Type-specific locking or
other concurrency control methods can be integrated into future versions by
adding or replacing parts to/ of this layer. Due to the locking approach for concurrency control a lock descriptor object is provided in the active space for e a ch
shared recoverable object. The lock object contains the locking information
related to the associated object. The offered locking mechanism may lead to
deadlocks. Deadlocks are detected by a timeout mechanism and are handled by
aborting the corresponding transaction. A real distributed deadlock detector can
be added in a future version. Associated algorithms are known from the literature
[Mos] , [MeM].
Transaction management is of global importance and the offered functions
can have a global effect. To do so, each site runs a transaction manager. The transaction manager consists of a set of procedures implementing the operations for
transaction type and lock type objects and of some dedicated processes running in
processing subsystems. The transaction managers are identical and communicate
to achieve their global functionality . Moreover, they cooperate with their local
recovery managers. Transaction management functions are good candidates to be
integrated into a future operating system coprocessor.
First , the functional concept is presented. A formal description of this layer
based on state machines and pre- and post-conditions for the offered functions is
given in the companion report [NGJ]. A behavioral specification of the transaction
manager functions including their cooperation is given by means of PrT net
models. In the last subsection, the proposed implementation concept is .described.

3.4.1. Functional Concept

3.4.1 . l. Principles
A transaction comprises state transitions on a possibly distributed subset of
the object space with the following properties:
atomicity of failure (all-or-nothing),
atomicity of effect (serializability),
permanence of effect.
Recall chapter 1 for the full introduction of these terms. Summarizing, atomicity
of failure means that either all state transitions or none will finally occur. Atomicity of effect means that the effect of the interleaved execution of a set of transactions is equivalent to some serial execution of that set of transactions. Permanence of effect means that the effect of a transaction on global shared objects is
finally guaranteed to be not lost and irrevocable. How to implement the all-ornothing property and the property of permanence of effect has been discussed in
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that enforces the serializability property.
From the user 's point of view, at any time a transaction is in one of the transaction states active, aborted, completed, or committed.
Active
is the initial state of a transaction. As long ~s a transaction is in t he
state active, more state transitions of objects can take place on
behalf of this transaction.
Aborted
is one of the two final states of a transaction and means that the transaction failed and has no effect, i.e. with respect to the object space
the transaction appears to have never occurred.
·
Completed is an intermediate state and means that all intended state transitions
have taken place but are not assured to be permanent. A transition
into the state aborted remains possible.
Committed is the other final state of a transaction and means that the transaction has successfully terminated, all intended state transitions are
assured to be permanent and irrevocable.
The resulting state transition diagram is depicted in Fig. 3.31 .
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Fig. 3.31: Transaction State Transition Diagram

In contrast to flat transaction systems, as e .g. known in the database field • .
PR0FEM0 permits nesting of transactions. Thus, defined transactions can be used
as building blocks and can be combined into new larger transactions while retaining fine grain control over recoverability and concurrency inside the outer transactions. Nesting yields a tree structure of the nested set of transactions. An
immediately inner transaction A' of a given transaction A is called a son or a child
of A, A is called father or parent of A' . All outer transactions of A are called superiors of A, and all inner transactions of A are called inferiors. ·A united with its superiors defines the ancestors of A, A together with its inferiors is called descendents
of A. A transaction for which no outer transaction exists is called an outermost
transaction or a top-level transaction. Nesting structures are graphically
represented in two equivalent ways as depicted in Fig. 3.32.
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Fig. 3.32: Equivalent Representations of Nested Transactions

States of nested transactions are related to each other. The possible combinations can be picked off from Fig. 3 .33 . For instance, if an inner transaction is
active, all its outer ones are active, too. The abort of a certain transaction results
in aborting all its inner transactions. The state transition of a top-level transaction into the state committed takes place together with all those inner transactions which are not aborted.
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Fig. 3.33: Possible State Combinations of Nested Transactions
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In the following, only recoverable objects are considered because other
objects are not of interest for the transaction mechanism. The state transitions of
all objects are carried out by processes executing type-specific operations defined
for the objects. A process is only allowed to execute operations for one transaction
throughout its lifetime. The processes that carry out operations for a certain
transaction are called the participating processes or simply the participants of
that transaction. Thus, each transaction has its own participating processes. This
restriction ensures that information can only be passed from one transaction to
another by the considered recoverable objects and not through the whole local
environment of a process. Thus, saving states of these objects suffices to be able to
recover a transaction, and it is not necessary to checkpoint the complete environment of a process including a large number of objects which are only of local
interest to that specific execution. With respect to a certain object, several operations may be executed on an object in a single transaction and this may be done by
one or several participants of the transaction. This has the advantage that the
participants of a transaction can communicate over these objects, but it implies
that some inner synchronisation inside a transaction (compared to the locking
algorithm th.a t primarily synchronizes different transactions) becomes necessary
to ensure the internal consistency of the objects. It is remarked that the PROFEMO
approach thus avoids the difficulties of current proposals or implementations of
transaction mechanisms. In [Mos] and ARGUS (LiS] only a single process is allowed
in each transaction thus resulting in large transaction structures but without permitting communication between the different transactions (this would violate the
property of atomicity of effect) . On the other hand, in the LOCUS system [MMP]
these difficulties have been avoided by permitting several processes in a transaction, but these processes are not internally synchronized when using objects (files
in LOCUS) .
The set of participating processes of a certain transaction and moreover all
processes of nested transactions are related to each other. This process structure
is derived in the following.
The computational model described in chapter 2 offers the execution of a
type-specific operation on an object (or more generally of a module operation) as a
primitive for building computations . For each such invocation a process together
with a context are logically created {physically they already may exist). The process is regarded as a virtual processor and the execution is actually carried out by
the process· when a real processor is alloc·ated to the process by a dispatching
event. The execution environment of the process is determined by and bound to
its associated context. On termination of the execution the process and its context are logically deleted. We allow each such invocation to be optionally carried
out as a transaction.
These elementary computational primitives can be combined by invoking new
operations during the execution of a certain operation. Two invocation schemes
are offered. First, a simple synchronous invocation is provided in a procedure .call
like manner:

invoke{ ohject, operation, params, taoption)
First, a local execution of the operation is assumed. The calling process {the mastering operation) supplies a record of arguments by value or by reference derived
from the parameter specification and blocks as a result of the invocation. The
argument record is included into the created context and the created process
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becomes runnable. When the called operation terminates the result parameter
record is put into the calling context and the calling process is unblocked. The
invoked operation optionally can be executed as an inner transaction or as a toplevel transaction. If none of these options is requested, the created process
becomes a participant of the same transaction to which to calling process belongs.
If the called operation is requested to be executed as a transaction this
results in creating a transaction for which the called process becomes the first
participating process. Furthermore, as a part of the option the caller selects completed or committed to be the requested final state of the transaction. When this
new transaction finally terminates, the calling process is unblocked and becomes
aware of the final state of the transaction, i.e. it knows whether the called transaction has terminated successfully in the state completed or committed or whether it
has been aborted .
Generally, the new transaction is requested to be an inner transaction of that
one for which the calling process is a participant. In this case a request to terminate the transaction in the state committed not only affects this transaction but
also requires the corresponding top-level transaction and all its· non-aborted inner
transactions to be committed, too. When the calling process now is unblocked, it
will only notice that its inner transaction is in the state completed. A transition to
committed will take place afterwards.
Optionally, the new transaction also may be created as a top-level transaction.
In this case, the new top-level transaction is independent from the calling transaction with respect to recoverability, i.e . it is not undone if the creating transaction
aborts. This feature must be used very carefully because control over the created
transaction is lost. This may be useful in some cases. Especially, this feature can
be used by operating system level processes to handle user transactions which
thus can make permanent changes to the object space. Moreover, a top-level transaction will be created if the calling process is not a participating process in any
transaction. This case only arises for some operating system kernel processes.
Higher level operating system functions as well as all user level activity is carried
out by computations structured as transactions . If a top-level transaction is
requested to terminate in the state committed, the commit procedure is executed
before the calling process is unblocked. Then, it either notices committed or
aborted as the final state of the called transaction .
The resulting process structure is a tree, but at any time at most one process
is active, the other processes are either terminated or blocked. Thus, only one
sequential path of control arises. A possible situation is depicted in Fig. 3 .34:
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F i g. 3.34: Local Process Structure of a Nested Transaction
Resulting from Simple Synchronous Cal Is (Example)

Now , assume that the simple synchronous call results in executing the operation remotely . This occurs, for instance, by an invoke operation concerning a
remote object. A complete description of remote invocations is contained in
chapter 2 when the global object management is addressed. The synchronous
remote execution is totally transparent to the caller. First, assume that the
invoked operation is not requested to be a separate transaction. The calling process transparently calls the locally resident global object manager instead and
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becomes blocked. A description of the invoke including the argument record is
passed to the corresponding global object manager at the other site . There, a global object manager process functions as a remote agent that invokes the desired
operation. When it terminates, the result record is passed back to the global object
manager at the remote site which actually unblocks the calling process . The
described procedure is a usual remote procedure call except that 'call by reference' is permitted here due to the unique identifier referencing of objects. In general, only two messages are necessary for a remote invocation.
Now, assume that the invoked operation is requested to be executed as an
inner or top-level transaction. In this case, the new transaction is created locally,
i.e . the calling site becomes the home site of the transaction . A dummy process is
created locally to become the source of the process subtree of the new transaction . The only action this dummy process performs is to invoke the original operation remotely within the same transaction. This works as described above. Thus,
the calling process, the virtually called dummy process, and the home of the new
transaction are at the same site. There are several reasons for creating the
dummy process. First, creating a subaction and invoking an operation remotely
remain orthogonal to each other and are thus as independent as possible. The
remote invocation only occurs within a transaction and is thus not concerned with
transaction management except that the global object manager calls the transaction manager if a transaction visits the site for the first time . On the other side,
creating a transaction is always done locally. Secondly, dependencies between
recovery units corresponding to different transactions only arise locally and do not
cross site boundaries. This simplifies the recovery graph management. A possible
process structure related to that of Fig. 3.34 is depicted in Fig. 3 .35.
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F i g. 3.35: Distributed Process Structure of a Nested Transaction
Resulting from Simple Synchronous Cal Is (Example)

Obviously, the simple synchronous call, just described, only leads to a single
sequential path of control, and thus does not offer concurrent executions of typespecific operations within a single computation. In the following, this concurrency
is introduced bv off erin_g a concurrent svnchronous call parinvoke:
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parinvoke( object_!, operation_!, params~l . taoption_l
object_2 , operation_2, params_2, taoption_2 II

II

object_n, operation_n, params_n, taoption_n)
By executing parinvoke, the invoking process becomes blocked and n concurrent paths of control are created, each associated to one of the specified
operations. Each parallel branch corresponds to a simple synchronous call as
described above with respect to the parameters and to the options to execute t he
specified operation as a (nested or top-level) transaction. Remote execution
proceeds as described above. Thus, all operations are executed concurrently, a nd
as transactions, if so desired. When all parallel branches are terminated, the c alling process is unblocked . A possible process structure resulting from using parinvoke is depicted in Fig. 3 .36.
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Fig. 3.36: Distr ibuted Process Structure of a Nested Transaction
Result i ng from Concurrent Synchronous Cal Is (Example)

To summarize, a simple synchronous call and a concurrent synchronous call
are provided . Concurrency inside a single computation is possible. Optionally, the
computation can be structured by inner transactions or can have top-level springoffs in special cases. In any case, the set of processes of a computation is treeet+ ,,.,,,...+, ,..-.arl
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3.4.1.3. Action Trees
To manage transactions. a so-called action descrip_tor is maintained for each
transaction at each site by the local transaction manager. An action descriptor
contains the necessary information for its associated transaction as far as the
local site is of concern. This information and its use are discussed in detail in the
following . The whole information concerning a distributed transaction is thus
maintained in a distributed fashion by a set of action descriptors . In the formal
specification action descriptors are defined by the type AMActionStruct.
An action descriptor is created by a transaction manager when a transaction
is created or when an existing transaction extends to a new site for the first time,
both occurring as a result o_f 'invoke' or 'parinvoke'.
The transaction tree structure corresponding to a top-level transaction and
all its inner ones is mapped onto a set of so-called action trees, one at each site
visited by the transaction. An action tree describes that part of the whole nested
transaction which is visible at that site. Linking action descriptors to build an
action tree is done by references inside the action descriptors pointing to the
action descriptor of the father or to those of the sons. As an example, the action
trees corresponding to Fig. 3 .36 are depicted in Fig . 3.37 . It should be noted (not
visible in the example) that for any two nodes A, A' in an action tree, for which A' is
some inner transaction of A or vice versa, not all intermediate nodes are necessarily part of the same action tree . But these nodes are virtually included to yield
an unpartitioned action tree.
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Fig. 3.37: Action Trees of a Nested Transaction (Example)

In the following, the action tree related information stored in the corresponding action descriptors is described. Synchronization related information is
described in the next subsection .
To each transaction, a system-wide unique identifier is associated. Each transaction knows the uids of all its superiors. Thus, given two transactions it can be
locally decided whether the transactions are nested to each other, if they have a
common ancestor and so on. This list of uids is stored in all action descriptors of
the transaction when they are created and it remains unchanged. If the parent
transaction has an action descriptor at the same site, a reference to that action
descriptor is included. Furthermore, each action descriptor contains references to
the action descriptors of the locally created sons of the corresponding transaction.
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An action descriptor records the identifier of the home site of the transaction,
i.e the site where the transaction was originally created. Furthermore, an action
descriptor stores the identifiers of all sites to which the transaction spreads out
from the considered site . By propagating this information up the action tree the
home site of the top-level transaction finally knows all affected sites. At the home
site of a transaction the action descriptor contains a reference to the calling process which requested the transaction to be created. The calling process is
unblocked when the transaction terminates. Recall that the first participating process of a transaction and the calling process of that transaction reside at the home
site of the transaction.
Furthermore, an action descriptor contains the locally known state of the
transaction. At the home site the action descriptor always records the correct
state of the transaction, the other sites may have an old value for some time
period.
Each action descriptor contains a participant list, i.e. a set of references to all
local processes that are currently participating in the transaction. Additionally, an
action descriptor contains a so-called object list that references all accessed
recoverable objects of the transaction . The object list is logically partitioned into a
read object list and a modified object list, i.e . objects are distinguished whether
only reading type-specific operations are executed or not. (A read/write locking
scheme is applied, see next subsection). To execute an operation, an appropriate
lock must be obtained from a lock descriptor object which is associated to each
recoverable object. This is described in the next subsection.
To each action descriptor a recovery unit -i s associated at the recovery
management layer. Recovery units are the nodes of the recovery graph and have
been described in the last section. The unique identifier of a transaction is used to
define the recovery unit class of all recovery units of the transaction . References
to all modified objects are used by the recovery subsystem to handle transaction
aborts by restoring saved object states.
Now, the dynamic aspects of action descriptors and action trees are described
as far as synchronization is not of concern. Action descriptors are updated, if
relevant events concerning the corresponding transactions occur.
First, if a new participant process is created as a result of invoke or parinvoke,
it is added to the participant list. If a participating process terminates , it is
removed from the participant list. 1f a new object is used in a transaction, this is
recorded in the object list together with the requested access mode . A new object
is detected when a lock for this object is set, and if the requesting transaction is
not already known at the lock descriptor.
If a participant creates an inner transaction, this is recorded in the current
sons list of the action descriptor. Furthermore, the recovery manager is notified to
create a corresponding recovery unit and to store a recoverable dependency
emanating from the recovery unit of the calling transaction and leading into the
recovery unit of the newly created transaction. If a top-level transaction is generated, only a corresponding recovery unit is created.
A transaction completes when the last process of a transaction terminates.
Due to the tree organized process structure, this process is the first created process of the transaction. The state transition to completed is thus detected at ·t he
home site of the transaction and is carried out immediately by the local transaction manager. Completing a transaction at its home is propagated to all affected
transaction managers. They then change the state of the transaction in their local
action descriptors accordingly. If the completed transaction is an inner transaction, its action descriptor is included into the action descriptor of its parent transaction, i.e . the corresponding action descriptors are merged such that the
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relevant information of the child is recorded in the descriptor of the parent. The
same takes place for the corresponding recovery units (compare last section). The
relevant information consists of the object list, the visited sites of this subtree and
of the requested state to indicate whether the effect of the whole action tree must
be committed finally. Merging the object lists consists of adding those objects of
the child object list to the parent object list which the parent does not yet contain.
The procedure, just described, for completing an inner transaction imme diately shortens the action tree and the recovery graph during completing the transaction. Alternatively, this managing work could be done concurrently. To be able
to do so, the complete event for the inner transaction immediately results in storing a non-recoverable dependency emanating from the recovery unit of the inner
transaction and leading into the recovery unit of the parent transaction . This
ensures correct recovery. The merging procedure for the action descriptors now
can be done independently.
If the completing transaction is a top-level transaction and if the requested
state is completed, nothing remains to be done. A state transition to committed
will be requested by a subsequent transaction or by the the recovery subsystem
itself. This has been described in the last section when moving forward the commit
line was discussed . Otherwise, -if the calling process or if one of the participants of
the top-level transaction and all its inferiors requested the transaction to terminate in the state committed, the commit procedure is requested to be executed
by the recovery subsystem. The recovery unit associated to the transaction functions as the initiating recovery unit upon which the search for the new commit line
starts.
The abort of a transaction rriay be requested by one of its participants, by the
calling process or by a recovery manager. As a consequence, the transaction
manager has to carry out some local actions at the action descriptor level (locking
related actions are described later) . If the abort is initiated by the local recovery
manager, all current participants are killed, and if the site is the home site of the
transaction, the calling process is awakened and notices the abort of the called
transaction , additionally. Finally, the action descriptor may be deleted . Notifying
the transaction managers of the other sites to which the transaction spreads out,
is done at the recovery management layer using the recovery graph and need not
be handled by transaction manager cooperation. If the abort is initiated from t he
transaction level, the local recovery manager is called additionally. The recovery
manager then takes care of invalidating all necessary system activity.

3.4.1.4. Synchronization
For the PROFEMO transaction mechanism, synchronization has two aspects
which we term outer synchronization and inner synchronization . Outer synchronization means synchronization between transactions, inner synchronization is concerned with synchronization inside transactions.
Serializability is the consistency criterion used in the PROFEMO transaction
mechanism for outer synchronization. Thus, transactions have to be synchronized
such that the resulting interleaved execution is equivalent to some serial execution
of the transactions. In more detail, this effect must be achieved by -properly s ynchronizing the participating processes of all transactions when they try to access
shared recoverable objects. In PROFEMO, non-strictly two-phase locking of each
transaction is used to enforce serializability. The locking approach implies that an
access to an object is only ·allowed, if a corresponding lock for the object is held by
the transaction . In the first version only read and write locks are distinguished ,
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thus defining two classes of type-specific operations for an object. A read lock only
permits type-specific operations which do not modify the object, a write lock permits any operation to be executed. These restrictions work in conjunction with
access control performed by checking capability rights. A corresponding right in
the presented capability is equally well necessary to execute an operation. The
mechanism can be upgraded to include type-specific locking .
Two-phase locking means that a transaction can require locks in a first phase
of its execution ('growing phase') . After that, only releasing locks is possible. This
'shrinking ' defines the second phase. The transition from the first phase to the
second phase is marked by reaching the so-called lock point. The lock point is a
logical event that occurs between aquiring the last lock for a transaction and
releasing the first one. In all currently existing commercial systems strictly twophase locking is used. This means that all locks are held until the transaction commits or aborts. Then all held locks are released together. In this special case of
two-phase locking, the shrinking phase collapses into a single point. This restriction, not necessary to enforce serializability, is accepted in order to independently
recover transactions. Thus, cascading aborts need not be handled. To the contrary, non-strictly two-phase locking does not impose these restrictions and leads
to a higher degree of concurrency. Handling cascading aborts now becomes necessary and is done by the recovery graph mechanism described in the last section.
Strictly two-phase locking and non-strictly two-phase locking are illustrated by Fig
3 .38.
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Fig. 3.38: Non-Strictly and Strictly Two-Phase Locking
Inner synchronization ensures the internal consistency of objects. In our
approach, inner synchronization is required because several processes may participate in a single transaction. If only one participant would be allowed , no inner·
synchronization would be necessary . This approach was chosen for instance in
[Mos] and [LiS] , but has several drawbacks as mentioned above. In [MMP] several
participating processes are possible, but inner synchronization does not occur,
possibly violating the internal consistency of some objects. The reason for this
lack of consistency seems to be the UNIX environment, where accesses to files are
not synchronized anyway.
To correctly synchronize the participating processes of a transaction, the
locking mechanism based on read/write semantics is used too , but owning and
using a lock are distinguished . Ownership of a lock is concerned with outer
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transaction can be used by its participating processes. At any time, either several
reading participants or one modifying participant is allowed to access the
corresponding object.
Outer and inner synchronizatfon, as just outlined, can be combined and
specified by locking rules which are presented in the following . The rules are based
on the locking rules for nested transactions presented in [Mos]. These basic rules
have been extended to incorporate premature release of locks (i.e . non- strictly
two-phase locking) and inner synchronization.
rule 1:

All transa.ctions are well-formed meaning for each object , accessed within
a transaction, ownership of the corresponding lock is requested before
using the object and ownership is released finally . Moreover, each participating process requests the lock for use before actually executing a typespecific operation on the object, and frees the lock after using it for a
period of time. Several using periods of one object may exist for each participating process.

rule 2 : A tran~action may become owner of a lock in read mode if it has not
reached its lockpoint and if all current owners of the lock in write mode
are ancestors of the requesting transaction.
rule 3 :

A transaction may become owner of a lock in write mode if it has n ot
reached its lockpoint and if all current owners of the lock in any mode a re
anc::estors of the requesting transaction.

rule 4 :

A process may become user of a lock in read mode if the following thr ee
conditions are met:
1. The transaction, for which the requesting process is a participant, is
owner of the lock in any mode.
2 . No inferior of this transaction is owner of the lock in write mode .
3 . No other participant of this transaction is user of the lock in wri te
mode .

rule 5 : A process may become user of a lock in write mode if the following t h r ee
conditions are met:
1. The transaction , for which the requesting process is a particip a n t , is
owner of the lock in write mode .
2 . No inferior of this transaction is owner of the lock in any mode.
3 . No other participant of this transaction is user of the lock in a ny
mode .

.

rule 6 : A transaction may release a lock if it is owner of the lock and if it h as
reached its lockpoint. The lock is owned in the same mode by the nearest
superior which has not reached its lockpo int. If such a superior e xists but
if it already owns a lock for this object in some mode , it subsequently owns
the lock in the strongest mode (only owned read mode and inherited r e ad
mode yields read mode , all other combinations yield write mode) . If no
such superior exists, the lock is really released .
rule 7 :

.

If a transaction aborts , all its participating processes are d iscar ded as
users of any lock , and the transaction is discarded as owner of any lock
(the locks are not inherited by superiors) .

The locking rules for transactions are not enforced by some supervising control instances, but each participating process of a transaction executes synchronization primitives from its own point of view. This simplifies programming for
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transactions. The executed synchronization primitives of the individual processes
are coordinated by the transaction managers such that the overall execution
sequence conforms to the locking rules. In more detail, each participating process
of a transaction behaves as described now.
For each shared recoverable object that the participant accesses during the
transaction, the following sequence of synchronization primitives occurs:
1.) First, the participant executes the operation SetLock. If the conditions
specified in the locking rules are not fulfilled, the calling process is blocked at
the lock for some time to await the fulfilment of these conditions. The successful execution causes the corresponding transaction to become owner of
the lock. The new owner mode is the maximum (rnaximum(read,write):=write)
of the newly requested mode and the already owned mode . An already owned
lock may result from SetLock operations of other participants or from inheritance by an inner transaction .
2 .)

Each using period of the object is opened by executing the operation UseObj.
The calling process may be blocked to achieve the correct synchronization.
The successful execution causes the corresponding process to become user of
the lock in the mode specified as a parameter of UseObj. Then, the process
can use the object for some time by executing type-specific operations which
are compatible with the held lock.

3 .)

Each using period of the object is closed by executing the operation FreeObj.
This possibly allows other participants to access the object. An other using
period may follow.

4 .)

Finally, the participant releases the lock by executing the operation
ReleaseLock. Aquiring the lock again is not possible for the participant.

Concerning the set of objects accessed within a transaction, a two-phase locking scheme must be applied with respect to the whole transaction . Each participant process declares the lock point to occur from his own point of view by executing the operation SetPartLockPoint. Afterwards, no further SetLock operation c an
be executed by this participant, i.e. in the following the part{cipant may use held
locks and must release them finally . Explicitly indicating the beginning of the
second phase is most flexible. Alternatively, executing the first ReleaseLock operation can indicate the start of the shrinking phase .
Now, coordinating the individual views of the processes by the transaction
managers is described . First, to manage the SetLock operations of several participants, a so-called lock counter is maintained for each accessed object of the transaction in its action descriptor. Each successfully executed SetLock operation
increments this lock counter. Correspondingly, ReleaseLock results in decrementing the associated lock counter. Thus, the lock counter for a certain object counts
the number of open SetLock/ReleaseLock bracket pairs for that object within the
transaction . Reaching zero for a lock counter is not sufficient for changing the
ownership of the lock because the lock point of the transaction must be reached,
too .
In general, reaching the lock point of a transaction cannot be decided locally
because the transaction may have spread out to other sites and since a consensus
must be obtained among the participants, i.e. no participant is able to dictate the
lock point. On the other hand, registering all participant processes of a transaction at their home site to come to an agreement was ruled out. This would have
required registration of the process before actually starting it.
. Our proposed solution to this problem is the following . For each participating
process of a transaction a so-called participant lock point and a lock point counter
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are maintained in the action descriptor. Generally, the participant lock poin t is
reset when the participant is created, and· the participant lock point is set when
the participant executes SetPartLockPoint. But if a participant for which the participant lock point is set creates a new son, the participant lock point of the so n is
set from the beginning . This ensures that no new locks , not already held by t he
transaction, can be aquired for the transaction from the son process by executing
SetLock. Thus, the shrinking phase cannot be violated by sons which are creat ed
after their father has executed SetPartLockPoint.
The lock point counter of a certain process is initially O when the process is
created as a participant of the transaction . For each created son of a process its
lock point counter is incremented. Recall that the process structure of a transaction is a tree. If a lock point counter goes to zero, this implies that the whole process subtree (if any) , for which the participant is the root , except the root process
itself , have all reached their individual lock points. If the lock point counter of a
participant is zero and if the participant lock point is set , this event results in
decrementing the lock point counter of the father process. This may require a
message transfer between the corresponding transaction managers . If the lock
point counter of the root process of the whole transaction is zero and if its participant lock point is set, consensus among all participants is achieved . The global
lock point for the transaction is reached. This is recorded in the (local) action
descriptor at the home site. Then the local transaction manager broadcasts this
event to all affected transaction managers. Al each affected site the lock point
event is recorded in the action descriptor of the transaction. At this point of time,
the transaction manager effectively knows that the lock point of the transaction
has been reached . Changing the ownership of locks held by the transaction now is
possible. The locks for all objects having a lock counter value zero are inherited by
the parent transaction, if such a parent exists. In case of a top- level transact ion
ownership of the lock really terminates . If a lock counter of an object reaches ze ro
subsequently , ownership of the lock changes immediate ly .
Finally, the effects of state transitions of transactions on the locking mechanism is described. A transaction starts in the state active with no locks held. Aquiring and releasing locks then works as described above. Especially, the lock point
can be reached and objects can be released effectively while the transaction is
active . A transition to completed implies that all locks are released. This is
because transactions are assumed to be well-formed . Thus, commitment is completely independent from locking . However, the transaction manager must adjust
the locking information, if a transaction aborts . All participants of an abort ed
transaction are deleted as users of locks, and the transaction itself is deleted as
owner of all locks held which thus become available to other transactions . Especially , locks of an aborted transaction are not inherited by the parent transaction .
The ClearLock operation is provided for this purpose.
The locking approach can lead to deadlocks . Deadlocks are detected b y a
timeout mechanism. If a process blocks al a lock longer than a specified amount of
time , the abort of the corresponding transaction is initiated. This is a very simple
mechanism and has the well-known drawbacks. A real distributed deadlock detector can be added in a future version. Associated algorithms are known from the
literature [Mos], [MeM] . This completes the description of how to enforce nonstrictly two-phase locking .
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3.4.1.5. Offered Functions
In the following. the individual functions offered by the transaction management layer are described according to a formal specification given in the companion report [NGJ] . The procedure headers of the visible functions are listed
together with a short verbal description of their semantics. A formal description of
the semantics in terms of pre- and post-conditions is part of the formal
specification. The following subsection describes the relevant parts of the offered
functions by PrT net models. It should be noted that the offered functions concerning transactions are at the level of managing action descriptors and lock
descriptors. At the programming level. the operati~ns invoke· and parinvoke are
used to create transactions, and the subsequently defined operations CommitRequest and Abort can be used to request a certain final state. From the lock related
operations SetLock, ReleaseLock, UseObj, FreeObj and SetPartLockPoint will be
used at the programming level.
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TYPE
AMActionid;
AMSiteid;
AMObjid;
AMProcld;
AMCCMode;
PROCEDURE CreateTransaction (actionid: AMActionid;
cal lprocid. execprocid: AMProc!d;
reqstate: AMActionState;
onum. pnum. snum: CARDINAL);
EXCEPTION Inval id□ p. NoActionSpace. Imp I Error;
PROCEDURE ExpandTransaction (actionid: AMActionld;
fromsite. tosite: AMSiteld;
execprocid: AMProcid;
onum. pnum. snum: CARDINAL);.
EXCEPTION Inval idOp. NoActionSpace. PartOverFlo~. Imp I Error;
PROCEDURE IncludeTransaction (actionid: AMActionid);
EXCEPTION lnval idOp. ObjOverFlow. Imp I Error;
PROCEDURE CompleteTransaction (actionid: AMActionid);
EXCEPTION Inval id!Jp. Imp I Error;
PROCEDURE CommitRequest Cactionid: AMActionid);
EXCEPTION NoAction. Inval idOp. Imp I Error;
PROCEDURE Abort Cactionid: AMActionid);
EXCEPTION NoAction. Inval idOp. Imp I Error;
PROCEDURE AddPart Cactionid: AMAction!d; procid: AMProcid);
EXCEPTION NoAction. □ uplOp. Inval idOp. PartOverFlow, Imp I Error;
PROCEDURE RemPart (actionid: AMActionid; procid: AMProcid);
EXCEPTION NoAction. Inval id□ p. DuplOp, Imp I Error;
PROCEDURE AddObj (actionid: AMActionid; objid: AMObjid; mode: AMCCMode);
EXCEPTION NoAction. Inval idOp. DuplOp. ObjOverFlow, NoObj, Imp I Error;
PROCEDURE CreateLock Cobjid: AMObj!d; unum. rnum. wnum: CARDINAL);
EXCEPTION NoObj. DuplOp. NolockSpace. ImplError;
PROCEDURE Setlock (objid: AMObj!d; mode: AMCCMode);
EXCEPTION NolockStruct. NoAct ion. Inval idOp, LockOverF low. Imp I Error;
PROCEDURE Releaselock Cobjid: AMObjld);
EXCEPTION NolockStruct. NoAction. Inval idOp. Imp I Error;
PROCEDURE UseObj Cobjid: AMObjld; mode: AMCCMode);
EXCEPTION NolockStruct. Inval idOp. OuplOp. Imp I Error;
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PROCEDURE F.reeObj (objid: AMObjld);
EXCEPTION NolockStruct. lnval idOp. Imp I Error;
PROCEDURE SetPartlockPoint ();
EXCEPTION Inval idOp. DuplOp. Imp I Error;
PROCEDURE Clearlock (objid: AMObjid; actionid: AMActionid);
EXCEPTION NolockStruct. ImplError;

The following types are used as parameter types in the procedure headers of
the offered functions. TYPE AIIActionld defines the unique identifiers to name
transactions, AMSiteld defines site identifiers, AMObjld defines references to
objects, AMProcld is used to identify processes, AMCCMode defines the read and
write access mode to an object.
CreateTransaction creates a new transaction with unique identifier actionid.
Callprocid identifies the calling process, execprocid identifies the first participating
process of the new transaction. The parameter reqstate requests one of the final
states completed or committed. The parameters onum, pnum, and snum specify
the number of entries of the object list, of the participant list and of the newsites
list, respectively. The transaction is created at the local site of the calling process
and this site becomes the home site of the transaction .
ExpandTransaction expands a transaction to a new site. ExpandTransaction is
called at the old site as well as at the new site. If ExpandTransaction is called at
the site fromsite, the site identifier tosite is added to the list of new sites of the
action descriptor. If ExpandTransaction is called at the site tosite, a new (the first)
action descriptor for the transaction with unique identifier actionid is created, and
execproc becomes its first participant at the new site. The parameters onum,
pnum, snum are used as above for resource allocation purposes.
IncludeTransaction merges the action descriptor of the transaction actionid
with its parent descriptor to curtail the action tree. If no parent descriptor exists,
the action descriptor is simply renamed and now describes the parent transaction
at this site . IncludeTransaction is executed as a result of CompleteTransaction .
CompleteTransaction completes the transaction actionid. CompleteTransaction is called at the home site of the transaction when the last participating process terminates. Execution results in a state transition to completed which is propagated to all.affected sites of the transaction. In case of an inner transaction, the
corresponding action descriptors are included into those of the parent transaction
using IncludeTransaction. In case of a top-level transaction, the commit procedure
is initiated if requested.
Abort causes the transaction actionid to be aborted and results in undoing all
effects carried out so far. Furthermore, all dependent transactions and especially
all inner transactions are aborted, too. All locks held by the transaction are
released using ClearLock.
CommitRequest causes the requested final state of the transaction actionid to
be committed . If the transaction is an inner transaction this request is related to
the corresponding top-level transaction and all non-aborted inferiors. The commit
procedure is initiated when the top-level transaction completes.
AddPart adds the process identified by procid to the participant list of the
action descriptor associated to actionid. AddPart is executed as a result of invoke.
RemPart removes the process identified by procid from the participant list of
the action descriptor associated to actionid. RemPart is executed when the participant terminates.
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AddObj adds the object identified by objid to the object list of action descriptor associated to the transaction actionid. The parameter mode specifies t he
requested access mode read or write. AddObj is executed as a result of SetLock.
CreateLock creates a lock descriptor for the object objid. The parameters
unum, rnum, and wnum specify the maximum number of read users, read owners
and write owners, respectively. These parameters are used for resource allocation
purposes.
SetLock aquires the lock associated to object objid in the mode mode for t he
transaction to which the calling process is a participant. The calling process may
be blocked . After successfully executing SetLock the lock counter of the transaction for the object is incremented and the transaction is owner of the lock .
ReleaseLock releases the lock for the object objid from the point of view of t he
calling process. The lock counter of the transaction to which the calling process is
a participant is decremented . If it is zero and if the transaction has reached its
lock point, the transaction will loose its ownership. In case of an inner transaction
the lock is inherited by the parent transaction. If the transaction is a top-level
transaction the lock is really released. If the lock counter is not zero or if the
transaction has not reached its lock point, the transaction remains owner of the
lock.
UseObj requests the lock of the object objid for a using period of mode mode
by the calling process. The transaction to which the calling process is a participant must be the owner of the lock in a sufficient mode . The calling process may
be blocked. When the operation successfully termin-e.tes , the calling process is user
of the lock in the specified mode .
·
FreeObj removes the calling process from the set of users of the lock associated to the object objid.
SetPartLockPoint indicates that from the point of view of the calling process
the second phase of the two-phase locking of the transaction starts. Subsequently,
the calling process will not execute any further SetLock operation. Coordinating
these events of all participants to derive the global lockpoint of the transaction
and to effectively release locks has been described above in detail.
ClearLock clears the lock descriptor associated to the object objid with
respect to the transaction actionid . All locks held are lost. The operation is called
as a result of aborting the transaction.

3.4.1 .6. PrT Net :Models of the Offered Functions
As in the case of the recovery manager, we also assume for the transaction
manager that the status information concerning the transactions is distributed
over the sites of the system. In every site, the transaction manager s administers
the information about all transactions which reside ins.
Again, we shall not make detailed assumptions about the structure of the
status information for the PrT net models. We only postulate that for every transaction known in s, a certain transaction structure (also called action descriptor)
exists. As already described above, this structure comprises the state of the transaction, the relation to the superior transactions, the list of participants of t he
transaction in site s, and the object list. Furthermore, information is associated
with the transaction structure about the locks which are held by the transactio"n
and its participants on objects residing in site s . This information is mainly stored
in the individual lock descriptors associated with each object.
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described in some detail; the associated PrT net models can be found in the figures
Fig . 3 .39 ff at the end of this subsection.
Fig . 3 .39 gives a survey over the activities of the transaction managers in the
system. The initial states of all n transaction managers are modelled by the predicate s .TransactManagerinitialState (s= l , .. . ,n). Activation of a transaction manager
is mainly caused by certain process activities which necessitate the manipulation
of the corresponding transaction structure and which, therefore, generate
corresponding requests to a transaction manager. If, e .g., a recovery manager has
'chased' a recovery unit <a,s> {see preceding section), it also creates a request to
the transaction managers to destroy the associated transaction structure of transaction a in site s (transition RECMAN). The predicate SWITCH represents the
branching possibilities of a transaction manager s to its several procedures.
Thereby, in the procedure CompleteTransaction messages for other transact ion
managers to additionally invoke their CompleteTransaction procedure may be generated. The CreateTransaction, ExpandTransaction, IncludeTransaction, Abort and
CommitRequest procedures may cause requests to the corresponding recovery
managers .
The procedure CreateTransaction is invoked, if a process in a site s during its
execution specifies the creation of a new transaction a or of an inner transaction a
(Fig. 3 .40) . In this case, a request is sent to the transaction manager s. The transaction manager then, after a check for certain preconditions, generates the transaction structure <a,s> for the new transaction with home site s. If this is successfully performed, a request to the recovery manager s is sent to generate a
corresponding recovery unit <a,s> (transition REQUEST, see also preceding section) . In case of an inner transaction to be founded, the request to the recovery
manager includes a specification of the dependency of recovery unit <a,s> on the
local recovery unit <b,s> of the parent transaction b .
The expanding of a transaction, Procedure ExpandTransaction, is necessary, if
by a remote procedure call a process specifies the activation of a new participant p
of the transaction a in site s . This causes the transaction manager s to start its
procedure ExpandTransaction. After a check for certain preconditions, the
manager performs the necessary change of the transaction structures, i.e . the new
participant has to be remarked in the transaction structure. Two cases are possible: The transaction structure <a,s> for a in s exists already . In this case only the
new participant has to be added to the transaction structure . In the second case,
the transaction structure for <a,s> does not exist (transition CREATE) . So, this
structure is first generated. Then the participant is added to_the transaction structure <a,s> . In addition to the activity of the transaction manager s, also the transaction manager of site j memorizes the expansion of the transaction a to a foreign
site.
The procedure IncludeTransaction performs the merging of inner transactions
(Fig . 3 .42) : if an inner transaction a completes, its transaction structures have to
be incorporated into those ones of the outer transaction b. Here, two cases are
possible: the transaction structure <b,s> . either already exists or does not yet
exist. In the first case, the transaction structure <a,s> is merged into that one of
<b,s> (transition JOIN). Otherwise, simply ~ renaming of the structure <b,s> into
<a,s> occurs. Corresponding activities have to be performed at the layer of the
recovery managers to include the recovery unit <a,s> of a in s into the unit <b ,s> .
To do so, the invoked transaction manager s produces a request for the
corresponding recovery manager s .
The procedure CompleteTransaction is executed when the last participant of a
transaction has terminated (Fig . 3.43) . This event is notified by removing this last
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site s of transaction a . Furthermore, this procedure memorizes the completion in
the transaction structure. Finally, a corresponding request to sites involved in
transaction a is generated. These transaction managers then concurrently perform
the corresponding changes in their action descriptor of a.
As one case, the procedure Abort of a transaction manager is invoked if a
transaction has been aborted internally or due to a user demand . In this case,
only a request to the corresponding recovery manager is generated. As a second
case, if a recovery manager has invalidated a certain number of recovery units, for
every invalidated recovery unit <a,s> the recovery manager then causes a request
to the transaction manager s to additionally perform the aborting at the level of
the transaction structure {transition REQUEST). This request invokes the procedure Abort of transaction manager s (transition START) . The procedure deactivates the participants of transaction a in site s and frees the locks for the objects
which were accessed by the participants; the latter is done by the inner procedure
ClearLock. Finally, the transaction structure <a,s> is destroyed (Fig 3.44).
The procedure CommitRequest has the task to start the commitment of one or
several transactions (Fig. 3 .45) . For invocation, two cases are possible: on the one
hand, the system may require the attempt to commit one or several transactions.
On the other hand, if the last participant of a transaction has terminated , a
request for the transaction manager of the home site s may be created. The
invoked procedure ComrnitRequest then generates a request to the associated
recovery manager s to start a MoveCommitLine operation for the recovery unit
<a,s>, and waits for the termination of this operation (see the preceding section).
The recovery manager s, potentially cooperating with other recovery managers,
then determines the set of all recovery units which must commit together. Every
involved recovery manager s transmits to its corresponding transaction manager
the identifiers of the recovery units in site s which have committed. For these
recovery units <a,s>, the transaction manager s subsequently destroys the transaction structure <a,s>, so eliminating all the status information about these units.
If a new participant of transaction a is founded in site s, status information
has to be added to the participant list of the corresponding transaction structure
<a,s> (procedure AddPart. Fig. 3.46). To do so, a request for transaction managers
is created to invoke its procedure AddPart. This procedure adds the participant
status information to the transaction structure <a,s>. Vice versa, for the
corresponding process p it is notified that it works for transaction a.
If a participant of a transaction a terminates, it has to be removed from the
participant list of the transaction structure <a,s> in the site s where p resides
(procedure RemPart. Fig. 3.46). This is performed by activating the RemPart procedure of transaction manager s . If the removed participant was the last active one
of the transaction structure <a,s>, finally a request is produced to subsequently
activate the CompleteTransaction procedure of the same transaction manager.
The procedure AddObject is invoked if an object is used the first time by a participant of the action part <a,s> as a result of a SetLock operation. The object is
then added to the object list of the transaction structure <a,s>.
.
The lock procedures perform the management of locks on objects (Fig . 3 .47).
These locks synchronize the access to the objects. There are five different lock
operations: SetLock, UseObj, FreeObj, ReleaseLock and SetPartLockPoint (the additional lock operation ClearLock was described as an inner part of the Abort procedure) . Thereby, the first of the operations to be performed on a free object h is
a SetLock operation. By this operation which is carried out by a process p of a
transaction a, this transaction gains the ownership of the object h . This is
represented by moving an item h from the predicate LOCK-FREE OBJECTS to the
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predicate OWNED OBJECTS. For an object gained by means of a SetLock operation,
the process may then specify by a UseObj operation that it wants to per:form operations on h . Independent of process p, other processes of transaction a may also
claim an ownership of transaction a on h by a SetLock operation. Every SetLock
operation is memorized by incrementing the so-called lock counter <l.h> of object
h . If process p has carried out its particular operations on h and does not want to
lock h from accesses of other processes any more, this is specified by a FreeObj
operation. Then the object h may be used by another process, or, after some time,
p again performs the UseObj operation. After the last use of an object, by a
ReleaseLock operation the using process can specify that from its point of view the
lock of transaction a on object h is not necessary any more . Correspondingly, the
lock counter is decremented. To give up the ownership of an object h two conditions must meet: The transaction must have reached its lock point, and the lock
counter of h must equal 0. The lock point of a transaction a is established in the
following way: A participant of a may specify by means of the SetPartLockPoint
operation that from its point of view the lock point is reached. This is memorized .
Moreover, a so-called lock point counter counts the number of the subprocesses of
the participant. If all subprocesses also have reached their lock point, the lock
point counter equals 0. If both holds, this is then notified to the next level in the
process tree . So, if the lock point counter at the top-level transaction also equals 0
and if its home site process has reached its lock point, the transaction has reached
its common lock point. From this point of time on, if additionally the event occurs
that the lock counter of an object h is 0, the ownership of a with regard to h ends.
In case that a is not an inner transaction, h is then a lock-free object. Otherwise,
the ownership is inherited to the next outer transaction of a .
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3.4.2. Implementation Concept
In this subsection the implementation concept of the transaction management
layer is outlined. The transaction management layer first defines two object types,
namely 'action descriptors' and 'lock descriptors' . These two types can be
regarded as additional system types. The elementary operations of these system
types will be implemented in software as procedures at the operating system kernel
level. In the future, migrating these functions to an operating system coprocessor
seems possible.
Furthermore, the transaction management layer consists of system level
processes running in a processing subsystem These processes build the active part
of the transaction manager.
Combining the static rights in capabilities which control type-sp~cific operations with lock information which can be regarded in some sense as dynamic rights
to enforce the correct synchronization, seems a good idea. Thus, the current held
lock mode could be recorded in a capability. It can be efficiently checked, whether
transactions are well-formed or not, and the held lock mode can be related to the
actual lock state of the object. This approach will be as issue of further research.

3.4.2.1. Object Header Information
The object header information concerning the transaction management is
maintained in the so-called 'concurrency control info' word. This 'Word exists for
sharable, recoverable objects. These objects have a 'long' object header which is
indicated by the 'recoverable'-bit R. The concurrency control word is allocated as
word 5 of the object header and contains the 'AMLockRef'-field which is an object
short name used as a reference to the lock descriptor object associated to the
object. (The reference can be regarded as a capability) . Thus, from the header of a
shared recoverable object the associated lock descriptor can be found .

3
2
1
10987654321098765432109876543210

+--------------------------------+I
+--------------------------------+I
1 I
+- -------------·----------------+I
2 I
+---------- ---------------------+I
3 I
+--------------------------------+I
4 I
+--------------------------------+
5 I
••••••• AMLockRef •••••••• I
+--------------------------------+
0 I R

•

Fig. 3.48: Transaction Management Object Header Information
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3.4.2.2. Action Data Structure
In the following, the internal structure of an action descriptor is outlined .
This structure is described by M0DULA-2 record definitions.

CONST
MaxOepth
MaxSons
MaxS i tes
MaxPart
MaxObj

,.
:a

,.
,.
,.

... '
......
••• t

••• t

... '

TYPE
AMObjOescript • RECORD
obj id
access
lockcounter
ENO;

AMObj Id;
AMCCMode;
CARDINAL

AMPartOescript • RECORD
parti d
fatherproc
part Iockpo int:
pointcounter
ENO;

AMProcld;
AMProcid;
BOOLEAN;
CARDINAL ·

AMAct ionStruct • RECORD
actionid
AMActionid;
state
AMActionState;
reqstate
AMActionState;
lockpoint
BOOLEAN;
CASE home: BOOLEAN OF
TRUE
cal lprocid
: AMProcid;
initialprocid: AMProc!d
ENO;
ARRAY (0 •• MaxOepthl OF AMAction!d;
superiors
CARDINAL;
cnsups
ARRAY (0 .. MaxSonsl OF AMAct ion !d
sons
CARDINAL;
cnsons
homesite
AMSi ~e!d;
ARRAY (0 •• MaxS i tesl OF AMS it e!d;
ne1,,1si tes
CARDINAL;
ens i tes
ARRAY (0 .. MaxPartJ OF AMPartOescript;
part I ist
CARDINAL;
cnparts
ARRAY (0 •. MaxObjl OF AMObjOescr ipt;
obj Ii st
CARDINAL;
cnobjs
ENO;
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In the following, the internal structure of a lock descriptor is outlined. This
structure is described by M0DULA-2 record definitions.

CONST
MaxRUser
MaxROl.lner

=
=

Max □ ueueLength

•

....

... '
....

TYPE
AMBlockMode • (lockread. lockl.lrite. useread. usel.lrite);
AM□ueueEntry

• RECORD
procid
blockmode
actionid
level
next

previous
ENO;
AMLockStruct"' RECORD
obj id
l.lr i teuser
readusers
cnumberru
l.lr i teol.lner
cdepth
readol.lners
cnumberro
queue
head
tai I
free

AMProcid;
AMBlockMode;
AMAct ion Id;
CARDINAL;

CARDINAL;
CARDINAL

AM0bjid;
AMProcid;
ARRAY (0 ••
CARDINAL;
ARRAY (0 ••
CARDINAL;
ARRAY (0 ••
CARDINAL;
ARRAY (0 ••
CARDINAL;
CARDINAL;

MaxRUserl OF AMProcid;
MaxDepthl OF AMActionid;
MaxROl.lnerl OF AMActionid;
MaxQueueLength] OF

AM □ ueueEntry;

CARDINAL;

ENO;

The CARDINALs cnumberru, cdepth and cnumberro determine the current
number of valid entries in the corresponding ARRAYs which will be small, in general.
The queue of waiting processes is maintained as a double linked list in the ARRAY
queue . Each process is enqueued at its correct relative order which is given by the
locking rules . Thus, always the head process can be dequeued. Free elements of
the queue are linked, too. The first free element is identified by free.
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